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TART I

THE SPIRITUAL EMBRYO

“ It IS too often required of children that they should

adjust themselves to the world, practised and alert

But it would be more to the purpose that the world

should adjust itself to children m all its deahngs with

them ”

Ahce MeyneU, The Unready.



Chapter I

THE CHILD TO-DAY

THE CENTURY OF THE CHILD

The amazingly rapid progress in the care and educa-

tion of children m recent years may be attnbuted

partly to a generally higher standard of life, but still

more to an awakerung of conscience Not only is

there an mcreasing concern for child health—it began

m the last decade of the XIXth century—but also a

new awareness of the personahty of the child as some-

thing of the highest importance To-day it is impos-

sible to go deeply mto any branch of medicme or

philosophy or soaology without taking account of the

contribution brought by a knowledge of child life A
parallel, but on a lesser scale, is the hght thrown by
embryology on physiology m general and on evolution

But the study of the child, not m his physical but in his

psychological aspect, may have an mfimtely wider

influence, extendmg to all human questions In the

mind of the child we may perhaps find the key to pro-

gress, and, who knows, the begmmng of a new civilisa-

tion

The Swedish poet and author, Ellen Key, prophesied

that our century would be the century of the child

While anyone with patience to hunt through histoncal

documents would find a recurrence of such ideas in

the first Kmg’s Speech of Kmg Victor Emmanuel HI
in Italy, when, in 1900, at the turn of the century, he
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THE CHILD AND PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

succdeeded to the throne after the assassination of

his predecessor He spoke of the new era beginning

with the new century, and he too spoke of it as the

Century of the Child

It would seem that such almost prophetic glimpses

arose from the impression produced by the mveshga-

tions of science in the last ten years of the XIXth
century

;
from the picture they gave of the child in

sickness, ten tunes more exposed than the adult to

death from mfechous disease, or of the child as victim

m harsh schools No one could have foreseen then

that the child held within himself a secret of life, able

to lift the veil from the mysteries of the human soul

;

that he represented an unknown quantity, the discovery

of which might enable the adult to solve his individual

and social problems This aspect may prove the

foundation of a new science of child study, capable of

influencing the whole social life of man

THE CHILD AND PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

Psycho-analysis has thrown open a realm of re-

search formerly unknown, bnnging to light the secrets

of the unconscious, but it has brou^t no practical

solution to the urgent practical problems of life. None
the less, it may help us to understand the contnbuhon
to be found m the hidden life of the child.

Psycho-analjsis has, one might say, broken through

the cortex of consciousness which psychology had previ-

ously considered as a ne plus ultra, hke the Columns
of Hercules in ancient history, which, for the Greek

9



THE SECRET OF CHILDHOOD

seamen, were limits beyond which superstition set the

edge of the world

Psycho-analysis has sounded the ocean of the

unconscious Without this discovery it would be hard

to explam to the pubhc at large how the child rmnd

may help m a more searchmg study of human prob-

lems As is well-known, psycho-analysis began as a

new technique for the cure of mental diseases, and

was hence a branch of medicme It made a truly

illummatmg discovery m estabhshmg the power of the

unconscious over human actions It has been, as it

were, a study of psychic reactions behmd conscious-

ness, of responses which bnng to hght hidden factors

and unsuspected reahhes, revolutionismg accepted

ideas They reveal the existence of an unknown
world of vast extent, with which, one might say, the

destmy of the mdmdual is bound up But psycho-

analysis cannot fuUy explore this unknown world In

Charcot’s tune, m the last century, psychiatry dis-

covered the subconscious Just as m a volcano the

seething elements m the core of the earth force their

way to the surface, the subconscious was seen to

manifest itself m exceptional cases m the graver states

of mental disease Hence its strange phenomena, con-
flictmg with the manifestations of consciousness, were
considered merely as symptoms of disease Freud
took a contrary path By a kbonous techmque he
found the way to penetrate to the unconscious, but
till recently he too tended to confine hnnself to the
domam of pathology For how many normal persons
would wiUmgly submit to the painful tests of psycho-

10



THE CHILD AND PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

analysis ? To a kind of operation on the soul It

was thus from his treatment of the sick that Freud

deduced his psychological theories, and the new psy-

chology was m large measure built up on personal

deductions drawn from abnormality Hence Freud’s

theones have proved madequate, nor has his technique

of treating the sick been wholly satisfactory, for it

has not always led to a heahng of “ sickness of the

soul ” As a result, social traditions, which are the

deposit of ancient expenence, have risen as a bamer
against certam generahsations of Freudian theory.

Perhaps the exploration of the vast reahty of the un-

conscious requires somethmg quite other than a

technique of clinical treatment or theoretical deduc-

tions

THE SECRET OF CHILDHOOD

The task of soundmg this ocean of the unconscious

remains for other branches of science and demands
another approach—the study of man from his ongins,

in an endeavour to decipher m the child soul its deve-

lopment through conflict with its environment, to learn

the dramatic or tragic secret of the struggles through
which the soul of man has remained disfigured and
darkened

Psycho-analysis touched this secret One of the
most impressive discovenes due to its technique was
how a psychosis may ongmate m the distant age of
mfancy The memories evoked from the subconscious
proved that in mfancy there were suffenngs other than
those commonly known, and which lay so latent m

11



THE SECRET OF CHILDHOOD

consciousness, so far from accepted ideas, that their

-

discovery was the most impressive and perturbmg of

all the discovenes of psycho-analysis Such suffenngs

were of a purely psychic order, slow and constant

,

they had never been recognised as facts liable to lead

to psychic sickness of the adult personality They
sprang from the repression of the spontaneous activity

of the child by the adult who had authonty over him,

and were therefore to be associated with the adult

whose mfluence was greatest—the mother

We must draw a clear distmction between the two
planes of enquiry covered by psycho-analysis One,
the more superficial, covers the clash between the m-
stincts of the individual and the environment to which
he must adapt himself This conflict may be resolved,

for It IS not difficult to bnng to consciousness the dis-

turbmg causes that he below consciousness But
there is also another, deeper plane, that of infant

memories m which the conflict is not between man
and his present social environment, but between the

child and the mother, or, we may say generally,

between the child and the adult This con-
flict may lead to diseases far harder to cure In all

diseases, physical as well as mental, the importance of
events that have occurred m infancy is now recognised
But here some other method than psycho-analysis is

needed The very techmque of soundmg the uncon-
scious that allows discovenes to be made in the cases
of adults, becomes an obstacle m the case of the child
The child, who by nature is not a fit subject for such
technique, has not to remember his infancy He

12



THE CHILD AND PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

must be observed rather than analysed, but obser\'ed

from the psychic standpoint in an endeavour to ascer-

tam the conflict through which he passes in his rela-

tions with grown-up persons and with his social envi-

ronment It is clear that this approach will lead us

away from psycho-analytic theones and techmque,

into a new field of observation of the child m his

social existence It is not a case of the tortuous lab}^-

rinths of a sick mind, but of the wide expanse of human
life in Its reahty, centring round the psychological life

of the child For the practical problem embraces
the whole life of man as it develops from birth

onwards

Tlie page of human history that tells the adventures

of man as mind has yet to be read—of the child as

through his senses he encounters obstacles and finds

himself involved in msuperable conflicts with the

grown-up who is stronger than he, who masters him
wthout understanding him Here was a blank page
that had yet to receive the storj^ of the unrealised

sufferings that convulse the intact and dehcate spiritual

existence of the child, organismg in his subconscious
a lower man, different from what nature had mtended

This complex question psycho-analysis illummates
but does not solve Psycho-analysis deals mainly with
disease and remedial treatment The problem of the
child psyche contains a prophylactic where psycho-
analysis IS concerned, for it will affect the normal and
general treatment of infant humanity, a treatment that
helps to avert obstacles and conflicts and hence their
consequences—the psychological diseases dealt with by

13
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psychoanalysis, or else those moral maladjustments

which extend to nearly the whole of humamty

Round the child therefore a new field of scientific

exploration has come mto bemg, distmct from psycho-

analysis, its sole parallel It imphes essentially a

form of assistance to the psychic hfe of infancy, and is

concerned with normahty and with education Its

charactertenstic is therefore the ascertainment of psy-

chological facts as yet unknown to the child, and at

the same time an awakenmg of the adult, who, m
regard to the child, adopts mistaken attitudes that have

their root m the subconscious

ACCUSATION

The word repression as used by Freud to indicate

the deep-seated ongms of psychological disturbances

m the adult explams itself

The child cannot expand m the manner required

by a bemg m process of development, for the adult

represses him “ The adult ” is an abstraction The
child IS isolated m society, so if the adult influences

him, that adult is a given adult, the adult closest to

him—^his mother first, then his father, then his

teachers

Society attnbutes to adults quite another role, givmg
them the credit of the education and development/ of
the child Now, on the contrary, the soundmg of the
depths of the soul bnngs to hght an accusation against
those who have been recogmsed as the guardians and
benefactors of humamty But smce almost all are
fathers or mothers and many are teachers or entrusted

14



ACCUSATION

With the care of children, the accusation covers the

adult world m general, the society responsible for the

children. This starthng accusation has something

apocalyptic about it, it is mysterious and temble like

the voice of the Last Judgment “What have you

done with the children that I entrusted to you ?
”

The first reaction is one of self-defence, of protest

.

“ we did our best We love our children We sacn-

ficed ourselves for them ” And this juxtaposes tw'o

conflicting attitudes, the one conscious, the other nsmg
from what is unconscious The defence is famihar,

it is old and deep-rooted and holds no interest for us.

What is of mterest is the accusation, or rather, those

whom it envisages They struggle and stave to per-

fect the care and education of their children, and they

find themselves caught m a network of problems, for

they do not know the error they harbour in themselves

All who preach in favour of the child must mamtain

this, accusation against the adult, an accusation with-

out remission, without exception And all at once,

this accusation becomes a centre of fascmating mterest

For it denounces not merely involuntary errors, but

errors of which we are wholly unconscious, and there-

fore It mcreascs our stature, leadmg us to the discovery

of ourselves And every true advance comes from the

discovery", the utihsation of the unknown
For this reason m every age the attitude of men

towards their own errors has been contradictory"

Esery'one is offended by conscious error, and is attract-

ed and fascinated by unknown error Unknown error
holds the secret of progress beyond the goal that is

15
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known and desired, and raises us to a higher realm

Thus the mediaeval knight who was ready to fight a

duel at the smallest accusation that impmged on his

conscious code, would prostrate himself before the

altar, saying humbly, “ I am guilt)', I declare it before

all, and the fault is mme alone ” The Bible gives

interesting examples of such contradictions What

was It that brought the crowd round Jonah at Nineveh,

so that King and people were filled with enthusiasm,

and thronged the streets m the wake of the prophet'^

He proclaimed them such appallmg sinners that if they

were not converted Nineveh would be destroyed How
did John the Baptist summon the crowds to the bank

of the Jordan, what allunng terms did be employ to

obtain such an extraordinary concourse of people ^

He called them a “ brood of vipers
”

Here is a spmtual phenomenon—men who flock to

hear themselves accused And by so doing they

assent, they admit their fault There are harsh and

insistent charges that summon the unconscious to con-

sciousness , all spmtual development is an achieve-

ment of consciousness, which assumes into itself what

was once outside it It is thus, mdeed, that civilisa-

tion advances, by successive discovenes

Now if the child is to receive a different treatment

from what it receives to-day, m order to save it from
conflicts endangermg its psychic Me, there is a first

fundamental, essential step to be taken, from which
all will depend—the modification of the adult In-

deed if the adult is already domg all he can, and, as

be mil say, loves the child to the pomt of sacnfice, he

16



acknowledges that he is faced by an insuperable prob-

lem He must necessanly seek beyond what is known,

voluntary and conscious

Even in the child there is much that is unknomi

There is a part of the soul of the child that has always

been unknown, and that must be known In the child,

too, there is need for the discovery that will lead us

to the unknown For besides the child observed and

studied by psycholog}’ and education, there remains

the unknowm child We must seek for him m a spir't

of enthusiasm, like those who know of hidden gold,

and who explore unknown lands and move mountains

in search of the precious metal This is what the

adult must do in searchmg for this unknown something

hidden in the soul of the child This is the labour in

which aU must partake, without distmction of caste,

race or nation, for it w'lU mean the bnnging forth of

an indispensable factor for the moral progress of

humanity.

The adult has not understood the child or the ado-

lescent and is therefore m contmiial strife with him
The remedy is not that the adult should learn some-
thing intellectually, or complete a deficient culture

He must find a different starting-pomt The adult

must find in himself the hitherto unknown error that

preients him from seeing the child as he is If this

preparation is wanting, and if he has not acquired the

aptitude that such preparation entails, he cannot pro-
ceed further The act of self-knowledge is not as

difiicult as IS supposed, for all error, even though un-
conscious, means suffering and anguish, and a single

17



THE SECRET OF CHILDHOOD

hint at the remedy bnngs perception of acute need

Thus a man who has a finger out of jomt feels the need

to have it put m place, for he reahses that his hand

cannot work or his pam cease till this is done In the

same way, as soon as he understands his error, man
feels the need to set his conscience m order, for from

that moment the weakness and pam that he has long

home become intolerable And once this has been

done, all becomes easy No sooner do we come to

the conviction that we had taken too much credit to

ourselves, that we had beheved ourselves able to do

what lay beyond our sphere and our possibdities, than

it becomes possible and interestmg to recogmse the

charactenstics of souls as diverse from our own as

those of children

The adult has become egocentnc m relation to the

child, not egotistic, but egocentnc Thus he consi-

ders everythmg that affects the psyche of the child

from the standpomt of its reference to himself, and so

misunderstands the child It is this pomt of view
that leads to a consideration of the child as an empty
being, which the adult must fill by his own endeavours,

as an inert and incapable being for whom everythmg
must be done, as a bemg without an inner guide,

whom the adult must guide step by step from without
Finally, the adult acts as though he were the child’s

creator, and considers good and evil m the child’s

acbons from the standpomt of relation to hunself
The adult is the touchstone of good and evil He is

infallible
, he is the good on which the child must

model himself Any way in which the child departs

18



BIOLOGICAL PRELUDE

from the characteristics of the adult is an evil that

must be speedily corrected And in adophng such

an attitude, which unconsciously cancels the child’s

'personality, the adult feels a conviction of zeal, love

and sacrifice

Chapter II

THE SPIRITUAL EMBRYO

BIOLOGICAL PRELUDE

When Wolf announced his discovenes on the seg-

mentation of the germ-ceU, he threw new light on the

process of the creation of Uving creatures, and at the

same time made it possible to verify, by direct obser-

vation, the existence of inner forces workmg in accord-

ance with a pre-determined pattern It was he who
overthrew certam philosophical ideas, like those of

Leibnitz and Spallanzi, by which the germ was sup-

posed to contam m immature the complete form of

the future creature They supposed that m the ovum,
that IS to say from the begmnmg, the bemg that would
develop if brought into a favourable environment was
already formed, albeit imperfectly and m mfimtesunal

proportions This idea came from the observation of
the seed of a plant, which contams, hidden between the

two cotyledons, a tiny plant m which we can recognise
root and leaves and which, set m the earth, develops
into the new' plant It was supposed that an analog-
'Ous process held good for animals and for man

But when Wolf, after the discovery of the micro-
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scope, was able to observe how a living being is really

formed (he began by observing the embryos of birds)

,

he found that the first stage is a simple germ-ceU, in

which the microscope, by its very power to render

visible what is mvisible to the naked eye, shows that

there is no pre-existent form at aU The germ-cell,

which results from the union of two cells, male and

female, consists simply of membrane, protoplasm and

nucleus like every other cell , indeed it is merely a

simple cell, m its most primary form, without any

visible difierentiation Every living creature, v/hether

plant or animal, comes from a primary, simple and un-

differentiated cell The tmy plant withm the seed is

an embryo that has already developed from the germ-

cell , It completed its earlier stages m the fruit, from

which the npened seed fell to earth

The germ-cell, however, possesses a most smgular

property, that of rapid subdivision, and of subdivision

on a pre-established pattern But of this pattern

there is not the smallest trace m the ongmal cell K
wc follow the earhest developments of the animal

embryo, we see the first cell spht mto two, these two
into four, and so on, till they form a kind of hollow

ball, known as the morula, which next introflects mto
two layers, leavmg an aperture, and forming a kind of
hollow, double-walled cavity, the gastrula And thus

by contmued mulUplication, mtroflexion and differen-

tiation, It develops mto a comphcated whole of organs
and tissues The germ-cell, therefore, simple, trans-
parent and devoid of any matenal design, works and
builds in exact obedience to the immaterial order it

20



BIOLOGICAL PRELUDE

bears within itself—^hke a faithful servant who knows

by heart the mission he has received and who fulfils

It, though carrying on his person no document that

could reveal the secret order he has been given. The

design IS discernible only through the activity of the

indefatigable cells, and we can see only the completed

work. Beyond the completed work nothmg exists

In the embryos of mammals, and hence of men the

first organ to appear is the heart, or rather, that w'hich

wrll betome the heart—a vesicle that begins at once

to beat in a regular rhythm, beating twice for each

beat of the heart of the mother And it will continue

to beat unwearying, for it is the vital motor that enables

all the vital tissues to form, pulsing to them the nou-

rishment they need for life

All this labour is hidden, and is wonderful precisely

because it is done thus alone. It is the miracle of

creation from nothmg Those wise htde hving cells

never make mistakes, and find in themselves the power
for far-reaching transformations, some becommg carti-

lage cells, some nerve cells, some skin cells, and each

tissue l^ds Its exact place. This marvel of creation

is one of the secrets of the universe, rigorously kept

;

nature envelops it m impenetrable veils and sheaths,

and she alone can part them, when finally, matured
and complete, a new creature is bom mto the world

But the creature that is bom is not merely a
material body. It m its turn is hke a gemi-cell,

possessing latent psychic functions, of pre-determmcd
type The new body does not function through its

organs only
; it has other functions—the instincts

21



THE SECRET OF CHILDHOOD

which, cannot be seated m a cell but in a living body,

in a creature already bom Just as every germ-cell

bears withm itself the pattern of the organism-to-be,

though without visible sign, so every new-born body,

whatever its species, bears in itself a pattern of

psychical msbnct, of funcbons that will set it in rela-

tion to its envnoninent, for the fulfilment of a cosmic

mission And this whatever the creature, even in an

msect The marvellous mstmcts of bees, which lead

them to so complex a social orgamsation, begm to

work only m the bee, not m the egg or m the grub

The mstmct of flight is m the burd after it is bom, and
not before And so on This second phase which
concerns psychic hfe m relation to a free environment
IS inherent m the first, m the embryonic hfe that nature

isolates and hides Indeed when the new creature is

formed it is like a spintual egg, beanng withm it a

mysterious guidance, which will result m acts, charac-
ters, labours, m short, in functions actmg upon its

outer environment

This outer envnonment must provide not only the
means of physiological existence, but stunuh to the
mysterious mission enscnbed m every creature that
is bom, aU of which are summoned by theur environ-
ment not only to life but to the exercise of a necessary
office for the conservation of the world and its har-
mony Each accordmg to its species The body has
precisely the shape adapted to this psychic super-
function, which must take its place in the economy
of the umverse That such higher functions are inher-
ent m creatures as soon as they are bom we see from

22



BIOLOGICAL PBELUDE

the animals We Jcnow that one mammal will be

peaceable because it is a Iamb, that another will be

fierce because it is a hon, that one msect will labour

without ceasmg m unchangmg disciphne because it is

an ant, and that another will do nothing but chirp in

sohtude because it is a cicala

And thus the new-bom child is not only a body

ready to function as a body, but a spmtual embryo
with latent psychic capacities. It would be absurd

to think that man alone, charactensed and distmct

from all other creatures by the grandeur of his mental

life, should be the only one with no pattern of psychic

development

The spint may be so profoundly latent that it will

not be apparent like the instmet of the animal, which
is at once ready to reveal itself in given actions The
absence of fixed and determmed gmdmg instmets such
as are possessed by the animals, is the sign of a fund
of freedom of action, demandmg a special elaboration,

almost as though it had to be created and developed
by each mdividual, and were therefore unpredictable
There is tlius a secret m the soul of the child, impossi-
ble to penetrate unless he himself reveals it as little

by httlc he builds up his being It is the same as in the

segmentation of the germ-cell, where there is nothmg
but an mvisible pre-determmed pattern, which there is

no means of disccrmng and which will mamfest itself

only with the gradual creation of the details of the
organism And therefore only the child can brmg us
revelation of the natural pattern of man But because
of the delicacy of all creation from nothing, the psychic

2
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Me of the child needs a defence and an environment

analogous to the sheaths and veils that nature has set

round the physical embryo

THE NEW-BORN BABE

“A quivering voice was heard on the earth,

It had never been heard before

It came from a throat that had never stirred before
“ They told me of a man who had hved m the deepest dark-

ness , his eyes had never seen the famtest glimmer, as though
he were m the depths of an abyss

“They told me of a man who had hved m silence , not
even the famtest sound had ever reached his ears

‘ I heard tell of a man who had really hved, always under
water, a water of strange warmth, and who all at once was
plunged into an icy stream.
“And he unfolded lungs that had never breathed. The air

all at once distended his lungs, which had been folded from
the begmnmg, and the man cned out
“And a quivermg voice was heard on the earth. It had

never been heard before It came from a throat that had
never stured before”
“He was the man who had rested
“Who can imagme such absolute rest ?
“The rest of one who has not had even the trouble of

catmg, for another ate for him All his fibres were relaxed,
for other tissues created the heat necessary to his Me. Even
his inmost tissues had not to work to defend themselves from
poisons and microbes, for other tissues worked for him And
oxygen was given him without bis breathmg—a privilege
unique among hvmg creatures

“His only labour was that of the heart, which beat before
he existed Yes, even when he did not yet exist, his heart
STOs beatmg, at twice the rate of any other heart. It was
the heart of a man.

And now He comes forward. He takes uponm^lf aU labour He is wounded by light and by sound,
travaiUed m the inmost fibres of his bemg, and as he advam
CCS he gives the great cry

‘|Why hast Thou fors^en me?
““ reflects m himself the

Christ who dies and the Christ who ascends ”
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Me of the child needs a defence and an environment

analogous to the sheaths and veils that nature has set

round the physical embryo

THE NEW-BORN BABE

“A quivering voice was heard on the earth,

It had never been heard before.

It came from a throat that had never stirred before
“ They told me of a man who had hved m the deepest dark-

ness
,
his eyes had never seen the famtest glimmer, as though

he were m the depths of an abyss

“They told me of a man who had lived m silence, not

even the faintest sound had ever reached his ears

“I heard tell of a man who had really hved, always under
water, a water of strange warmth, and who all at once was
plunged into an icy stream
“And he unfolded lungs that had never breathed. The aur

all at once distended his lungs, which had been folded from
the beguuung, and the man cned out
“And a quivenng voice was beard on the earth. It had

never been heard before. It came from a throat that had
never stirred before”
“He was the man who had rested,

“Who can imagme such absolute rest 7

“The rest of one who has not had even the trouble of
eatmg, for another ate for him All his fibres were relaxed,
for other tissues created the heat necessary to his life Even
his inmost tissues had not to work to defend themselves from
poisons and microbes, for other tissues worked for him And
oxygen was given him without his breathmg—a privilege
unique among hvmg creatures

“Khs only labour was that of the heart, which beat before
he existed. Yes, even when he did not yet exist, his heart
was bcatmg, at twice the rate of any other heart It was
the heart of a man.
“And now He comes forward He takes upon

himself all labour He is wounded by light and by sound,
travailled m the mmost fibres of his bemg, and as ho advan-
ces he gives the great cry
“Why hast Thou forsaken me?
“And thus, for the first time, man reflects m himself the

Christ who dies and the Christ who ascends ”



THE NEW-BORN BABE

The new-bom child does not come into a natural

environment, but into the civilised environment of the

life of men It is a “supernatural” environment, built

up above and at the expense of nature, through the

urge to procure all that will assist the life of man in

all its details and make it easier for him to adjust him-

self But what providence has prepared a civihsation

to assist the new-bom babe, man who must achieve

the greatest of all efforts at adjustment, when he

passes by birth from one life to another

The tremendous transition of bnth demands a

scientific treatment of the new-bom babe, for m no
other period of man’s hfe will he find a hke occasion
of struggle and conflict, and hence of suffenng

But no provision is made to ease this tremendous
passage In the history of human cmhsation a page
should be set before all others, telhng what civihsed

man does to help the newly bora But here, indeed,
the paper is blank

Many will say that, on the contrary, civilisation

takes a great deal of thought for the new-born chdd
How does It do so

When a child is bora, all concern goes to the
mother The mother has suffered so greatly

But has not the child suffered too
The mother needs special care
But does not the child, too, need special care
The mother’s room is darkened and silent, for she

JS worn out

But it is the child who has just come from a place
where not the famtest ray of hght, or the famtest
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sound, could reach hun It is for him, then,

darkness and silence should be prepared

The child has come from absolute rest, and

now, all at once, to exercise all his functions

He, therefore, must be tired and exhausted

His exhaustion does not come only from the <

trust between two opposite environments
, he has

endured the exhaustmg labour of birth by bis

efforts His body was compressed, as though j

mill, that squeezed it to the pomt of displacmj

bones He arrives worn out by the immense con

between absolute rest and the mconceivable effoi

birth

He IS like a pilgrim who comes from somew
far distant, worn out and wounded And whal

we do to receive him, to succour him m so great ne

The doctor casts only a superfical glance on
new-born babe, to see if it is ahve As thougl

said, “It is alive, so put it on one side, we ca
bother with it now ”

The parents, on the contrary, gaze on it with
demess and joy, and they welcome it with the ego
of those who rejoice m a gift from nature “The
baby ? Our son ?”

All those who awaited him are impatient to e
him, to admire him, to touch him The father
want to see the colour of his eyes, and will try to <

the eyehds of the new creature, gaTing eagerly,
smihng for joy as he sees the pupils that will one
see him and recognise him

But no one sees m the new-bom babe the suffe
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man, the first image of Christ, pure and mcompre-

hended

How does the adult approach the bemg who comes

from nothin g, and who now finds himself m the world

with those delicate eyes that have never seen hght,

those ears that had been engulfed m silence This

creature with tortured limbs that had till then touched

nothmg?

The dehcate body is exposed to brutal contact with

sohd objects, it is handled by the soulless hands of a

grown-up man, who forgets its dehcacy

Yes, the new-born babe is roughly handled, its

dehcate skm is rubbed by heavy hands, by rough

cloths

Indeed, the family hardly dare touch it, so fragile

IS It
, Its relations and its mother look on it with fear,

and so they entrust it to expert hands, and set their

ramds at rest
;
conscience has found a refuge where it

can be at ease. No one will feel the need to watch

over and defend that httle body that had known no
touch before.

People will ask,“What then should we do Some-
one must touch the baby ”

Yes, but those expert hands that now touch it have
never learned how to touch such a dehcate creature.

They are rough hands, with the sole ability to hold
the baby securely, without letUng it fall People thmk
that if the baby, havmg passed through buth, is ahve,
that IS enough

,
all they seek is that the effort of exis-

tence should not be lost But they have never studied
how to approach this delicate being
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The doctor picks it up roughly, and as the new-

born baby gives its despairing cry, all smile in satis-

faction that IS its voice Weepmg is its language,

and such thmgs are necessary for it, to wash its eyes

and distend its lungs

The new-born child is immediately clothed

Once it was wrapped m rigid swaddhng clothes, as

if it were set m plaster, and its limbs, which from the

begmnmg had been folded together, were stretched

out and fixed with cruel force

Yet it IS not necessary to clothe the baby, neither

immediately after birth nor durmg the first month of

life

If we want to follow the story of the clothmg of

new-born babies, we find a gradual evolution, from

rigid supports to soft, hght clothmg, with a gradual

decrease m the size of its wardrobe To-day, mdeed,

the clothmg of the newly bom is on the threshold of

nudism One step more, and it will be left naked

Indeed, it would be best if the baby could be left

naked, to be kept warm by the surroundmg air and not

by clothes It has not sufficient heat m itself to face the

temperature outside, smce it has hved till now m the

warmth of the maternal body Qothes can only pre-

serve the heat of the body, preventing it from evapo-

rating If the room is warmed, clothes become an

obstacle between the warmth of the air and the child’s

body We notice among the animals that even when

the httle ones are covered with fur or fluff, the

mother covers them with her body to keep them warm
We do not want to dwell too long on this argu-
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ment Assuredly, if they were able to speak to me,

Amencans would tell me of the care that is taken of

new-born children m their country, and Germans and

Enghsh would ask me m surpnse, if I am unaware

of the progress made m their countries m this branch

of medicme and nursmg And still, I should have

to answer that I know all this, and that I have gone

in person to study all the latest refinements m child-

care m certam of these countries And all the same,

I have to declare that everywhere there is a lack of

that nobihty of conscience demanded for a worthy

welcome to the man that is bom
It IS true that much is done, but what is progress

if It is not an awareness of that of which we were
once imaware, an adding to what seemed complete,

and even unsurpassable

Nowhere m the world is the baby understood as

it should be.

I should like to touch on another pomt—^the fact

that however deeply we love the new baby, we have
an instmct of defence against him, from the first

instant of his arrival. It is not only an mstmct of
defence, but an instmct of avarice, that makes us
hasten to protect our possessions from hun, however
worthless they may be m themselves. For example,
to save his wretched httle mattress from bemg soiled*
we set a waterproof covenng between it and his body,
and allow his body to suffer the consequences
From that moment, the adult mmd will move to

the same rhythm * take care that the baby shall not
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soil me, not be a nuisance Defence Defence

against him

'

I beheve that as httle by httle humamty acquires

a fuller understandmg of the child, it will find greatly

improved methods of care Only very recently has

a beginnmg been made, m Vienna, of ways of lessen-

mg the suffermgs of the new-born baby The bit of

mattress on which it must fall m buTh is warmed, and

mattresses have been mvented of absorbent material,

that can be thrown away as soon as they are soiled.

These expedients are a prelude, a first sign of a fact

of immense importance—that the consciousness of the

adult IS beginmng to be aware of the baby
But the care of the new-born baby should not be

limited to preservmg it from death, to isolating it

from infection, as is done to-day m the more modem
chmcs where the nurses who approach it cover their

faces with bandages so that the microbes from their

breath shall not reach it There are the problems of
the “psychic care of the child”, from the very moment
of birth—and those of measures to facditate his ad-
justment to the world To this end experiments have
still to be made m chmcs, and propaganda is required
m families in order that the attitude towards the newly
bom should be changed

In nch famihes people still think of grand cradles
and fine lace for the baby’s clothmg Such luxury
shows a complete absence of consideration for the
child’s inner bemg Wealth should be employed m
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provision of comfort not of luxury, for such privileged

children

For the baby it would be a comfort to have a room
sheltered from the noise of the town, with sufficient

silence, and a hght that can be moderated and correct-

ed as, for example, is done m churches by stained

glass wmdows A warm, constant temperature, such

as has for some years been obtamable m operatmg
theatres, should allow the child to he naked

Another problem is that of movmg and carrymg the

naked child, so that it should be touched as httle as

possible by the hands The child should be picked
up by means of a hght, yielding support, like a softly

stuffed hammock, supporting the whole body gathered
together in a position resembling that of pre-natal

condiUons Such supporters should be handled with
great dehcacy and dehberation, by clean hands render-
ed skilful by careful practice To change the position
of the child from vertical to horizontal calls for special
skill Nurses have for long realised that a special
techmque is required for lifting a sick person and
carrymg him horizontally and slowly The transport
of the sick IS one of the elementary lessons of nursmg
No one pulls a sick person up vertically by the arm

;

he IS moved by means of a yieldmg support, dehcately
mtroduced under his body, and by this method he can
be moved without changing his horizontal position
Now the new-born baby is a sick person. Like its

mother, it has passed through peril of death. The
]oy and satisfaction of seemg it ahve is also rehef at
the danger it has escaped. Sometimes the baby is
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almost suffocated, and has to be brought to life by the

rapid admmistration of artificial respuation Its head

IS often deformed by a haematoma, that is, by a flow

of blood beneath the skin It must thus be considered

really as sick But at the same time the new-born baby

must not be confused with a sick adult Its needs are

not those of a sick person, but of one who makes an in-

conceivable effort of readjustment, accompanied by the

first mental impressions of a bemg that has come from

nothmg, but whose senses are active I have seen a

new-born baby that had been barely saved from a

dangerous condition of suffocation, plunged mto a

basm almost on the level of the ground, and, as it was
rapidly lowered mto the water, it opened its eyes wide
and gave a convulsive leap, stretchmg out its arms and
legs, as though it felt itself falhng That was its first

expenence of fear

The feelmg we should have towards the new-bom
baby is not the compassion that we have for the sick

or weak, but reverence before the mystery of creation,

the secret of an mfimte taking bounded form
The manner of handimg the new-bom babe and

the dehcacy of feelmg that should inspire such hand-
ling, make one think of the Catholic priest as he
handles the Host at the altar With purified hands,
which have practised every detail of their movement,’
with what dehcacy and dehberation does he move the
Host now vertically, now hohzontally, settmg It down
from time to time, as if It were weary, as if even such
movements were so vigorous as to need mterruption
And while he raises up the Host, he prostrates hunself
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in worstiip Here is silence the hght that enters is

subdued by coloured glass , a feeling of hope, of eleva-

tion fibs the whole environment ,
such is the environ-

ment worthy of the child

+ * ^ *

The baby, people say, is not conscious, and without

consciousness there can be neither pam nor pleasure,

such refinements would therefore be wasted on it But

how much care is lavished on sick adults whose life

is m danger and who are unconscious It is the need

of care and not the consciousness of that need that,

in respect of every other age of human hfe, calls for

the attention of science and feehng

No justification is possible

We have no real feehng for the new-born baby *,

for us It is not human When it comes mto our world,

we do not know how to receive it, although the world

that we have created is destmed for it, so that it may

continue it, and make of it a better world than ours

“ He came mto the world, and the world was made

by him but the world knew him not He came unto

his own and his own received him not”

nature’s teaching

The higher animals, the mammals, m the unchang-

ing wisdom of mstmct, have not overlooked the deh-

cate and difficult penod of adjustment that faces their

new-born young The humble cat is an example
;
she

hides her kittens as soon as they are bom, findmg some
dark, remote place m which to keep them, and she is
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SO jealous that she does not allow people even to look

at them And then, after a short period, they come

out and follow her openly

Mammals m a free state give stiU more stnkmg

proofs of their care for the new-born The greater

number hve together m numerous herds, but the

female near dehvery leaves the herd and finds a hidden

place where she gives birth to her young, keepmg them

m silence and isolation for a penod of time that vanes

accordmg to the species from two or three weeks to a

month or more The mother becomes immediately a

nurse, helpmg the new creature The httle one could

not exist among the herd, exposed to hght and noise,

and therefore she keeps it m a quiet, sheltered place

Although the young one can generally stand on its legs

and walk, the mother keeps it apart till it has attamed
mastery over its vital functions and has adapted itself

to the new environment After that she leads it back
to the herd, to the society of its kmd
The tale of such maternal care is really remarkable

;

It IS substantially uniform, even among species as diff-

erent as horses, bisons, boars, foxes and tigers

The cow-bison stays away from the herd many
weeks, alone with her calf, tendmg it with great affec-
tion When It IS cold she holds it between her front
hooves, when it is dirty she hcks it clean

, when it is
suckmg she stands on three legs so that it may get at
the milk more easily Later she leads it back to her
own herd, and contmues to suckle it with the patient
mdifference we find among female quadrupeds

Sometimes the mother does not only seek isolation
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for her delivery, but works to prepare an appropriate

place for the expected young The vixen, for in-

stance, seeks in a thick covert for a remote, quiet

place, such as a cave, that may serve for dwelhng If

she finds no suitable place, she digs a hole, or she

prepares a bed in a hollow tree, or hollows out a duck

bush , then she makes a nest, hned with soft material,

and almost always with her own fur, which she tears

out round her dugs, thus making it easier for the cubs

to suck. And there her six or seven cubs are bom,

with closed eyes and ears ; she keeps them hidden and

hardly ever leaves them

All mother beasts durmg this penod guard their

young jealously, and attack anyone who approaches

them Such instmcts are overlaid or lost when the

flTiimak hve in a domestic state It is a well-known

fact that sows often eat their young, whereas the female

of the wild boar is one of the tenderest mothers

Tigresses and honesses also, m a state of captivity, m
cages or m zoological gardens, sometimes kiU their

children We thus see that nature’s protective and

providential energies only function when creatures are

free to follow the inner commands of their gmdmg
mstmcts

In such mstmcts we may trace a clear and simple

logic • the new-born young of mammals must be

cared for in a special manner durmg their first encoun-

ter with the outer world, and there is therefore need

to distmguish a first, extremely dehcate penod, that

of the creature’s first advent mto the world, when it

must rest after the immense effort of birth and assume
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the sinmltaneous mastery of all its functions After

this period begins v/hat v/e may call first infancy, the

first year of life, the suckmg penod, that is to say,

the first penod of hfe in the world

The animals by isolating their new-born young do

not care only for their bodies Nature indeed, by

milk and the warmth of the maternal body, has already

provided agamst the mam physical difficulties to be

overcome m the new environment The mother

rather waits m this sohtude for the psychical awaken-

mg of instmcts that sprmg from the inmost bemg of

the new creature, and which will make it another m-
dividual of Its race This awakenmg must come about

m a place sheltered from bnght li^t or loud noises,

and m an unbroken quiet It is for this that the

mother waits, as she feeds, cleans and lovmgly helps

her oSspnng, and to this end she trains it before lead-

mg It back to the herd The colt by that tune will be
hvely on its legs, it will have learned to know its

mother and to foUow her, but above all it wiU have
had tune for the horse nature to reveal itself m its frail

and hesitant body It must brmg its heredity to reah-
sahon The mare will not allow her oSsprmg to be
seen by any till it has become truly a httle horse

, the
cat Will hide her kittens till their eyes have opened,
and they have learned to stand on their feet, till, m
short, they are truly httle cats

It is plam that nature exercises a powerful supervi-
sion over this awakenmg, this fulfilment The aim of
the mothers care is higher than purely physiological
Through her affection and her tender care, she awaits
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the biith of the latent instincts And for man we

might say by analogy that, through dehcate care of

the new-born babe, we should await the spintual

advent of the man

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF INCARNATION

Is there then a psychic life to be considered in the

treatment of the new-bom child ? If it exists already

m the new-bom child, it must be considered still more
durmg the first year of life and later The forward

step that has been made m the care of the child to-day

is this . that account is taken not only of his physical

hfe, but of his psychic hfe It is now often repeated

that education should begm from birth

Of course, the word education must not be under-
stood m the sense of teachmg, but of assistmg the

psychological development of the child To-day that

a distinction is draivn between consciousness and the

unconscious it is possible to imderstand how the baby
may have a real psychic life from the moment it is

bom The idea of an unconscious full of psychic
impulses and reahhes has become one of the popular
arguments of our age If we envisage the baby with
a psychic life, with the need to develop its conscious-
ness by puttmg Itself mto active relation to the world
about it, the image that appears to us is impressive
We see a soul, imprisoned m darkness, stnvmg to
come to the light, to come to birth, to grow at the
expense of an environment that has not been prepared
for such a grandiose event. We find ourselves m the
presence of a soul engaged m this diflScult task, and
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we do not know how to help it , we may even hinder

iL

But even if we confine ourselves to the most ele-

mentary and self-evident ideas, we may divine m the

baby a play of mstmcts govermng not only its physical

but also Its psychic functions, as we see m the new-
born young of mammals when all at once, by an m-
ward event, they express the characteristics of their

race The human child indeed is slower to develop
Its powers of movement than the young of the beasts
While the sense organs are active from birth, and the
baby is at once sensible to hght, sound, contacts, it

has httle power of movement It cannot raise itself,

it cannot walk or speak. It hes helpless longer than
any other creature, it begins to walk after a year, with
great effort, and only after what may be prolonged
period of abortive attempts It will have learned to
walk properly only when it is two With speech it is

the same as with movement For a long time the
child is incapable of arhculauon

, at six months it is

just beginnmg to utter syllables It is an mert crea-
ture, able to scream but not to speak, whereas new-
born anim^ have already their charactenstic utter-
ance Their voice is mdeed faint and plambve, but
puppies emit a real bark, kittens miaow, and lambs
bleat, m a word, they all have then language, not
merely screams and tears like the children of men. the
only dumb creatures among alL

It would be a great mistake to thmk that it is mus-
cular weakness that prevents a baby from staudmg
Or sittmg upnght, or that an mcapaaty for co-ordmat-
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ed movement is innate m the human bemg The

muscular strength of new-born babies as proved by

the thrusts or resistance of their members cannot be

questioned And nothmg could be more perfect than

the difficult co-ordmation of suckmg and swallowmg

which they achieve from the first Nature conditions

the child otherwise than the young of animals She

leaves the realm of movement free from the impenous

despotism of mstmct Instmct withdraws
,
the mus-

cles wait, strong and obedient, for a new order, they

await the command of the will to co-ordmate them in

the service of the human spmt They must express

the characteristics not of a mere species, but of an m-
dividual soul The mstmcts of the species are also

indubitably present, and wiU impose certam funda-

mental charactenstics . we know that all normal

children will walk upnght and speak But each child

may reveal such unsuspected individual variations as

to constitute an engima. With every young animal

we know what it iviU be like when it is fully grown

;

it will be swift-footcd if it is a fawn, it will move slowly

and heavily if it is an elephant, it will be fierce, with
strong 3aws, if it is a tiger, it wiU be gentle and feed
on fresh plants if it is a rabbit There will be no
change or mversion m such characteristics But man
IS capable of anythmg His apparent mertia prepares
the surprises of individuahty His inarticulate voice
will one day speak, but we do not know m what lan-

He will speak the tongue that he has picked

^
up by listening to those about him, and with great

'' effort he will form the sounds, the syllables, and finally
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the words He will be the voluntary constructor of

all his functions m relation to his environment , he will

be the creator of his new being

This animation of his organs of movement is thus

the funcbonal incarnation of an mdividuai with charac-

teristics of his own
That which is commonly known as the flesh is the

complexus of the organs of motion, known to physio-

logy as the voluntary muscles As their name imphes,

they can be moved by the will Nothing could better

mdicate that movement is bound up with psychic life

But without Its organs, its instnunents, the will could

do nothmg

Even the instmcts of the animals, whatever their

species, even those of the smallest insects, could not
find expression without organs of movement In a
highly evolved form like that of man, the muscles are

infimtely complex, and so numerous that students of

anatomy say, “ to remember all the muscles, you must
have forgotten them seven tunes ” In their functions,
they combme for the execution of most comphcated
actions Some provide impulses, others inhibitions,

some are able only to move forward, others only to
move back And yet, with all their opposmg func-
tions, they do not act m contradiction but m harmony
Every impulse is corrected by an inhibition, which
therefore always accompames it , to each that moves
forward is muted one that moves back They are real
societies, groups imited m smgle movements, and thus
movement is capable of infimte refinements, as for
example, m a dancer, m the hand of a violimst, who
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can transmit infinitesimal movements to the bow of

fiis mstrument Every movement is an association of

opposites, every refinement calls for what is almost

an army of muscles, actmg simultaneously with an

opposmg army, and m either case perfection is achiev-

ed through a tune of preparation

If this preparation is not wholly left to nature, but

if a part, indeed, the highest part, implymg direction

and construction, is entrusted to an mdividual energy,

that energy superimposed on nature is supernatural

,

here is the first fact that we must consider m man
There is, m fine, an animatmg human spirit that must

become mcamate m order to act, to express itself m
the world. This is the first chapter of the life of the

child, man’s first task

If there is an mdmdual mcamabon durectmg the

psychic development of the child, the child must poss-

ess a psychic life antecedent to its hfe of motion,

existmg before and apart from any outward expres-

sion Hesitant and dehcate, it appears at the threshold

of consciousness, setting the senses m relation to their

environment, and immediately acting through the

muscles m the effort to find expression There is an
interplay between the individual, or rather betw'een the

spintual embryo, and its environment, and by this

mterplay the mdividual forms himself, completes him-
self This primordial, formative activity may be com-
pared to the function of the pulsmg vesicle that repre-

sents the heart m the physical embryo, and which
impels nutriment to all parts of the embryomc body,
while It Itself receives the infiltrations from the blood-
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vessels of the mother, its vital environment Tlius

the psychic mdmduahty develops and organises itself

round the action of this motive-prmciple m relation

with the outside envuronraent The child stnves to

assimilate his environment and from such efforts

springs the deep-seated umty of his personahty This

prolonged and gradual labour is a contmual process

through which the spmt enters mto possession of its

instrument It must contmually maintain its sover-

eignty by its own strength, lest movement gives place

to merba or becomes uniform and mechanical It

must contmually command, so that movement, remov-
ed henceforth from the guidance of a fixed mstmct,

shall not lose itself m chaos Hence a creation that

IS always m process of reahsation, an energy always

freshly constructive, the unceasmg labour of spiritual

mcamation Thus the human personahty forms itself

by Itself, like the embryo, and the child becomes the

creator of the man, the father of the man

CHAPTER HI

MIND IN THE MAIONG
THE SENSITIVE PERIODS

The sensibility of the very young baby, before it has
animated its mstruments of expression, leads to a pn-
mary mmd fabric, which may remain unapparent
There is somethmg mystical m the idea that the

timest baby has its mental life It might lead us to
contemplate the new-^bom infant m the same spmt as
that m which in rehgion we contemplate the Child
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Jesus, as the incarnation of a God truly present in the

tiny body So, we might unagme, is a human soul,

hidden m the tender, helpless body of a baby, a soul

already developed and sensible, albeit dumb
But this conception is not a true one It would be

the same as saying that the new-born child has already

withm itself a fully formed language, but that the motor

organs of speech are as yet impotent to express it

What exists is a predisposition to construct a language

And somethmg of the same holds good m respect of

the whole psychological complexus of which language

is the outward manifestation The baby has a crea-

tive aptitude, a potential energy that will enable it to

build up a mental world from the world about it In
this It will be exposed to hmdenng encounters, to a
struggle for mental existence, which though uncon-
scious is none the less real, with inexorable conse-
quences as regards the final success of its achievement
If no one helps it, if an environment is not prepared
to receive it, it is a creature in continual peril from the
pomt of view of its psychic life. The httle child is,

we m'ght say, exposed, a waif m the world
In the course of its psychological development the

baby achieves things so marvellous as to be miracu-
lous, and it IS only habit that makes us indifferent
spectators However, does such a child, come forth
from nothing, orient itself in this compheated world
How does It come to distinguish one thing from an-
other, and by what prodigy does it succeed in leammg
a language in its detailed particularity without a
teacher, simply by hving It fives with simplicity and
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]oy, Without wearying, whereas a grown-up person

who has to onent himself m a new environment needs

so much assistance, and to learn a new language must

work hard, and even so will never attam the perfec-

tion with which he speaks the mother tongue he learn-

ed m infancy

Only recently has it been possible for us to ask

ourselves on what does such development depend, and

how does a hvmg creature grow

When we speak of development, of the growth of

consciousness, we speak of a fact that is outwardly

apparent, but only recently have we come to know
anythmg of its inner mechamsm Modem science

has facihtated such mvesbgations m two ways The

one IS by the study of the endocnne glands which

affect growth, the discovery of which aroused an imme-

diate and widespread interest m view of their immense

practical influence on the care of children The other

IS the study of the sensitive periods, which throws great

hght on psychic development

It was the Dutch scientist, Hugo de Vnes, who dis-

covered the existence of sensitive periods m animal

life, but we ourselves, m our schools and by observing

the life of children m their famihes, were the first to

discover the sensitive penods of infancy, and to make
use of them from the standpoint of educabon

These penods correspond to special sensibihties to

be found m creatures m process of development
,
they

are transitory, and confined to the acquisition of a
detenmned charactensbc Once this characteristic

has evolved, the correspondmg sensibihty disappears
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Thus every characteristic is estabhshed by the help of

aa impulse, of a transient sensibility which lasts over a

limited penod of growth, that is, durmg the corespond-

mg sensitive period

Growth is thus not something vague, an inexorable

innate heredity, but a labour guided meticulously by

transitory instmcts which brmg an urge to detenmned

activities, and these often differ strikingly from those

of the same mdividual at an adult stage

In biology these penods were first studied by De

Vries, and are particularly apparent in hvmg creatures

that reach them adult state through metamorphoses,

as m the case of msects We may take, for mstance,

the butterfly caterpillar It must feed on very tender

leaves, and yet the butterfly lays its eggs m the most

hidden fork of the branch, near the trunk of the tree

Who will show the httle caterpillars hidden there, the

moment they leave the egg, that the tender leaves they

need are to be found at the extreme tip of the branch,

m the hght ? Now the caterpillar is strongly sensible

to hght
;
hght attracts it, summons it as by an irresis-

tible voice, fascmates it, and the caterpillar goes

wngglmg towards where the hght is bnghtest, till it

reaches the tip of the branch, and thus finds itself,

famished for food, among the buddmg leaves that can

give It nourishment It is a strange fact that when the

caterpillar has passed through its first stage and is full

grown, It can eat other food, and then loses its sensi-

bihty to hght This has been proved m scientific

laboratories where there are neither trees nor leaves

but only the caterpillar and the hght The caterpillar
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Will wriggle rapidly towards any ray of light that comes

through a hole m the dark box in which it has been

enclosed for the experiment After a certain penod,

rays of hght leave it completely mdifferent This

mstmct no longer functions The caterpillar goes

other ways, seeks other means of hfe

A like active sensibdity all at once transforms the

caterpillar, once so greedy in its destruction of fine

plants, mto a kmd of fastmg falor Fastmg ngor-

ously, It builds a sort of sarcophagus m which it wiU

remain as though lifeless, and this labour is mtense

and irresistible So entombed, it will prepare the

final phase, the butterfly with its beauty and bnght

wings

It IS well known that m the grubs of the bee there

is a penod m which aU the females could become
queens But the commuiuty chooses one among their

number, and for her alone the worker bees make a
food substance called by zoologists “ royal jelly,

”

which she greedily devours Thus the pnvileged bee,

by her royal banquets, becomes the queen of a com-
mumty If, when a certam time has passed, the bees
wished to choose another female grub and were to
feed It on the finest royal jelly, it could never become
a queen, the penod of mtense hunger has passed, and
Its body IS no longer capable of such development

These facts may gmde us to an understaudmg of
the crux of the question, even where the human child
IS concerned The great difference hes between an
animatmg impulse leadmg to the performance of won-
derful, staggenng actions, and an mdifference that
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bnngs blindness and ineptitude The adult can do

nothing from the outside that will affect these different

states

The child makes a number of acquisitions durmg

the sensitive periods, which place hun m relation to

the outer world m an exceptionally mtense manner

Then all is easy, all is eagerness and hfe, every effort

IS an mcrease of power But when some of these

psychic passions die away, other flames are kmdled,

and so infancy passes from conquest to conquest, m
a contmuous vital vibremcy, which we have called its

]oy and simphcity It is through this lovely flame that

bums without consuming that the work of creatmg the

mental world of man takes place

Thus the exaltmg vitahty of the child explams the

miracles of natural conquest to be observed m psychic

growth

Thus what we have called “ mcamation ” and the

sensitive penods might be compared to a spy-hole

openmg on the inner processes of mmd m the makmg,
so that we see, as it were mteraal organs at work,

determuung the mental growth of the child

It thus becomes clear to us that psychic develop-

ment does not come about by hazard, and does not

ongmate in stimuh from the outer world , it is guided

by transient sensibihhes, temporary msbncts connec-

ted with the acquisition of certain charactenstics

Though this development takes place by means of the

outer world, the latter has no constructive significance

It merely provides the necessary means of psychic hfe,

just as the body, by eating and breathing, takes from
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Its outer environment the necessary means of physical

hfe

The inner sensibihties v/e have mentioned deter-

mine the selection of necessary thmgs from a many-

faceted environment, and of circumstances favourable

to development This gmdance is exercised by

makmg the child sensitive only towards certam thmgs,

leavmg him mdiSerent towards others When he is

sensible of somethmg, it is as if a hght came from him,

illummatmg that and no other, and of such thmgs his

world IS made But it is not a question only of an

mtense desire to find himself m given situations, or

to absorb given elements The child has a special,

umque capacity for profitmg by these m order to grow,

for it is durmg the sensitive penod that he acquires

certam psychological faculties, like that of onentmg

himself m his outer environment, and becomes able

to brmg his motor organs to life m all their intimate

and dehcate particulars

In these sense-relations between the child and his

environment hes the key to the mysterious recess m
which the spiritual embryo achieves the miracles of

growth.

We may imagme this marvellous creative activity as

a senes of keen emotions, nsmg up from the subcon-

scious, and which, by contact with the outer world,

build up human consciousness Starting from con-

fusion, they reach distmction, then create activity, as,

for example, m the achievement of speech In the

begmnmg, the sounds of the environment are confu-

sion and chaos, mdistmguishable, and then, all at once,
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they are heard as distinct, alluring, fascinating, the

separate sounds of an incomprehensible but articulate

language, and the nund, as yet without thought, hears

a kind of music that fills the world Then the very

fibres of the baby are stirred, not all its fibres, but only

those that must now play their part, and which had

previously remamed hidden, vibratmg only m un-

regulated cries Now they waken m a regular motion,

disciphned, ordered, which changes their manner of

vibration, and thus a new rhythm is prepared for the

cosmos of the spmtual embryo But it itself fives

mtensely m its present, and is all concentrated m the

present
,
the glory of its future bemg remams unknown

to It

Little by httle the ear discerns sound and the tongue

too IS animated to new movement
,
hitherto it merely

played its part m sucking, but now it begms to feel

an mward vibration, and is drawn, as though by an

irresistible force, to seek the throat, the hps, the

cheeks These vibrations are hfe, but as yet they

serve no purpose, save to bung an meffable pleasure.

A sensitive period is at work, a divine command is

breathmg through helpless thmgs, ammatmg them with

the spirit.

This inner drama m a baby’s life is a drama of love

Love m its widest sense is the sole great reaUty, which
evolves in the hidden recesses of the soul, and from
time to time fills it wholly These marvellous activi-

ties do not pass away without leaving indehble traces,

by which the man will be the greater, and which give
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him the higher charactensOcs that will accompany him

all his life ,
they take place m humble silence

This IS why all happens quietly and imperceptibly,

so long as the conditions of the outer environment

correspond sufficiently to the child’s inner needs In

the case of speech, for mstance, which is the hardest

of all these processes of ammabon, and which corres-

ponds to the longest of the sensitive penods, it hes

secret because the child is always surrounded by

people who speak and therefore provide him with

the necessary elements for his achievement The only

outward mdication of a baby’s sensitive state is its

smde, Its evident joy when we address it directly m
short, clearly pronounced words, so that it can dis-

tinguish the sounds as we distmguish a peal of bells

Or we see it grow tranquil m beatific peace, when, of

an evenmg, a grown-up smgs a lullaby, usmg always
the same words

, it is m such a state of dehght that it

leaves the conscious world for the world of dreams
It IS because we know this, that we talk to the baby
with caressing words, to earn its smile, which is so
full of life , it IS m this knowledge that from tune im-
memorial people have gone of evenmgs to then: babies,
who want and demand words and music with the
urgency of those askmg a comfort on the pomt of
death

Here are positive proofs of the child’s creative
sensibihty

But there are other, far more apparent proofs, which
have a negative sigmficance We see them when some
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external circumstance opposes the child’s mward, sec-

ret workmg, bringing violent disturbance and defor-

mabon, and resultuig m defects that will remam
throughout life If the baby has not been able to

work m accordance with the gmdance of its sensitive

period, it has lost its chance of a natural conquest, and

has lost it for ever

When something m its environment hinders its inner

working, the existence of a sensitive period shows itself

by violent reactions, a despair that we believe to be

causeless, and therefore set down to “ naughtmess
”

and temper Naughtmess is the expression of an inner

disturbance, an unsatisfied need, a state of tension

,

the child’s soul is crymg out for what it needs, seeking

to defend itself

This shows Itself m an mcrease of useless and rest-

less activity comparable on the physical plane to the

high fevers to which babies are hable without any pro-

portionate pathological cause We know that babies

often have alamungly high temperature ivith small ail-

ments that would hardly affect the normal state of a
grown-up person—and which disappear as quickly as
they anse In the same way m the psychological field

we find violent agitation due to infinitesimal causes,

correspondmg to a baby’s exceptional sensibihty

These reactions have always been known, and indeed
the tempers small chddren show almost from birth
used to be judged as proofs of the innate perversity
of human nature Well, if every disturbance of func-
tion is considered a functional disease, we must call
the disturbances that affect the psychic side of life
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functional disease also The first “naughtiness ” of

the baby is the first sickness of the soul

These violent reactions have been observed because

pathological facts are always the first to be noted , it

IS not tranquiUity but the loss of tranquiUity that pre-

sents Itself as a problem demanding thought The
plainest things m nature are not its laws but its aberra-

tions Thus no one notices the imperceptible outward

signs of the creative working of life, or of the functions

that subsequently maintain it The facts of creation

and conservation remam hidden In the functioning

of the body the mechanism of the mtemal organs is

somethmg truly wonderful, but no one sees it or notices

it The very mdividual who fives by them is unaware
of their stupendous organisation Nature works with-

out lettmg it be known, and we call the barmomous
balance of combmed energies health, normahty
Health ! It means triumph m every detail, the

triumph of purpose over causes

We take objective note of all the details of sickness,

while the labonous wonders of health may remam un-
perceived, unknown It is a fact that m the history
of medicme diseases have been known from earhest
times We find traces of surgical treatment left by
prehistoric man, while the origins of medicme go back
to the civihsations of Greece and Egypt But the dis-
covery of the functions of the mtemal organs is very
recent That of the circulation of the blood was made
in the XVnth century, while the first anatomical dis-
section of a human body mth a view to studymg its

internal organs took place m 1600 It was pathology.
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that IS to say, disease, that indirectly led to the dis-

covery of the secrets of physiology, that is to say, of

normal functions

It is therefore no wonder that men have been aware

only of the psychic maladies of the child, and that

the normal workmg of its soul has remamed m com-
plete obscurity And this is aU the more understand-

able because of the extreme delicacy of such psychic

funcbons, which work m darkness, m secret, without

possibility of manifestation

It IS therefore starthng but not absurd to say that

the adult has known only the diseases of the child

psyche not its health The healthy psyche remamed
hidden, like aU the forces of the umverse yet to be
discovered

If this be so, if we must reckon the baby as among
the hidden forces still a secret from us, and if its psy-
chic life develops on a background of functional dis-

harmony and sickness, a vast amount of deformation
IS bound to result, with bhndness, weakness, arrested

development This is not an imagmary picture, but
a very present reahty. Small causes near the begmn-
ings of hfe may lead to grave deviation

, man grows
and matures under a typical aspect other than his own.

THE CARE REQUIRED

The adult gives no help because he does not even
know of the effort the baby must put forth, and there-
fore does not recognise the miracle that is taking place,
the miracle of creation from nothmg, performed appa-
rently by a bemg without psychic life.
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This conceptioii bnngs with it a new mode of treat-

ing the baby, which has hitherto been considered

merely as a vegetatmg httle body, with urgent need

of physical care but nothmg more To-day what

should prevail is an attitude of expectation of the mam-
festations of mmd , m our care of the child we must

consider not only what exists but what is still to come
The adult must no longer reraam blmd to the psychic

reahty m process of actuahsabon even m the new-born
infant , he must follow its early developments and en-

courage them He has not to help the baby to form
Itself, for this is nature’s task, but he must show a deh-
cate respect for its mamfestations, providmg it with

what It needs for its making and could not procure for

Itself In short, the adult must continue to provide a

suitable environment for the psychic embryo, just as

nature, m the guide of the mother, provided a suitable

environment for the physical embryo
To prove the existence of psychic life m the tiniest

child we have no need of scientific experiments, as these
are understood by experimental psychology, and such
as have been attempted by certam modem psycho-
logists who by presentmg sensory stirauli to the child
try to attract his attention, in expectation of such motor
reactions as would mdicate a psychic response

Here, m the first place, is a fact that could not be
proved, save at a stage (which may mdeed fail withm
the first year of life), when a psychic co-ordmation of
the organs of movement has already been achieved,
that IS to say, when the process of ammation or mcar-
nation is m full swmg Whereas there must necessarily
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be a psychic life, however embryonic, antecedent to any

anunation of voluntary movement, precisely because it

IS the psyche that animates such movement

The earhest form of ammation is produced by a

feelmg Thus, for example, as Levme has shown in

his psychological films, the child who wants something

first throws himself upon it with his whole body, and

only much later, with the progress of co-ordmation of

his motor organs, can he separate one action from
another, and, for instance, stretch out his hand to take

what he wants

Another example is that of a child of four months,

who hkes to watch the mouth of a speaker, and ex-

presses himself with vague, soundless movements of

his bps, but above all by the look of keen attention on
his face, that shows him wholly absorbed by the inter-

estmg phenomenon before him Nonetheless, it is

only at six months that he begms to pronounce even
a syllable Thus before the earhest articulate utter-

ance, there existed in the child a sensible mterest, stor-

mg up sounds, secretly preparmg the ammation of the
organs of speech

, prior to the act, there was an ani-

matmg psychic factor Such sensibilities are subjects
for ofaservauon but not for experiment Indeed such
expemnents as have been attempted by the experimental
psychologists might be among those external curcums-
tances that can damage the secret labour of the infant
psyche, callmg forth constructive energies before due
bme

The psychic life of the baby must be observed as
Fabre observed his insects, going in search of them to
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surpnse them m their natural environments, and lying

hidden so as not to disturb them And we must begin

with the time m which the senses, hke prehensile organs,

begm to seize and accumulate conscious impressions

of the outer world, for from that moment a life is

spontaneously evolvmg at the expense of its outer en-

vnonment

In order to help the child it is not necessary to

develop extraordmary powers of observation, or to be

able to mterpret it Something much simpler will

suffice it IS enough to have a mmd prepared to assist

the hidden mmd of the child Then common sense

will suffice to make us her followers

The care demanded is both simple and practical,

as I will show by a few examples It is believed, to

begm with soraethmg very common, that smce the baby
cannot sit up it must ffiways he flat Thus its first

sensory relations with its environment must be made
with the sky rather than with the earth, but the sight

of the sky is just what is withheld from it In reahty
It hes lookmg up at the nursery ceihng, which is usually
white and smooth, or at the canopy of its perambulator
And yet it is through sight that the first impressions
must be obtamed, to nourish the hungry spmt

Those who had a notion that the baby needed
somethmg to look at thought of puttmg objects m front
of it, rather than of removmg it from the mistaken
conditions isolating it from its environment Actmg
m the same way as the experimental psychologists, such
weU-meanmg people would tie a strmg of balls or other
coloured objects m front of its cradle The baby.
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eager to take m or rather to devour images of its

environment, follows with its eyes the balls or toys

dancmg m front of it, tw'istmg itself m an unnatural

effort This deformmg effort is forced upon it by an

artificial offermg crude m form and movement. It

would be enou^ to put the baby somewhere high, on

a shghtly mchned plane, so that it could dommate at

least the environment of its room But it could be

put m the same way m a garden where the npple of

leaves, flowers, and the leapmg and runmng of animals

would form for it a hving panorama

It is necessary that for a long time the scenes of the

baby’s explorations should be the same Thus seemg

the same dungs it learns to recognise them, findmg

them always m the same place, while it learns to dis-

tinguish the movements of dungs moved by the air

from the movements of living creatures

ORIENTATION THROUGH ORDER

A baby only a month old had never been out of

the house His nurse was holdmg him on her lap

when his father and an uncle hvmg m the house

appeared before him together Both men were more
or less the same height and the same age The baby
made a start of intense surpnse and almost of fear

The two men stayed m front of him, but separated, one
movmg to the right and the other to the left. The
baby turned to gaze at one of them with plam anxiety,

and after a long look at him smiled But all at once
his expression agam became anxious, and more than
anxious, frightened With a swift movement he turned
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his head to stare at the other, and only after gazing at

hun for a long tune again smiled He repeated this

passage from anxiety to smiles, and those movements

of his head from nght to left quite twenty times before

hght dawned m his httle bram, and he realised that

there were two men They were the only men he had

seen Both had made a fuss of him, had nursed him,

and spoken affechonate words to him, and he had

understood the fact that there was a different kind of

bemg from the many women who surrounded him
He had understood that the world held a different kmd
of human bemg from his mother, his nurse, and the

various women whom he had had occasion to notice,

but never havmg seen the two men together he had
evidently formed the idea that there was only one man
Hence his fnght when he suddenly realised that the

bemg he had so labonously catalogued out of chaos

had become double

A characteristic of very small babies is their love

of order Babies of a year and a half or two show
clearly somettung that shows itself obscurely even
earher

, they need order m their surroundmgs This

love of order cannot be compared to that of a good
housewife who declares, “I love my hofii^^ I love to
have it always tidy ” She is only talkmg, but the
small baby cannot hve m disorder Disorder disturbs
hun, upsets him, and he may express his suffermg by
despairing cries, or by an agitation that can even
assume the forms of illness The small baby is imme-

I

diately aware of a disorder that grown-ups and even
bigger children pass by without perceivmg. Order m
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his outer environinent evidently affects a sensibility

that vanishes as he grows bigger It is therefore pre-

cisely one of those penodic sensibihties proper to

creatures in process of development and which we call

“sensitive penods” , it is one of the most important

and most mystenous of such penods

It may seem extraordinary or far-fetched to say that

children pass through a sensitive penod m regard to

external order, when everyone believes that children

are untidy by nature The cause of this contradiction

hes m the fact that the baby is unable to show his

dispositions in an environment that is not his own, and
of which the master is a bemg stronger than he, namely
the adult, who does not understand him, and by his

hghts considers him a creature of caprice But how
often have we not seen a baby crying desperately, with-

out reason, that is, capnciously ? How often have we
not seen small babies crying mconsolably? In the

soul of the baby there are secrets still hidden from the

adult

But It is only necessary to drop a hmt, to give a
word of guidance as to the existence of these secret

needs, for the adult to become at once aware of them,
and then he will see how the child soul reveals them

In our schools, if anythmg is out of its place, it is

the two-year-old child who notices it and puts it back.
This does not often happen, because as a rule children
of two do not come to school. It is also necessary
that children should learn the habit of keeping every-
thmg m its place, as happens m our schools where
nearly all superduous objects are elunmated More-
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over, in order to reveal such tendencies, children must

have freedom

A considerable public was able to observe such

phenomena as these m our glass school built m the

hall of the central buddmg of the San Francisco Exhi-

bition the year of the openmg of the Panama Canal

There was a child of two who, after school, put all the

chairs back m their places along the walls He seemed

to be pondermg durmg his work One day, leanmg

agamst a big chair, he seemed uncertam, went away,

and then came back and put it a httle apart from the

others
,
here mdeed was the usual place for the big

chair

Another tune, a bigger child, of about four, m
pounng water from one receptacle to another, let some
drops fall on the floor without nohcmg iL A toy child

took a rag, sat down on the floor and wiped up the

drops as they fell, without the bigger child’s paymg
attention When the drops of water ceased, the htUe
one asked, “Haven’t you any more ?’’ “More what ?’’

asked the bigger one, m surprise

But if an environment has not been prepared and
the baby finds himself among grown-ups, these in-

terestmg manifestations, which express themselves so
peacefully, may become misery, an emgma, naughti-
ness

In order to surpnse a positive symptom of this

sensibihty m small babies, such a symptom as an ex-
pression of joy and enthusiasm when their need is satis-

fied, It IS necessary for the adult to have studied this

aspect of infant psychology, and all the more because
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the sensitive penod of order shows itself in the first

months of life Only nurses framed on our prmciples

can give mstances of it I can give an example of a

nurse who noticed that as she was wheeling a five-

months-old baby m its perambulator slowly through the

grounds of its home, it showed special mterest and joy

at the sight of a white marble tablet mset m a grey,

old wall Though the grounds were full of lovely

flowers the httle girl always seemed to grow excited and
pleased when they came near the tablet The nurse

therefore every day stopped the perambulator in front

of It, though It seemed the last thmg that could give

permanent pleasure to a baby so newly bom
There are, on the other hand, hmdrances through

which It is easier to perceive the existence of a sensitive

penod, perhaps the majority of cases of precocious

temper arise from such sensibihties

I will give a few examples taken from real life

Here is a httle family scene , The baby in question,

only a few months old, was accustomed to he on a high,

obhque bed, so as to dominate its environment. Its

room was not the usual white, washable nursery on
physically hygiemc principles

, it was hygienic psycholo-
gically There were coloured panes m the wmdows,
a few pretty pieces of furmture, flowers, and among
other thmgs, a table with a yellow tablecloth, on which
stood a plant One day a visitor came in and put her
umbrella on the table The baby girl began to grow
excited, and the umbrella was certamly the cause, for
after staring at it, she began to cry It was thought
that this meant that she wanted the umbrella, which
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was brought to her, but she pushed it away The um-

brella was put back on the table, and the nurse gently

earned the baby to it, and put her down on the table

by the umbrella, but she only cned and struggled the

more The unmitiated would have taken this reaction

for one of those precocious fits of temper that show

themselves from birth But the baby’s mother, who
knew somethmg of a child’s early psychological symp-

toms, took the umbrella from the table and earned it

out of the room Immediately, the child grew calm

The reason for her agitation was that the umbrella on
the table was m the wrong place, and this violently

disturbed the usual picture of the posiDon of thmgs m
an order that the child needed to remember
Here is another example The child m this case

was much bigger, about a year and a half old, and
I myself played an active part in the scene

I found myself one day with a group of people
gomg through Nero’s grotto at Naples With us was
a young mother with a child, too small to be able to

walk the whole length of the subterranean passage
which goes nght through a hill , he seemed about a
year and a half old In fact, after a time, he grew
tired, and his mother picked him up, but she had over-
estimated her strength She was hot and stopped to
take off her coat to carry it on her arm, and with this

impediment once more picked up the child, who began
to cry, his screams growmg louder and louder His
mother strove m vam to qmet him She was plainly
tired out and began to grow cross Indeed, the noise
was gettmg on the nerves of all, and naturally others
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offered to carry him He passed from arm to arm,

strugghng and screammg, and everyone talked to him

and scolded him, but he only grew worse

\ It looked as if his mother would have to carry hun

after all, but now he had reached a state of what we

call real naughtmess, and the position seemed hopeless

The gmde let himself go so far as to exclaim : “Madam,
how ever could your husband think of leaving you

alone with a child hke this ^ Give hun to me !” And
he took the child m his sturdy arms with vigorous

seventy, at which the struggles grew really violent

I thought of the engima of infancy, of how reactions

must always have a cause, and gomg up to the mother

I said, “Will you alio v me to help you put on your

coat ?” She looked at me m amazement for she was
still hot, but in her confusion she consented and allow-

ed me to help her on with it At once the baby
' quieted down, his tears and struggles stopped, and he

said, “Mamma, coat on”. It was as if he wanted to

say, “Yes, Mamma, a coat is meant to be worn,” as

though he thought, “At last you have understood me,”
and, stretchmg out his arms to his mother, he came
back to her all smiles The expedition ended m com-
plete tranquilhty. A coat is meant to be worn, and
not to hang hke a rag o\er one arm, and this disorder
in his mother’s person had affected the child as a
jamng disturoance

I was present at another famdy scene that was most
lUuminatmg. The mother, who was feehng ill, was
sittmg, or rather l>ing, on a sofa, on which the nurse
had put t\»o cushions, and her httle girl of twenty-one
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months stood by her askmg for a “story” What

mother could resist such a plea ? Ill as she was, she

began a story, the httle girl hsteiung with an intent

expression But the mother felt so ill that she could

not contmue , she had to get up and be helped to bed

in a neighbouring room The child cried, clinging to

the sofa Everyone thought it natural for her to cry,

from fnght, they thought, and grief at her mother’s

illness, and they tned to calm her, but when the nurse

wanted to take the two cushions from the sofa to carry

them into the other room, the child began to scream,

“Not cushions, not cushions As though she meant,

“At least somethmg must stay m its place I”

The child herself was earned with caresses and com-
fortmg words to her mother’s bed, and her mother, in

spite of her illness, made an effort to go on with the

story, thinking that thus she would console her But
the child, sobbing, her face bathed m tears, went on
repeating, “Mamma, sofa

”

The story no longer mterested her Her mother and
the cushions had changed their place, the story begun
in one room was endmg m another, and the conflict m
the child’s mmd was dramatic and irreparable

These examples show the mtensity of the instmct
of order, and, what is equally surpnsmg, its extreme
precocity In children m then: third year the need for
order has entered upon a phase of calm, merging mto
the active, tranquil period of its apphcations Indeed,
one of the most mteresting things we notice m our
schools is that, as we have said, if anythmg is out of
place, it is the child of two who notices it and puts it
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back He still feels small details of disorder, which

adults or even older children do not notice If, for

instance, a piece of soap is left on the wash-stand in-

stead of m the soap-dish, or a chan: is put crooked or

in the wrong place, the child of two sees it and goes to

put It nght Disorder seems to present an exciting

stimulus, an active summons, but it is more than this ,

to put things tidy brings real enjoyment Indeed, we

notice m our schools that even much bigger children,

of three and four, when they have finished a game or

exercise put everythmg back m its place, and this task

IS plainly as spontaneous and enjoyable as any

Order—dungs m their place It means a know-

ledge of the arrangement of objects m the child’s sur-

roundmgs, a recollection of the place where each

belongs And this means that he can onent himself m
fais enviromnent, possess it in all its details We
mentally possess an environment when we know it so

as to find our way with our eyes shut, and find all we

want within hands’ reach Such a place is essential

for the tranquillity and happmess of life

Plainly, the child’s love of order is somethmg more

than what the adult means by the words It is a vital

need at a certam age, in which disorder is painful and

IS felt as a wound in the depths of the soul, so that the

child might say, “ I cannot live unless I have order

about me ” It is indeed a question of hfe and death

For the grown-up it is only a question of external

pleasure, of a more or less mdifferent comfort But

the child makes himself out of the elements of his envi-

ronment, and this self-making is not accomplished by
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some vague formula, but followmg a precise and defi-

nite guidance The guidance of nature enforces its

programme and its tune-table by a formidable disciplme

m which health and sickness, hfe and death play their

part For the tmy child order is hke the plane on

which terrestnal bemgs must rest if they are to go for-

ward ,
it is what water is to the fish It is necessary

that at an early age the child should acquire the

elements of orientation m the environment m which his

spirit must go forward to further conquests

Pecuhanties of this passion for order are revealed

m a child’s games Professor Piaget, the Swiss psycho-

logist, who holds the post once held by Professor Clapa-

rede at Geneva, has made mteresting expenments with

his own children He would hide somethmg under the

cushion of an armchair and then, havmg sent away the

child, transfer it under the cushion of an armchair

opposite His idea was that the child would look for

the object, havmg faded to find it m its ongmal place,

and to make the search easier, the Professor had put it

m a siimlar hidmg place But the chdd confined itself

to pullmg away the cushion from the first chair, saymg
m his baby language, “It’s not there now ” The ex-

pected response, a search for the vamshed object, faded

to foUow The Professor repeated the experiment, but

this time he allowed the chdd to see hun carry the

object from one chair to the other The chdd, how-
ever, repeated the same act as before, with the same
comment, “ Not there ” The Professor was about to

conclude his son was stupid, and almost impatiently

raised the cushion of the second chair, saymg, “ Didn’t
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you see me put it here
” *' Yes, ” rephed the child,

pomtmg to the first chair, “ but it ought to be here
”

The child had no idea of lookmg for anythmg ; this

did not concern him, what concerned him was that the

thmg should return to its place, and perhaps he m his

turn concluded that the Professor did not imderstand

the game Was not the game simply to carry away
somethmg and then to put it back m its place ^ The
“hidmg” of which his father spoke just meant that

the thmg was put out of sight under a cushion But if

the thmg was not put back, what was the pomt of the

game?
I, too, expenenced great astonishment when I began

to play with very small children (between two and
three years old) at what was meant to be hide-and-
seek. In games of this kmd children are always keen,
happy and highly expectant , so were these Their
game consisted m this one child, in the presence of
the others, hid under a table that was covered by a long
tablecloth, then all the others v/ent out, came back, and
lifted up the tablecloth with shrieks of delight at the
discovery of their playmate hidmg underneath This
they repeated agam and agam Each one said, “ Now
ru hide, ” and crawled under the tablecloth Another
time I saw much bigger children playmg with a little

one They put the httle one to hide behmd a piece of
furmture and, commg back, pretended not to see him
mid to hunt for him everywhere Whereupon the little

one called out, “ Pni here ' ” with the tone of one who
would say, “ But didn’t you see where I was ?”

One day I myself joined m such a game I found
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a group of little ones shouting for joy and clapping their

hands because they had found a playmate hidden behind

a door, and they crowded round me, pleadmg, “ Play

with us You hide !
” I agreed They all ran out,

just as though they did not want to see where I would

go Instead of gomg behmd the door, I chose a dark

corner behmd a wardrobe When the children came
back they ail ran to look for me behmd the door I

waited a httle, and then, seemg that they would not

look for me, I came out of my hidmg-place The
children were aU disappomted and downcast Why
wouldn’t you play with us ?” they asked reproachfully,
“ Why didn’t you hide ?”

If it IS true that the aim of a game is pleasure (and
mdeed these children thoroughly enjoyed repeatmg
their absurd nte), we must recogmse that at a certam
age children take speaal pleasure m findmg thmgs back
m the places where they have been put To hide some-

Alice Meynell gives a charming description of the same
lacL Little children, she says, ** are not eager, for a year or
two yet to come, for surpnses. If you hide and they cannot

^ you hiding, their joy m finding you is comparatively small

,

out let them know perfectly well what cupboard you are m,
shouts of discovery The better

the hiding-place is understood between you the more hvely the
drama. They make a convention of art for their play The
younger the children the more dramatic , and when the house
IS flUed with outenes of laughter from the breathless breast of
a child. It IS tot he is pretending to be surprised at findmg
his mother where he bade her pretend to hide This is the
comedy tot never tires Let the elder who cannot understand
the Chaim bew^ how he tnes to put a more mtelhgible form
of delight m the place of it, for, if not, he will find tot
n„, h

a manner of substituUou, and that they wiU
put half-heart^ laughter m the place of their natural impetuous
clamours —From The Unready Translator’s Note
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thing means for them to put it somewhere out of sight,

where its rediscovery bungs a sense of order not only

m what can be seen but in what cannot be seen, so

that they can say to themselves, “ You can t see it, but

I know where it is, I can find somethmg with my eyes

shut, be sure of the place where it has been put
”

Nature gives small children an intrmsic sensibihty to

order, as built up by an mner sense which is a sense not

of distmction between thmgs but of disUnction of the

relationship between thmgs, so that it perceives an

environment as a whole with mterdependent parts

Only m such an environment, known as a whole, is it

possible for the child to onent lumself and to act with

purpose
,
without it he would have no basis on which

to build his perception of relationship It would be

like having furniture without a house to put it in What

would be the use of an accumulation of external miages

without the order that bnngs them mto organised rela-

tion If man knew only separate objects and not their

relations, he would find himself m an inextncable con-

fusion It IS to the child’s labours that man owes the

faculty, which seems a gift of nature of orienting him-

self, of findmg his way about, in the world. In the

sensiUve penod of order, nature gives the first lesson,

m the same way as a teacher will show a child a plan of

the classroom, to prepare him for the study of geogra-

phical maps Or we may say that by this first lesson

nature has given man a compass to orient hmi in tlie

world In the same way she gives the small child the

power of exact reproduction of the sounds that make
up language, that language that is capable of mfinite
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development, and which the adult will evolve through

the ages Man’s mmd does not spnng from nothmg ,

IS built up on the foundations laid by the child in his

sensitive penods

INWARD ORIENTATION

The child’s sensibihty to order has two simultaneous

aspects , the outer, that concerns relations between the

parts of his environment, the mner, which gives him a

sense of the parts of his body, then movements and

position This latter aspect we may call his mner

onentation

This inner onentation has been the subject of much

research Experimental psychologists speak of a mus-

cular sense which allows the child to become aware of

the position of his vanous members, and which deter-

mmes a special memory—muscular memory This

explanation has been made the basis of a purely mecha-

mcal theory, founded on the expenence of conscious

movements If, for example, we move our arm to

seize somethmg, we are aware of this movement, memo-
rise and can repeat it

But the child has proved, on the contrary, the exist-

ence of a highly developed sensitive penod m respect

of the positions of his body long before he can move
freely and make any experiments That is to say,

nature prepares a special sensibihty towards the apti-

tudes and positions of the body
The old theories dealt with the nervous mechamsm,

but the sensitive penods concern psychological events,

spintual dlummations and vibrations, which prepare the
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way for consciousness They are energies starting from

non-existence, to bnng to existence the basic elements

from which the child’s psychic world will eventually be

constructed. These possibihties ongmate as a gift of

nature, and conscious experiments only develop them

further

We find negative proofs not only of the existence

but of the keenness of this sensitive penod when m the

child’s environment circumstances hmder the tranquil

evolution of his creative conquests Then the child

falls a prey to acute and often violent agitation, which

shows Itself not only as temper and crymg-fits, but may
appear as illnesses which, if the unfavourable circum-

stances are not removed, defy all attempts at cure

Whereas, the moment the obstacle is removed, temper

and illness both vanish, a clear proof of the cause of the

abnormal phenomena.

An mterestmg example was reported to me by an

English nurse Smee she had to make a short absence

from the family who had engaged her, she left in her

place an equally skilled nurse to look after the baby.

This nurse found her task easy, till it came to bath-

time Then the baby became unmanageable It not

only screamed, but struggled to get out of the nurse’s

arms The nurse meanwhile took the very greatest

care in the preparation of the bath, but m vam Little

by httle the baby came to hate the sight of her When
its first nurse came back, it was perfectly good and
quiet, and seemed to enjoy its bath This nurse had
been teamed on our prmciples, and was therefore in-

terested m finding the psychological factor, in discover-

5
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ing what enigma of infancy would explam the pheno-

mena that had occurred With great patience she tned

to mterpret the imperfect words uttered by a baby at

such an early age She discovered two thmgs The

baby considered the second nurse naughty, and why

Because she bathed it the wrong way round The two

nurses, companng notes, found that whereas the first

took the child with her nght hand under its head and

her left under its feet, the second nurse did the opposite,

supporting Its head by her left hand and its feet by her

n^t It thus felt that its head was being put at the end

of the bath where it was accustomed to put its feet

I once found myself mvolved m a pathological case

I was not called m directly as doctor, but I was a witness

to all that happened A family had just arrived from

a very long journey, and one of the children was too

small to stand the stram—or rather, that was the opi-

nion of all concerned Its mother, however, said that

on the journey eveiythmg had gone smoothly They
had spent the mghts at very good hotels, where every-

thmg had been prepared for them, with food and a
proper cradle for the baby They were now staymg m
a comfortable furnished flat , there was no cradle, but
the baby slept m a big bed with its mother Its illness

had begun by restlessness at mght and digestive trouble

At mght it had to be walked up and down, for its

screams were thought to come from bowel pams
Specialists had been consulted, and one had prescnbed
modem foods with a high vitamm content, which were
prepared with scrapulous care Sunbaths, fresh am
treatment, and all the most modem physical methods
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had faded to give any relief The baby was growing

worse and the nights were despairing vigds for the whole

faimly. Finally, convulsions set in The baby, when
in bed, wnthed in alarming spasms These convulsions

began to occur two or three tunes a day. The baby

was still too small to speak, so the greatest aid in know-
ing Its trouble was wantmg It was decided to call a

consultation with one of the most famous specialists in

nervous diseases of chddren It was then that I inter-

vened The chdd seemed healthy and from what its

parents said, had been healthy and qmet the whole

journey The cause of its symptoms might therefore

be psychological—one of the emgmas of infancy.

Then, I had a sudden intmtion The baby was in the

big bed, m a fit of agitation I took two armchairs and
set them one in front of the other, so that they made a
kmd of httle bed, walled m by the arms, hke a cradle

,

in It I put blankets and sheets, and without speaking,

I dragged it to the side of the bed The baby looked
at It, stopped crymg, rolled over and over till it reached
the edge of the bed, and let itself drop mto the impro-
vised cradle saymg, " Vila, ulla ulla >“* And imme-
diately, It went to sleep The symptoms of illness never
recurred It had been protestmg, m its way, against a
hornble disorder—that of doing away with its bed and
putting it in a big bed made for grown-ups

Evidently the baby was sensible to the contact of a
small bed, enveloping its body, and giving support to
all Its members, while the big bed gave it no such
shelter. The result was a disorder m its inner orienta-

From “culta, ” Italian for cradle
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bon, and this disorder was the cause of the painful

conflict, which had brought it into the hands of so many

doctors Such is the power of the sensitive penods

They have the mighty force of creative nature

The child does not feel order as we feel it, we have

already acquired a wealth of impressions and remam
indifferent to it, but the child is poor and comes from

nothing In all that he does, he starts from nothmg

,

he knows only the labour of creation, and he leaves us

as his heirs We are like the sons of a man who has

amassed wealth by the sweat of his brow, and who
understand nothmg of the struggles and labours that

fell to him We are ungrateful and cold, and adopt an
attitude of superiority because we are well provided

with everythmg and have our estabhshed place m
society It IS enough for us to use the reason that child

developed for us, the will he built up, the muscles he
amraated that we might use them We find our way
about m the world because he endowed us with the

faculty to do so We feel ourselves because he pre-
pared such a sensibdity We are nch, because we are
the heirs of the child, who drew all the foundations of
our life from nothmg The child achieved the immense
effort of the first step, the step from nothmg to a begin-
mng He is so near to the very founts of life that he
acts for the sake of actmg, for this is what happens on
the plane of creation, and he cannot make himself felt,

and he cannot cause himself to be remembered

THE UNFOLDING INTELLIGENCE

The child has shown us that his understandmg is not
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something slowly built up from outside Yet this has

been the conception of a mechanistic psychology, which

still exercises a major practical influence both on pure

science and on education, and thus on the care of the

child Psychologists of this school assert that the

images of external objects knock at the doors of sense,

and almost force their way m, to be transmitted by an

external impulse, till, on the psychical plane, they asso-

ciate, and, httle by httle, falhng mto organised order,

build up the mind This presupposes that the child,

from the psychological standpomt, is wholly passive,

at the mercy of his environment, and therefore under
the complete control of the adult This idea is com-
pleted by another commonly held postulate, that the

child from the psychical standpoint is not only passive,

but, as the old educationalists used to say, like an
empty vessel, to be filled and moulded
Our own experiences assuredly do not lead us to

underrate the importance of environment in the build-

ing up of mmd It is well known how our pedagogy
considers the environment so important as to make it

tlie central point of the whole system, while we give
to the child’s sense-life a more fundamental and syste-
matic consideration than any previous educational
method There is, however, a subtle difference between
the old concepuon of the child as passive and the real
facts This difference lies m the existence of the
child s inner sensibility There is a long sensitive
penod, lasting almost to the age of five, which gives the
child a truly prodigious capacity of possessing itself of
the images of its environment The child is an obser-
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ver who through his senses is actively absorbing images,

and this is very different from saymg that he is able to

receive them like a mirror To be an observer impUes

an inner impulse, determmed by feehng, by special

tastes, leadmg thus to a selection of certam images

rather than others This idea was illustrated by Wil-

ham James when he said that no one ever sees anythmg

m all its details, but everyone sees only a part, deter-

mmed by his feelmgs and mterests
, it is for this reason

that vanous people will give different descnptions of

the same thmg Of this James gives a witty example

If, he says, you are wearmg a new suit which pleases

you, when you walk along the road you will pay special

attention to the clothes of well-dressed people, to such

an extent that you nsk gettmg run over

Now the question rises, what are the interests of the

small baby, that will lead it to make a choice from
among the mfimte medley of images that make up its

environment ? It is self-evident that the baby will not
be affected by mterests of an external ongm, like those

quoted by James, for as yet it has had no experience
The baby starts from nothmg, it is an active bemg gomg
forward by its own powers Let us go straight to the

pomt The axis round which the mtemal working of
the sensitive period revolves is reason Such reason-
mg must be looked upon as a natural, creative function,

that httle by httle buds and develops and assumes con-
crete form from the images it absorbs from its environ-
ment

Here is the irresistible force, the primordial energy
Images fall at once mto pattern m the service of reason
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It IS in the service o£ his reason that the child first

absorbs such images He is hungry for them, and,

we may well say, insatiable It has always been known
that a baby is strongly attracted to hght, colours, sounds,

m all of which he takes visible dehght But what wc
want to prove is the inner fact of a reason that exists

in a purely germ-state There is no need for ns to

underhne how we should reverence and assist such

passmg from nothmgness to a beginning , he is bnng-
mg mto bemg the most precious gift which gives man
his supenority—^reason. On this road he goes for-

ward, long before his tmy feet can carry forward his

body

An example is far more lUummatmg than an argu-

ment, so I will recall the very staking one of the child

of four weeks old already quoted on pages 57-58.

In another environment where the grown-ups con-

cerned had had no idea of the psychical process at

work from birth, the event would have passed un-
noticed, and the baby would have been deprived of the

immense help which the two men gave him, by helpmg
him to take a most difficult step, to make an effort

towards the actuahsation of consciousness

I should like to add examples taken from much big-
ger children There was, for instance, a baby seven
months old, who was sitting on the floor playing with
a cushion. On the cushion were printed figures of
flowers and children, and the httle girl, with evident
dehght, smelled the flow-ers and kissed the children
An Ignorant servant, who was looking after her, inter-
preted this as meanmg that the chfld liked to play at
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smelling and kissing everythmg, so she at once brought

her all sorts of thmgs, sayuig, “ Smell this, kiss this
”

And so the little mind which was forming its own

pattern, recogmsmg images and fixing them in memory,

fulfiUmg an inner labour in joy and tranquilhty, was

thrown mto confusion Its mytsenous labour of inner

order was wiped out by the mcomprehension of an

adult nund

Adults can thus impede this inner labour, when they

faU suddenly upon small children without under-

standmg what these are about, and dance them up and

down or try to amuse and distract them It is the same
if they take one of the child’s hands and kiss it, as a

game, or if they want to make him sleep without paymg
attention to the psychical process at work m hun The
adult who IS unaware of this mystenous labour, may
wipe out the ongmal pattern of the child mind, hke
the sea when it sweeps over the sand and carries away
the sandcastles, so that those who would build on the

sand must begm over and over again. Whereas it is

important that the child should be able to preserve the
images he is absorbing with a maximum of clarity, for
It IS through the clanty and brilliance of impression
distinguished one from the other, that the ego can build
up the nund

A most mterestmg experience fell to a distmgmshed
child-doctor who specialised m the artificial feedmg of

^

children m them first year of life He had founded a

j

large chnic, and his researches had shown him that

/ there is an individual factor to be considered even m
feedmg

, thus not one of the many milk substitutes can
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be recommended as “ good for children ” of a given

age, smce a food may be good for one child and bad
for another His dime was the most perfect of the-

bind, from both scientific and aesthetic standpoints.

The results on the health of the children were marvell-

ous, up to SIX months old, but after that period, they

all began to get fil This was a naystery, for artificial

feedmg becomes easy after the first six months Now
he had, connected with his dime, a surgery for poor
mothers who could not feed their children, and who-
thus had need of artificial foods, given in accordance
With the advice they obtamed at the dune. And these
children unlike those m the clmic, did not grow ill after
Six months After many experiments the professor
thought that some psychic factor might explain the phe-
nomenon, and at once he was able to note that the
babies of over six months old were suflienng from bore-
dom, through want of food for the mind He began
then to amuse them, to vary their hves, to see that when
they were taken out it was not only on the terrace of
the dime

, the result was that they regamed their
health

A vast number of experiments have shown with
absolute certamty that durmg their first year of life
c Udren have acquired their sense impressions of their
cn\ironment with such clarity as to recognise them m
Piciures, m perspective on the flat But besides this
t c can aSirm that these impressions are already out-
&roAn and no longer afford a hvmg interest.
From the begmmng of their second year of Me,
' ^cn are no longer drawn, by the pecuhar fascina-
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tion wc notice in the sensitive penods, to showy objects

or bnght colours, but rather to tiny things that wc

should not notice It is as though what now interests

them IS the mvisible, or that which hes on the very

edge of consciousness

I noticed this sensibihty for the first time m a httle

gnl fifteen months ol8 I heard her laugh out loud m
the garden, m a way unusual m such small children

She had gone out alone and was sittmg on the paving

stones of the terrace Near her was a bed of magni-

ficent geramums, flowermg under an almost tropical

sun But the child was not lookmg at them
, her eyes

were fiixed on the ground, where there was nothmg to

be seen Here then was another of the emgmas of in-

fancy I crept up and looked where she was lookmg,

but saw nothmg It was she who explamed to me, m
words that were hardly words, “There is somethmg
tmy raovmg down there ” With this guidance, I was
able to see a tmy, almost mvisible insect, the colour of

the stone, movmg very quickly What had struck the

child was that such a tmy creature could exist, and could
move, could run Her wonder filled her with noisy
dehght, greater than what is usual m small children
She was laughmg a real laugh, like a grown-up person
And her joy did not come from sunhght, flowers or
colour

I had a sumlar experience with another child of
about the same age Her mother had given her a large
collection of coloured postcards, and the child seemed
anxious to show them to me

Bam-bam ’ ” she said It was her word for a
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motor-car, and I understood that it was the picture of a

car she wanted to show me There was an abundance

of pictures , evidently her mother had sought to com-

bme instruction with pleasure There were pictures of

exotic animals, giraffes, hons, bears, monkeys, birds and

there were the domestic ammals that would certainly

mterest a small child—sheep, cats, donkeys, horses,

cows—and there were httle landscapes that showed

animals, houses and people But the strange fact was

thatm all that nch collection there was no motor-car

“I don’t see the car,” I said The child hunted

through the pack, and pulled out a card, saymg trium-

phantly, “ There ' ” The picture showed a huntmg
scene, but the chief object was a very fine setter Fur-

ther ofi, m perspective, was the huntsman, with a gun

on his shoulder In a comer, in the distance, was a

Uny cottage, with a wavy hne that was meant to be a

road, and on that Ime was a black dot The child

pomted to the dot, saying, “ Bam-bam ” And, in fact,

m such small proportion that the dot represented a car

It was the difficulty of seemg it, the fact that a car

could be made to look so tmy, that made the picture

interestmg, and worth showmg to me
I thought that perhaps no one had shown the child

the pretty and instructive pictures on the other cards

I chose one, with the head and neck of a giraffe, and
began to explam

“Look, what a funny neck, so long. ”

“ Affa
' (giraffe), said the child gravely I had

not the courage to go on
It would seem that there is a penod during the
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second year of life m which nature leads the mind

by successive stages to complete apprehension of the

things of Its environment I shall give a few examples

drawn from my own expenence I once wanted to

show a httle boy about twenty months old a fine book>

which was meant for grown-up people It was a copy

of the Gospels, illustrated by Gustave Dore, who had,

here and there, reproduced figures from the Old Mas-
ters, such as Raphael’s Transfiguration I chose the

picture of Jesus calhng the children to Him, and began
to explam

“ There is a child nght m Jesus’ arms, another lean-

mg his head agamst Him, and they are all loolang at

Him, and He loves them ”

The child’s face did not show the smallest mterest,.

and, pretendmg not to notice, I turned over the page
and began to look through the book for another picture.

All at once the child said

“Sleeps ”

The words produced in me a disconcertmg realisa-

tion of the mystery of the child mind
“ Who sleeps ?

’’

“Jesus,” answered the child vigorously, “Jesus
sleeps, ” and he motioned to me to turn back the pages
The figure of Chnst was placed high, so that He was
lookmg down on the children, with eyehds lowered, as
>ver sleeping eyes The child’s attention had been
Ira’vn to a detail that no adult have remarked

I went on with my explanation, and stopped at a
iicture taken from Raphael’s Transfiguration, saying,
‘ Look, how Jesus is raised up above the earth, and
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how people are frightened Look at the child with its

eyes all twisted, and that woman who is stretchmg out

her arms ” I realised that my explanation was not

leally suitable for a child, and I had not made a good

choice of pictures But now what mterested me was

to evoke another emgmatic response, and almost to

compare what an adult sees m so complex a picture

with what would be seen by such a very small child

But this time he only made a kmd of grunt, as if to say,

“ Get on, ” and his httle face showed no sign of mterest

While I was preparmg to turn over the page, he

touched a httle medaUion that he wore round his neck,

-and which was shaped like a rabbit Then he said,

“Bunny ” “He is distracted by his locket” I thought
But then he showed vigorously that he wanted me to

turn back the page And there, sure enough, m the
picture of the TransfiguraUon, was a tmy rabbit to one
side Who has ever noticed it ?

Grown-ups beheve that children are sensible only
to very showy thmgs, bright colours, loud noises, etc
It IS true that such violent stunuh attract their atten-
tion

; we have all seen children attracted by people
smgmg, the sound of bells, flags flymg, or brilliant Ughts
But such violent attractions from without are only m-
cidental

, they distract the attention, awaken it with
violence, and disperse it over what has stimulated the
senses We, too, though the parallel is not exact, if
we are deep m a book and suddenly hear a loud band
beneath the window, get up to go and look. Anyone
who did not perceive that a man sitting silently reading
as mtensely concentrated, and who only saw him get up
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to listen to the band, would say that men are more
stunulated by sound than by anythmg else That is

how we have judged children But the fact that a

strong external stimulus attracts their attention is mci-

dental, and comes about by chance It has no rela-

tion to the profound, formative part of the child imnd,

which belongs to his inner life We may discern the

manifestations of this inner process when we find

children mtent on tmy thmgs, that are scarcely percep-

tible Whoever observes the smallness of thongs takes

a great mterest m things m themselves, and no longer

feels them as sensory impressions but as the expression

of an “ mtelhgence of love
”

For all practical purposes, the child spmt is a secret

from the adults , it appears to them as an emgma, for

they judge of it merely from practical impotence m re-

action and not from the psychical energy that is potent

in itself We must reflect that behmd every manifesta-

tion there is a decipherable cause There is no pheno-
menon that has not its motives, it raison d'etre It is

too easy to judge every puzzhng reaction, every difficult

phase as naughtiness That naughtiness should assume
the importance of a problem that must be solved, an
emgma that must be deciphered This is certamly diffi-

cult, but extremely mteresting
;
it means above all a new

and loftier standpomt on the part of the adult It

makes hun a student rather than a bimd ruler, or a

j

tyranmcal judge, such as he is too often m relation to
r the child

A group of women with modem ideas were discuss-

mg just this problem, m a comer of a drawmg-room.
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Near them, playmg quietly by himself, was their hostess’

son, a httle boy about a year and a half old The talk

passed from theory to more concrete thmgs, and the

books wntten for tmy children were discussed. “ They
are silly books with absurd pictures, ” said the young

mother. “ I have one with me now called Little Black

Sambo, Sambo is a httle mgger boy On his birthday

his parents have given him all sorts of thmgs, an um-
brella, a pair of trousers, shoes, stockmgs and a colour-

ed jacket, and they are prepanng a fine dinner for him
Meanwhile Sambo, who wants to show oS his new
clothes, puts them on, and creeps out of the house
And then he meets vanous wild beasts, who fnghtened
him, and to appease them he must ^ve away his clothes,

piece by piece, so that the gnafie has the umbrella, the

tiger the shoes, and so on, till poor httle Sambo goes
home naked and crymg But his parents forgive him
and all ends happily m a grand feast, as you see in the
last picture.

”

The book was handed round. And all at once, the
little boy’s voice was heard, “ No, lola

”

Everyone was surprised here, maybe, was one of
the emgmas of childhood The child had spoken In-
deed he went on vigorously repeatmg his mysterious
assertion, “No, lola

”

Lola, his mother said, “ is the name of a nurse
he had for a few days ” But the child began to scream,
callmg “lola” m what seemed a fit of unreasonable
temper Then someone brought the book to him, and
he pointed to the last picture of all—a picture not in
the text, but on the back of the cover, showing a httle
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nigger m tears At once all understood By “ lola
’’

he was saying, in his baby language, the Spanish word
“ llora,

”
which means, “ cnes

”

The fact was this
,
the end of the book was not the

happy banquet, but the picture on the back of the cover

of Little Black Sambo crymg No one had noticed

that this picture was there The httle boy was makmg
a logical protest, because lus mother had said, “ It all

ends happily ” For him, it was plain that the book

ended with Sambo crying He had observed the book

more attentively than his mother, and he was accurate

and ongmal m decidmg that this was the last picture

But what was still more stnkmg was that while he was
barely able to articulate a smgle word, he could follow

the whole drift of a long conversation

It IS evident that there are tv/o different personahties

m the child and the adult It is not a case of a mmi-
mum growing gradually to a maximum

Children, who see the smallest details of thmgs m
their reahty, must look upon us, who project our own
mental syntheses mto what we see, as inferior creatures,

mcapable people who do not know how to look at

thmgs Perhaps to their judgment we have no sense
of accuracy, and, moreover, pass over interesting things
with mdifference, or unconsciousness Assuredly if

they could express themselves, they would reveal that m
the depths of their mental world they have no confi-
dence m us, just as we have no confidence in the child,
who IS ahen to our mode of conceiving thmgs That is

why the grown-up and the child do not understand each
other
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CHAPTER IV

WHERE ADULTS IMPEDE

THE QUESTION OF SLEEP

The conflict between the grown-up and the child begins

when the child has reached a point where he can do

things on his own.

Earher no one can wholly prevent the child from

seeing and hearing, that is, from making a sensory con-

quest of his world. And the grown-up who is aware

of the existence of an mtense psychic life m the child,

IS ready to make the conditions of his environment

more rational, m order to facihtate the process of quiet

absorption at work m the child mind
But when the child grows active, walks, touches

things. It IS quite another thmg Grown-ups, however
much they love a child, feel an irresistible instinct to

defend themselves from him It is an unconscious feel-

mg of fear of disturbance by an unreasomng creature,

combined with a proprietary sense where objects are
concerned that might be dirtied or spoiled

This complex, anxious, defensive atUtude conflicts
tvith the love by which the grown-up beheves that the
child’s presence gives him the greatest joy, and that he
himself is ready to make every sacrifice, m utter self-

surrender, Now the two psychological states, that of
the grown-up and that of the child, are so different,
that it would be almost impossible for the child and the
grown-up to live together unless necessary adjustments
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were made Here hes the grave problem of how a

child should be treated m the bosom of his family

It IS easy to see that these adjustments wiU be to the

complete disadvantage of the child, who is m a state of

utter soaal mfenonty The repression of mconvement

acts on the part of ihe child in the environment where

the adult reigns, becomes mevitable through the fact

that the adult is not conscious of his own defensive atti-

tude, and is consaous only of love and generous self-

surrender The camouflage of which Freud speaks

comes precisely from such conflicts The sub-con-

saous instmct of defence appears consciously m another

gmde , the propnetary sense that makes the adult

anxious to defend thmgs he cherishes from the child

becomes at once, “ the duty of trainmg the child so as

to teach him good habits, ” and fear of the small dis-

turber of his comfort becomes “ the need to make the

child rest a lot for the good of his health
”

A workmg-class mother, m her simphcity, defends

herself openly by slaps, scoldmg and abuse, and by
dnvmg the child out of doors mto the street— the

mtervals of expansive hugs and smackmg kisses, which
correspond to the part of her that is full of love for her
child

In a higher grade of society, where certam forms of

feelmg, such as love, sacrifice, duty, control m outward
acts, are taken for granted, such mstmcts must be
camouflaged. But upper-class mothers are even readier

than mothers of the people to nd themselves of their

children by confidmg them to a nurse, who will take
them out and make them spend long hours m sleep
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The patience, mceness, and indeed submissiveness

of upper-class mothers to the nurses they employ are

really a tacit understandmg that they wdl forgive any-

thing, bear anythmg, so long as the disturbing child is

kept away from his parents and from their possessions

And thus it is that the child has barely emerged from

impnsonment m a helpless body, and is rejoicmg in

the tnumph of his ego now animatmg those marvellous

instruments of activity, the organs of voluntary move-
ment, than he is met by a mighty host of giants who
impede his entry mto the world Here is a situation

that remmds us of the exodus of a pnrmtive people,

seekmg to free itself from slavery, and advancmg
through mhospitable and unexplored lands, like the

Jewish people under the leadership of Moses When
they had at last left behmd the wastes of the wilderness

and had found a fertile oasis where they nught hve at

peace, they found not hospitality but war

Human nature is such that those who possess an
established environment will defend themselves agamst
mvaders This shows itself plainly and violently m the
case of conflictmg peoples, but the source of such phe-
nomena hes hidden in the subconscious depths of the
human soul And its first manifestation, which has
passed unperceived, is found when the adult world de-
fends its peace and its possessions against the mvading
people of the new generations But the advance of the
invaders is not arrested

, they fight desperately, for they
are fighting for life

Such a conflict, subconscious, camouflaged, takes
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place between the child’s innocence and his parents’

love*******
It IS very convenient for the grown-up to say “ The

child must not nm about, must not touch our thmgs,

must not talk or shout, must spend a lot of tune lymg

down, must eat and sleep ” Or else to decide that it

“ IS best ” for the child to be sent away from home,

even among persons without affection and unconnected

-with the family The adult, by force of mertia, takes

the easiest path, and puts the child to sleep

Who would deny that a child needs sleep ? But if

a child IS so alert, so capable of observation, he is not

primarily a sleeper He wdl need normal sleep, and

we must certamly see that he gets iL But we must

distmguish between normal sleep and sleep artificially

provoked We know that a strong-willed person can

impose suggestion on a person of weaker will, and that

the first step m suggestion hes m puttmg the patient to

sleep It IS thus that the adult, albeit unconsciously,

by use of suggestion sends the child to sleep

Uneducated mothers openly give their children sleep-

mg-draughts
, peasants will know how to prepare certam

decoctions of poppy heads to make theur babies sleep

for long penods But apart from this, we may say

that grown-ups m general, cultured or uncultured, and
even those specialised m the care of children, such as

nurses, agree m condemmng these hvmg bemgs to sleep

when nature would have them wake Not only small

babies a few months old, but bigger children, of two,

or three, or four, are forced to sleep far more than they
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need. In the latter case, this does not apply to children

of the people They spend all day playing in the

streets, so that they do not worry their mothers, and

are thus spared this danger And it is a well-known

fact that children of the people are less nervous than

those higher in the social scale And yet people insist

on “ long sleeps ” as necessary for the health of children,

like eatmg and fresh air , they are concerned only wth
what we may call the vegetative life of the child, I

remember a httle boy of seven who confided to me that

he had never seen the stars because he had always been
put to sleep before mghtfall. “ I should like, ’* he told

me, " ]ust one night to go to the top of a mountain
and he down on the ground to look up at the stars

”

Many parents boast that they have so accustomed their

children to go to sleep early that they themselves are
absolutely free to go out for the everung
The beds prepared for children once they are able

to run about are somethmg qmte special They are
not hke the cradle, which has a certain beauty of form
and IS soft, nor like the beds of grown-ups, made simply
so that they may sleep comfortably A child’s cot is a
cruel prison prepared for this creature that is fightmg
for psychic existence In it, the child is a prisoner,
and the iron cage mto which he is lowered imwillmgly
IS at once a reahty and a symbol He is the prisoner
of a civilisation that has been built up by adults for
the good of adults • and which tends to grow more and
more restnctive and to leave less and less room for the
freedom of the child Around the child there are only
pnsons and emptmess
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The child’s cot is a cage on high supports, so that

the grown-up can handle the child without stooping,

and so that he can leave the child alone, sure, that

though he may ciy, he cannot hurt himself The room

IS darkened so that no hght, not even the hght of dawn,

may shme to waken him The child must go to sleep

early m the evemng so as to leave his parents free, and

he must sleep late m the mommg till they have had

the sleep necessaiy for grown-ups who have gone to

bed late

One of the first ways of helpmg the psychological

development of the child is a reform of his bed and of

the custom of constraimng him to unnaturally long

sleep The child should have the nght to sleep when

he IS sleepy, to wake when he has slept enough, and to

get up as soon as he likes We therefore advise—and

many families have taken our advice—that the old

child’s cot should be done away with, and that m its

place a very low bed should be made, which the child

can enter or leave when he likes This simple httle

reform will solve many difficulties that seemed hard of

solution A httle, low bed, almost on the floor, is eco-

nomical, like all reforms that will assist the child m his

mental life, for the child needs sunple thmgs about him,

and mstead the few thmgs existmg for his sake have
been comphcated m a manner detrimental to him In

many famil ies this reform has been achieved by putting

a httle mattress on the floor, on a big, soft carpet, with
the result that children go to bed of themselves, and
say good mght gady, and m the mommg get up without
wakmg anyone There are many examples that go to
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show how profound a mistake has been made m the

ordering of a child’s life, and how the grown-up,

anxious to do what is good for the child, really goes

counter to his needs, and, imconsciously, is moved by a

defensive mstinct which could easily be overcome

From all this it follows that the adult should try

to mterpret the child’s needs and meet them as best as

he can by preparmg a really suitable environment

This may be the begmmng of a new epoch m educa-

tion, which wdl consider how it can assist the life of the

child. We must finish with the idea that the child is

an object to be picked up and carried anywhere when
he IS small, and that when he is bigger he must simply

obey and imitate the adult This idea is an insuper-

able obstacle to any endeavour to make the child’s life

more rational The adult must recognise that he must
take second place, endeavour all he can to understand
the child, and to support and help him m the develop-
ment of his life This should be the aim of mother and
teacher If the child’s personahty is to be helped to

develop, smce the child is the weaker, the adult with
his stronger personality must hold himself m check, and,
takmg his lead from the child, feel proud if he can
understand and follow him

DEUGHT IN WALKING
It should be the adult’s task to correspond to the

needs of the immature creature m his care, to adapt
himself to its necessities, and to renounce his own man-
ner of action.

The higher animals mstmcUvely do something of the
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sort, and adapt themselves to the conditions of their

httle ones There is nothing more mterestmg than

what happens when a baby elephant is brought by its

mother mto the herd The great mass of huge animals

slows Its pace to the pace of the httle one and when

the httle one is tired and stops, all stop

There are also certain forms of civihsation mto which

the idea of such sacrifices for the child has entered I

once watched and followed a Japanese father who was

takmg his httle son about a year and and a half old

for a walk All at once the httle one clasped his

father’s leg The father stood sdll, so that the child

could twist round and round the leg he had chosen for

his game When the child had had enough, the slow

walk went on After a httle, the chdd sat down on

the edge of the pavement, and his father stood still

beside him The father’s face was grave and natural

,

he was not domg anythmg out of the ordmary ,
he was

simply takmg his child for a walk

This IS how a child should be taken out so that he

may practise the essential act of waBcmg at a tune

when his orgamsm requires to establish the vanely of

co-ordinated movements that will give him balance

We must realise the immense difficulty, reserved for

human bemgs alone, of walkmg upnght on only two

feet

Though a man’s body is formed of members that

correspond to those of other mammals, he must walk

on two feet instead of four. Even monkeys have long

arms that enable them to rest a hand on the ground

when they walk Man alone must entrust to two limbs
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the whole task of balanced walking, mstead of walking

with support When anunals walk they lift two feet,

diagonally, so that their bodies have always two sup-

ports, but man as he walks rests his weight first on one

foot, then on the other. This dufficulty is mdeed solved

by nature, but by two means, of which the one is in-

stinct, the other voluntary mdividual effort

The child does not develop the power to walk up-

nght by waitmg for it, but by walking The first step,

greeted with such joy by his family, is mdeed a con-

quest of nature, and marks the passage from his first to-

his second year It is almost die birth of active man,
m place of mert, helpless man, and for the child a new
life begms In physiology, the emergence of this new
function IS one of the mam tests of normal develop-
ment But afterwards, it is practice that counts. The
achievement of balance and sure footing is the result of
long practice, and hence of mdividual effort. We know
that the child starts walkmg with an irresistible impetus
and courage He is bold, even rash , he is a soldier
who hurls himself to victory regardless of risk And
for this reason the adult surrounds him ivith protective
restnctions, which are so many obstacles

; he is en-
closed withm a kraal, or strapped in a perambulator, in
which he will make his outings even when his legs are
already sturdy.

This happens because a child’s step is much shorter
than that of a grown-up, and he has less staymg-power
for long walks And the grown-up will not ^ve up his
own pace. Even when the grown-up is a nurse, that
is to say someone who has specialised and given herself
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Up to a child’s sole care, it is the child who must adapt

himself to the ways of the nurse, not the nurse to him

The nurse will go her own pace, pushmg the perambu-

lator m which the child sits like some fine frmt bemg
dnven to market And only when the nurse has reach-

ed the place for which she is aimmg, perhaps a pleas-

ant park, wiU she sit down, and let the child get out to

play under her watchful eye In aU this, only the

child’s body is considered, his “ vegetative ” life, which

must be shielded from any possible external danger,

but no account is taken of the essential and construc-

tive needs of his mental fife

Between the age of a year and a half and two the

chdd can really walk qmte a mile, and he can negotiate

difficult places, steep rises or stairs But he walks with

quite a different aim from our own The grown-up
walks to reach an external goal, and he goes straight

towards it. He has, moreover, bis own rhythm of walk-
mg, which carries hun forward almost mechamcally
The small child walks to develop his powers, he is

buildmg up his bemg. He goes slowly He has nei-
ther rhythmic step nor goal But thmgs around bim
allure him and urge him forward If the adult would
be of help, he must renounce his own rhythm and his
own aim

In Naples I knew a young family of which the small-
est child was eighteen months old In summer to
reach the sea they had to walk nearly a mile on a
precipitous road down the hill, which was almost im-
practicable for any sort of conveyance The young
parents wished to take the baby with them, but to carry
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hun would have been too tirmg. The child himself

solved their difiBculty by showing he could walk the

whole way Every now and then he would stop to

look at a flower, or sit down on the grass of a meadow,

or stand to watch an animal Once he stood for about

a quarter of an hour watchmg a donkey grazing And
so, every day, this baby went down and up the long

difficult road and was not over-tired

In Spam I knew two children between two and three

years old who went for walks of over a mile Other
children would spend over an hour in going up and
down steep stairs with very narrow steps

Speaking of stairs, I am reminded that here agam
is a cause of accusaUon of “naughtiness” from an-
xious mothers. A lady once asked me about the fits of
temper revealed by her httle ^1 who could just walk.
The child screamed whenever she saw a flight of steps,

and when she was lifted to be carried up or down them
she bacame a httle fury Her mother thought that this
was merely a comcidence, for there seemed no reason
for the child to cry and struggle just because she was
bemg earned up or down stairs But it was plain that
the httle one wanted to go up and down the stairs by
herself. They clearly seemed to her most attractive
places, wth so many holds for her hands and aU made
up of httle seats, far more alluring to walk on than the
fields, where her foot sank in the grass and her hands
had nothing to which to elmg But the fields were the
only places where she was allowed to move about with-
out bemg held in the arms of a grown-up, or shut m a
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It IS easy to notice how children want to walk and

run , and how a flight of steps in the open will always

be full of children going up and down, sitting down,

getting up, shding The abihty of the httk street

urchin in finding his way in and out of obstacles, avoid-

ing dangers, running, and even hanging on to moving

carts, shows a potentiahty very far removed from the

merba of the timid and eventually lazy child of the

upper classes Neither has been helped m his develop-

ment , one has been abandoned to the unsmtable and
dangerous environment m which the grown-up hves,

the other, to save him from this dangerous environment,

has been repressed, and hedged m by protective obsta-

cles

The child, struggling to build up the man m him,
IS like the Messiah of whom the prophets said that He
had no place to lay His head or move His feet

HAND AND BRAIN

It IS mterestmg to note that the two great landmarks
which physiology considers as signs of the normal
development of a child have both to do with movement.
They are the beginnmg of walking and the begmmng
of speech Science, therefore, has considered these
two motor functions as a kmd of horoscope in which to
read the future of the man For mdeed these two com-
plex manifestations show that the man-to-be has won
the first victory of his ego over his instruments of ex-
pression and activity Now language is specifically
chractenstic of man, for it expresses thought, while
walkmg IS an action common to the animals An am-
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mal differs from a vegetable m that it can move about

of itself, and when this movement is entrusted to special

iunbs, walking becomes a basic charactenshc But m
man, though his power of movmg his body m space is

so great as to have led to his mvasion of the whole

earth, walkmg is not his specifically characteristic move-

ment as an mtelhgent bemg
Instead, the true “ motor charactenshc ” connected

with mmd is the movement of the hand m the service

of the mmd m workmg out an idea We know that

the first traces of man m prehistoric eras are deduced
from the presence of the chipped stones that were his

first tools This then is the characteristic that cuts a
new furrow m the biological story of hving creatures

Language itself appears as a document of man’s past
when It, a sound that is lost m air, has become some-
thmg man’s hand has engraven on stone The mor-
phology of the body and the achievement of walkmg
are characterised by this hberation of the hand, the de-
dicauon of the upper Iunbs to other functions than those
of mere movement, so that they become the executive
organs of the mmd It is thus that m the evolution
of hving beings man takes up a new position, reveahng
by his movements the functional umty of his psyche.
The hand is the dehcate and structurally comphcat-

ed organ that allows the mind not only to mamfest itself
but to enter into special relations with its environment
Man, we may say, takes possession of his envnonment
by his hand, and transforms it as his mind directs, thus
fulling his mission on the great stage of the umverse

It is therefore logical, when we wish to judge of the
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psychological development of a child, to consider the

first beginnings of what we may call the two forms of

mmd-inspired movement, the appearance of speech and

the appearance of activity m the hand, as aspirmg to

work.

By subconscious mstmct man has always associated

these two motor manifestations of the nund, pecuhar to

the human race, and has recognised their significance,

but only m certam symbols connected with the social

life of the adult. For instance, when a man and woman
marry they utter certam words and jom their hand
To consent to many is to “ say the word ”

, to ask a

woman in marriage is to “ ask her hand ” In an oath

a word is spoken and a gesture is made In any ntual

mto which expression of the ego enters strongly, the

hand plays its part Pilate, to show his repudiation of

aU responsibihty, declares m the ntual phrase that he
washes his hands, and at the same time actually washes
his hands before the croud. The Cathohc pnest
dunng Mass, before entenng upon the most mtimate
part of the sacred function, announces that he will wash
his hands, “ I will wash my hands among the innocent,

”

and washes them m a httle basm, though his hands
were not only washed but purified before he went up
to the altar

AU this shows how m the subconsciousness of huma-
mty the hand is felt to express the inner “ I ” Can
we conceive of anythmg more sacred or more wonder-
ful than the development of this essentiaUy human
movement m the child ? Nothmg should awaken more
solemn expectancy The first stretchmg out of those
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tiny hands towards things, the impetus of a movement

that represents the effort of the ego to penetrate the

world, should fill the adult observer with wonder and

reverence And instead man is afraid of those tmy

hands as they stretch out to the valueless and insigm-

ficant objects withm theu: reach , he sets out to defend

these objects agamst the child He is constantly re-

peating “ Don’t touch ' ” just as he repeats, “ Sit still t

Be quiet !
” And m this anxiety, in the shadowy deeps

of his subconsciousness, he organises a defence, calling

on the assistance of other men, as though they must
secretly fight agamst a power that threatens then com-
fort and their goods

Everyone reahses that before a baby can see or hear,

that IS, gamer from its environment the elements neces-
sary to build up Its first mental fabric, these elements
must exist. Now when the child has to move in a
construcUve manner, usmg his hands at some work,
he needs to have outward thmgs that he can handle,
that IS, it IS necessary for him that “ motives of acti-

vity ” should exist m his environment But m his home
this need has not been considered The thmgs that
surround him all belong to grown-ups, and are made
for their use They are forbidden to the child
tabooed The command “ Don’t touch ' ” is the only
answer to this vital problem of infant development If
the child touches such forbidden objects, he is punish-
ed or scolded If he succeeds in taking hold of some-
thmg, he is hke a hungry httle puppy who carnes off
a bone to gnaw it in a comer, trymg, insufficient as it is,
to find nourishment m it, before he is chased away.
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Now the child’s movements are not due to chance

He IS buildmg up the necessary co-ordinations for orga-

nised movements directed by his ego, which commands
from withm The ego, organismg and co-ordmatmg,

IS bnngmg his inner psyche and his organs of expres-

sion into umty by means of contmual mtegrative expe-

nences It is therefore important that the child himself,

actmg spontaneously, should choose and execute his

acts Such formative movement has special features
,

It is not the result of disordered or chance impulses It

IS not just running, or jumpmg, or handhng thmgs aim-
lessly, or simply displacmg them so as to create dis-

order, or destroy them Constructive movement finds

its urge m actions that the child has seen performed by
others The actions he tries to mutate are always those
that mean the handhng or the use of somethmg, with
which the child tries to perform the actions he has seen
performed by adults Therefore these activities are
associated with the usages of his various domestic or
social surroundmgs The child will want to sweep and
wash up, or wash clothes, pour out water, or wash and
dress himself, brush his own hair Since this is a um-
versal fact, it has been called mutation the child does
what he has seen done But there is a difference be-
tween what he does and the direct imitation we asso-
ciate with a monkey The child’s constructive move-
ments start from a psychical structure, budt up on an
apprehension His psychical life, which must govern

movements, is always pre-existent to the movements
^sociated with it When the child wants to do some-

gi he knows beforehand what it is
, he wants to do
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something that he knows, that is, that he has seen done

We may say the same about the development of speech

The baby absorbs the speech it hears spoken around it,

and when it says a word it says it because it has learned

It by hearmg it, and holds it present m the memory

It uses It accordmg to its need of the moment This

knowledge and use of a word it has heard is not muta-

tion m the sense that a parrot’s talk is mutation It is

a case not so much of immediate mutation as of some-

thmg that has been observed and stored up, of know-

ledge that has been acquired Its reproduction as

speech is a distmct act This distmction is very im-

portant because on the one hand it throws hght on the

relations between an adult and a child, and on the other

It allows us a more intimate comprehension of child

activities

PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITY

Before the child can perform actions with a clearly

logical motive, such as those he has seen performed by

grown-ups, he begms to act for purposes of his own,
usmg thmgs for ends that are often unintelhgible to

adults This often happens with children between a
year and a half and three. Once, for example, I saw
a child of a year and a half who found a pile of nap-
kins that had just been uoned and were neatly laid one
on the top of the other The child took one of these

folded napkins, holding it with the greatest care and
puitmg one hand under it so that it should not unfold,
and carried it diagonally across the room to the oppo-
site comer, where he put it on the ground saying “One'”
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He then went back, taking the same diagonal path—

a

sign that he was guided by some special directional sen-

sibihty He took a second napkm m the same way,

earned it along the same path, and put it down on the

top of the first, saymg agam “One This he did tdl

he had earned over the whole pile Then, m exactly

the same fashion, he took them all back to their ongmal

place Although the pile of napkins was no longer ra

the perfect state m winch the maid had left it, all the

napkms were still fairly well folded, and though the

tower they made showed certain deficiencies, it could

not be considered dismantled Luckily for the child

no one of the family had been present dunng the leng-

thy manoeuvre How often do small children see a

grown-up descendmg on them with a cry of “Stop ! Put

that down'” And how many times are those tmy, so

much to be venerated hands, slapped so that they shall

learn not to touch thmgs '

1 Another “ elementary ” occupation that fasemates

children is to take stoppers m and out of bottles, espe-

cially if the stopper is one of pnsmatic glass, reflecting

the colours of the rambow, like that of a scent bottle

This unstoppenng and restoppermg of bottles seems one
of their favounte elementary plays

, another is to raise

and lower the top of a big inkstand or the hd of a

massive box, or to open and shut the door of a cup-
board And It goes without saymg that there will often

be war between the grown-up and the child over these

too allurmg objects which are so emmently tabooed
because they belong to mamma’s dressmg-table or
daddy’s wntmg-desk, or the drawmg room furniture
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And often the result is “naughtiness ” But the child

does not want just that particular bottle, or that ink-

stand , he would be satisfied with things made for lum,

allowing him to pracbse the same movements

These and smular actions are primary actions that

have no logical purpose, and which can be considered

as the first stammenng steps of man as worker. It is

this preparatory penod that we have envisaged m some

of our apparatus for the use of very small children, such

as our sohd msets, which have had such imiversal

success

The idea of leavmg the baby free to act is one that

IS easily understood, but which m practice encounters

comphcatcd obstacles, deeply rooted in the adult mmd
Often a grown-up who will wish to leave the chdd

free to touch and move thmgs will be unable to resist

vague impulses which end by mastenng him A young

mother in New York had assented to these ideas, and

wished to put them into practice with her fine httle

son who was two and a half years old. One day she

saw him carrymg a jug full of water from the bedroom
mto the drawmg-room, for no reason She saw how
tense he was, the effort he was makmg at every step,

while all the tune he kept repeatmg to himself, “ Be
careful, be careful The jug was heavy, and a
moment came when his mother could not resist helping

him, so that she took the jug from him and earned it to

the place he wished The httle boy remamed tearful

and humihated, and his mother was gneved to think she
had caused him pam She justified herself by saying
that though she knew that he was driven by some inner
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necessity, she feh she could not let him tire himself out

and spend so much tune on somethmg she could do for

him m a moment

“I know I did wrong,” she told me, asking my

advice almost as though she were a sick person askmg

a doctor how she could be cured

I pondered on the other side of the question, the

mstmct to defend thmgs against the child, that feehng

almost of avance where the child is concerned I asked

her, “ Have you any rare chma, some cups for instance,

that are really valuable ? Then let him cany one of

those hght httle cups, and see what happens ?” She

followed my advice and told me afterwards that her

httle son earned the cups with care and attention, stop-

pmg at every step, tdl he had brought them safely to

their destmabon The mother was tom between two

feehngs, her joy m seeing the child at work and her

anxiety for the cups The two feehngs counterbalanc-

ed each other so that she could make herself allow the

child to perform the task that so passionately attracted

him and which seemed necessary to his psychic health

On another occasion I gave a httle girl of a year

and a half a duster which was a source of dehght as she

sat down and dusted vanous shuung thmgs But m
her mother there was a kmd of inhibition that did not

allow her to give a small child some thmg so seermngly

futile and so far removed from the hygiemc prmciples

she had learned

The first manifestations of the mstmct to work are

profoundly disturbmg to any adult who has reahsed

their importance He sees that he must make an im-
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mense renunciation , it is as though he must mortify

his personahty, surrender his environment, and this is

incompatible with social life as it exists In an adult

environment the child is undoubtedly an extra-social

bemg. But simply to shut him out, as has been done

up till now, means a repression of his growth, as though

he were condemned to become dumb
The solution of this conflict hes m prepanng an

environment adapted to these higher manifestations on
the part of the child When he says his first word there

is no need to prepare anything and his baby language
IS heard m the house as a welcome sound But the

work of his small hands demands “ motives of activity
”

m the form of suitable objects We shall then see

small children performmg actions that demand an im-
pressive eSort, sometimes beyond what we should con-
sider physically possible I have here the photograph
of a httle Enghsh girl who is carrying a huge cottage

loaf, so big that her arms cannot support the weight
and she must rest it on her body. She has therefore
to walk bendmg back so far that she cannot see where
to put her feet. In the photograph we see only the
an.xiety of her dog who will not let her out of his sight

,

he IS all tense, as though about to bound to her help
But further og there were grown-up people, who had to
make a great eflort to keep themselves from running
to take the loaf out of her arms
Sometimes very tmy children show a precocious skillMd accuracy of movement that must arouse our won-

er. If an environment is prepared for them, they will
take on complex social functions in their child world.
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I remember the deep impression made on me by a

httle boy of two who with great gravity waited on other

children of the same age, prepanng the table for them

and domg the honours of the house In these lofty

labours he was plainly struck by two hghted candles

which his mother had set on his birthday cake, for,

confusmg the significance of thmgs, he went about tell-

mg people “I have two years and two candles
” ***»*

The adult who has not grasped that manual activity

IS a vital need for the child, and who does not recog-

nise the first manifestation of an mstmct to work,

prevents the child from workmg This is not always

the result of a defensive attitude, but may have other

causes One is that an adult looks at the outward

purpose of an action, and has his own fixed mode of

actmg which is part of his mental make-up To try to

reach his ends by the most direct method, hence m the

shortest possible time, has become for him a kmd of

natural law, which he has mdeed formulated as “ the

law of least effort
”

Seeing the child make great efforts

to perform a totally useless action, or one so futile that

he himself could perform it m an instant and far better,

he IS tempted to help, as though to put an end to a
disturbmg spectacle The enthusiasm he sees m a small

child over such tnvial thmgs imtates hun as somethmg
absurd and mcomprehensible If a child notices that

a tablecloth is set askew on a table and remembers how
It IS usually spread, he will try to put it right lu exactly

* “ I have two years ”—literal translation of the Itahan and
French idiom for I am two ”
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the way he remembers, and, if he can do so, he does it

slowly but with all the energy and enthusiasm of which

he IS capable For to remember is his mmd’s chief

task, and to put something to nghts as he has seen it, is

the supreme triumph correspondmg to his stage of

development. But he is only able to do this when no
grown-up IS by to notice his effort

If a child tries to brush his own hair the grown-up,

mstead of feehng overjoyed at this marvellous attempt,

feels an assault on the very laws of his bemg He sees

that the child cannot brush his hair well, nor quickly,

and will not attam the desired end, while he, the adult,

can do it so quickly and so much better Whereupon
the child, who is delightedly performmg one of those

actions that bmld up his personahty, sees the grown-up,
a great big figure nearly as tall as the ceilmg, immeasur-
ably strong, and agamst whom there can be no resist-

ance, commg up to him and taking the brush away,
saymg that he will do the brushing A grown-up does
the same if he sees a small child painfully trj'mg to dress
himself, or to do up his shoes Every attempt made by
the child IS interrupted The adult is imtated not only
by the fact that the child is trying to perform an action
when there is no need, but also by his different rhythm,
his different manner of moving Rhythm is not like
an old idea that can be changed, or a new idea that
can be understood Each mdmdual has a rhythm m
his movements that is part of him, an intrinsic charac-
tenstic, almost like the shape of his body, and if this
rhythm is m harmony wiUi other similar rhythms, it

cannot be adapted to different rhythms without dis-
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comfort If, for example, we are near a paralytic and

must walk by his side, we feel an mtense discomfort,

and if we see a paralytic slowly raismg a glass to his

hps, at the nsk of spilhng its contents, the insufferable

clash of different rhythms bongs a discomfort from

which we seek to free ourselves by substitutmg our own
rhythm for that of the other

,
and this we call helpmg

him The adult with the child does somethmg of the

same land As if m unconscious defence he toes to

prevent the child from makmg those slow clumsy move-

ments, ]ust as he would irresistibly brush away a harm-

less fly that annoyed him

Contranwise, the adult can endure the child’s move-
ments when they are swift, m a qmcker rhythm

,
m

this case he is ready to put up with the disorder and
disturbance mtroduced into his environment by the

cMd Here the adult can “arm himself with patience,”

for here is somethmg clear and manifest, and the adult’s

will can always control his conscious acts But when
there is a slowness m the child’s movements, the adult

IS irresistibly impelled to substitution Thus instead

of helpmg the child m his most essential psychic needs,
the adult substitutes himself for the child m all the acts

the child wants to perform by himself, thus closmg
every path of acUvily to him and becommg the mighti-
est impediment to his vital evolution The despairmg
shneks of the “ naughty ” child who does not want to

be washed, or dressed, or have his hair brushed, are
scenes m the earhest drama of human struggle

Who would ever have thought that the useless assist-

ance given to the child is the first root of all repressions
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and hence of the most penlous m}ury the adult mdivi'

dual can do to the child ?

The Japanese mmd has attained an impressive con-

ception of the children’s hell. As part of their cult

of the dead they lay in the tombs of children a quantity

of Uttle stones or stone-hke objects, to help them to

save themselves from, the torments that the demons of

the other world will continually try to inflict on them

When the child is building somethmg, a demon will

knock It down and destroy it And then the httle

stones provided by the pious care of his parents will

enable him to rebuild it. Here is one of the most im-

pressive projections of the subconscious into another

hfe

ADULT SUGGESTION

The adult’s substitution of his own action for that

of the child does not only take the form of acting

instead of him, but may show itself as an infiltration

of the adult will mto that of the child, so that it substi-

tutes Itself for the child’s own will Then it is no
longer the child who acts, but. die adult who acts

through him

When Charcot m his famous Institute of Psychiatry
demonstrated the substitution of personality achieved
by means of suggestion m the case of hystencal subjects,
he made a sensation His experiments undermmed
fundamental conceptions beheved unshakable, namely
that man is the master of his own actions It was
possible to prove experimentally that a suggestion could
be imposed on a subject to such a pomt as to suppress
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his personahty and substitute for it that of the hypno-

tist These facts, though confined to the clinic and to

a very restncted number of experiments, none the less

opened a new field of research and discovery Such

phenomena led to studies on double personahty, on

subconscious and subhmmal psychological states, and

finally to exploration of the realm of the unconscious

by psycho-analysis

There is a penod of life extraordinarily open to sug-

gestion—the penod of infancy when consciousness is m
process of formabon and sensibihty towards external

factors 13 m a creative state The adult can then insi-

nuate his own personality, as though by subtle infiltra-

tion, mto the child, so as to animate by his own will

that sublime quahty of the child’s will, its flmdity

We noticed m our schools that if m showmg a child

how to do anythmg we did so with too much enthu-

siasm, or performed the movements with too much
energy or excessive accuracy, we quenched the child’s

capaaty of judgmg and actmg according to his own
personahty The result is, as it were, a movement
detached from the ego that should command it, and
taken from another extraneous and stronger ego which,
by a shght motion, has the tremendous power of seiz-

mg, almost of steahng the child’s personality from its

own tender organs It is not only wilfully that the adult
exercises suggesbon, but even without willmg it or
knowing it, and without havmg realised the existence of
the problem

I shall give a few examples One day I myself saw
a child of about two who had put a pair of shoes on a
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white bed-cover With an unreflecting movement, im-

pulsive, not measured, I took the shoes and put them
on the ground m a comer saymg “ That’s dirty !

” and

with my hand I brushed the cover where the shoes had
lam After this the child, whenever he saw a pair of

shoes, ran to pick them up and put them m another

place, saymg “ Dirty ' ” after which he would pass his

hand over a bed as if to brush it, though the shoes had
never been near it

Another example A family receives a parcel, which
the mother greets with expressions of dehght She
opens It and finds a handkerchief, which she imme-
diately hands to her httle gurl, then a mouth-organ,
which she puts to her bps to play

,
then she cries joy-

fully to the child, “ Music !
” For some time the

httle gnl, whenever she received a handkerchief, grew
rather excited and said “ Music '

”

Inhibiting factors arc especially hable to be infil-

trated by an extraneous will into the acts of a child,

when the wdl of the adult does not act sufficiently

violently to provoke a reaction This comes to pass
particularly among well-behaved, self-controlled people,
and especially through refined nurses A most illu-

minatmg case I encountered was that of a child of
about four who was alone with her grandmother in
her own home The little girl showed a wish to turn
on the tap of a fountain to sec the gush of water, but
just as she was about to do it, she drew back her
hand Her grandmother encouraged her to turn on
the tap, but the child answered, “ No, Nurse doesn’t
allow it.”
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The grandmother tried to persuade her that she

herself gave her full consent, pomting out to her that

she was m her own home TTie httle girl smiled with

pleasure, showmg her contentment and above all her

eagerness to see the fountam, but, though she stretch-

ed out her arm to the tap, at the last moment her hand

drew back without turning it The sense of obedience

to an order from the absent nurse was so potent that

the affectionate persuasion of someone near at hand
could not out-weigh that distant force

A similar case was that of a bigger child, of about

seven, who, when he was sittmg down and wanted to

get up and run to somethmg m the distance that at-

tracted him, had to come back and sit down, as though
by an osoUation m his will which he could not over-

come No one knew who was the “ master ” who
commanded withm him, for of this the child’s memory
had lost all trace

We may say that the openness of children to sug-
gestion is an exaggeration of one of their constructive

psychological functions, namely of a characteristic
inner sensibihty that we have called " love of the en-
vironment ” The child observes things eagerly and
IS attracted by them, but above all he is attracted by
the actions of the grown-up, and seeks to know and
to reproduce them Now m this the grown-up may
have a kmd of mission that of mspirmg the childish
actions, of being an open book m which the child
may read gmdance for his own movements and learn
what he should learn m order to act properly But
if this IS to be the case, the adult must be always cahn
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and act slowly so that all the details of his action may
be clear to the child who is watchmg If the adult

abandons himself to his usual qmck, powerful rhythms,

then instead of mspirmg he may engrave his own per-

sonahty on the child’s, and substitute himself for the

child by suggestion

Even manimate objects if they are attractive to the

senses can have a power of suggestion in that they

may force themselves upon the child’s notice, like

magnets attractmg from without To make this clear

I will quote an mterestmg expenment made by Pro-
fessor Levine and which he illustrates by his psycho-
logical films. He wished to note the drfEerent beha-
viour of defecuve and normal children m our schools
(takmg care to choose children of about the same age
and envuronment) when confronted by the same
objects

In th'is film we see a long table prepared, with on
It a number of different objects, includmg some of
our apparatus A group of children comes m They
are at once attracted, mterested by the objects before
them They are hvely and fuU of smdes, and look
pleased to find themselves among so many thmgs.
Each takes up something and sets to work, then puts
it down and chooses another and so on, making one
expenment after another. That is one picture

Here is another A second group of children comes
in They move slowly, stop, look round. They make
for one of the many objects and stand round it for some
time, and then they seem to stand still, inactive That
is the second picture
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Which of these two groups of children is that of

5 defectives and which that of the normal ones ?

le defectives are the hvely, happy children, who
)ve quickly, pass from one thmg to another, and

mt to try everything To the pubhc it is they who
;m the mtelhgent ones, for everyone is used to think-

I
that hvely, gay children who flit from one thmg

another are mtelhgent

And instead the normal children are those that are

m movmg calmly, spendmg much tune m stand-

g stfll and then fixmg upon one thmg as though m
flection Hence calm, restramed and measured

ovement, and a thoughtful disposition are the attn-

ites of normahty

The experiment reproduced by the two pictures

ems to conflict with generally established ideas, for

an ordinary environment mtelhgent children act

:e the defective children of the film The normal
uld, slow, reflective, is a new type, but he shows at

ice that his controlled movements are ruled by his

;o and governed by reason Such children master
le suggestion that comes to them from outward thmgs
id deal with such thmgs m freedom The import-
it thmg IS thus not a great deal of movement but self-

'astery The important thmg for any mdividual is

at that he should move anyhow and in any sense,
at that he should have gamed the mastery of his
lOtor organs The ability to move as directed by bis
5vn ego and not as dommated by the pure attraction
f outward thmgs, leads a child to concentrate on one
ung only, and this is a phenomenon of inner ongm
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Such delicate and sensitive movement is the truly

normal state , it sums up an order that we may call

an order of inner discipline Disciplme in outward

acts IS the expression of an inner disciplme that has

crystalhsed round order When this does not happen,

movement passes out of the control of the personahty

and may be dommated by an extraneous will, and it

will remam at the mercy of external objects, like a

ship without rudder. It is difficult for an extraneous

wiU to produce disciplmed activity because the organi-

sation for such activity is wanting And then we may
say that the individuahty is broken up The child

who has lost the opportunity of developmg according

to his own nature could almost be compared to a man
who has landed from a balloon in a desert, and who
ail at once sees his balloon carried away by the wind
He wdl not be able to do anythmg to guide it and he
sees nothing near him that will take its place That
IS a picture of man as he really develops through the
struggle between the adult and the child His is a
darkened mmd, undeveloped and remote from his
means of expression, which are as though left to the
mercy of the elements

THE IMPORTANCE OF MOVEMENT
It IS very clear that since the adult has had no

nouon of how unportant activity is to the child, he
has sunply prevented such disturbmg activity.

It IS not equally clear how scientists and teachers
have failed to note the supreme importance of activi^
m the budding up of the man-to-be The very word
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“ animal ” implies the idea of animation, that is, of

activity , the difference between animals and vegeta-

bles IS that vegetables stand stiff and animals move

How then could it ever have been thought desirable

to subdue the activibes of a child ?

Vanous expressions of praise show a subconsaous

acceptance of such an attitude The child is called a

“httle flower”—^something that keeps stiff. Or else,

“ a httle angel, ” that is, a bemg that moves nay, flies,

but m another world from the world of men
All this reveals the mystenous bhndness of the

human soul extending far beyond the narrow limits

assigned by Freud to psychological scotoma, which he
descnbes as a partial bhndness existing m the uncon-
scious of humanity

This bhndness is deep mdeed if science, with its

systematic methods for discovenng the unknown, has
passed by the most formidable testimony of human
life without reveahng it

All have agreed on the importance of the senses m
buddmg up the mmd No one doubts that the nund
of a deaf mute, or of a bhnd child, encounters extra-

ordinary difficulties m its development, for sight and
heanng are the gates of the nund , they are known as
the mteffectual senses It is also agreed, mtnnsic con-
ditions bemg equal, that the mtelligence of deaf mutes
and of the bhnd remams mfenor to that of men who
enjoy the use of all their senses Yet the suffenngs
of the bhnd and deaf are plam to all, though they are
other than physical suffenngs, and even compatible
With perfect health No one would be so absurd as
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to suppose that by artificially depriving children of

sight and hearing they would be made better able to

assunilate mtellectual culture and social morahty

Nor could anyone ever think that for the progress of

Civilisation we must look to the deaf and blmd.

But It would be hard to gain acceptance for the

idea that movement has as much and more importance

for the moral and mtellectual buildmg up of men
Man if he builds himself, neglectmg his organs of

movement, will have an arrested development, and
remam permanently m a graver state of mfenonty
than that which arises from the absence of one of the

mtellectual senses

The sufiermgs of the man who remains the prisoner

of his flesh present a more tragic and significant pic-

ture than the suffermgs of those deaf or bhni The
blmd and the deaf lack only the elements m their en-
vironment that act as external means to their develop-
ment. The soul has such powers of adaptation that
up to a certam pomt the keenness of one sense may
supply the deficiency of another But movement is a
part of man’s very personahty, and nothmg can take
Its place The man who does not move is injured m
his very bemg and is an outcast from life.

When people speak of muscles they have at once
the idea of a mechanism, mdeed of the mechanism of
a machme And this seems very far removed from
file Idea we have formed of the spmt, which is remote
from matter and mechanisms
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To attnbute to movement even greater unportance

than to the so-called mtellectual senses m the deve-

lopment of mind and m the mtellectual evolution of a

man, seems a defiance of accepted ideas.

But m the eye and ear there are mechanisms

Nothing could be more perfect than the sublime, hvmg

camera we find m the eye And the ear is an assem-

bly of many-stnnged harps with a jazz-band complete

even to the drum !

When, however, we speak of the importance of

these sublime instruments m biuldmg up the mtelh-

gence, we do not think of them as mechamsms, but we
think of the ego that uses them Throu^ these mar-

vellous vital instruments the ego comes mto relation

with the world and uses them accordmg to its psycho-

logical needs The sight of the beauties of nature, of

sunrise or sunset, or of works of art, the sonorous im-

pressions of the outer world, man’s voice, or music,

all these manifold and contmuous impressions give the

inner ego the dehghts of psychic life and the nourish-

ment necessary for its conservation

The ego is the real agent, the smgle arbiter, and

the recipient of the sense impressions K there were
no ego to see and enjoy, what would be the use of the

mechamsms of the sensory organs ? It is not the fact

of seemg or hearmg that is important, but the fact

that the ego should form itself, grow, enjoy and mam-
tam itself, through seemg and hearmg

Now we can draw an analogy between this, and

movement Movement, without any doubt, has its

mechamcal organs, though these are not ngid and
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fixed like the membrane of the tympanum or the

crystal lens of the eye Now the fimdamental problem

of human hfe and hence of education is that the ego

should be able to animate and master its own mstru-

ments of motion, m order that m its actions it should

be guided by somethmg higher than matenal objects

or the functions of vegetative hfe, something which is

generally instmct, but which in man is openly a crea-

tive spint, clothed with mteUigence,

If the ego cannot attam this essential condition

Its umty will be shattered It will be as though an

msUnct were to go about the world separated from

the body it should animate

“ INTELLIGENCE OF LOVE ”

The whole labour of hfe, which fulfils itself subject

to Its laws and brings beings mto harmony, reaches

consciousness under the form of LOVE.
It IS not the motor impulse, but it is a reflection

of the motor mipulse, as planets reflect the light of

the sun The motor is instinct, the creative urge of

hfe But this, m bnngmg creation to being, tends to

make love felt, and therefore love fills the conscious-

ness of the child His self-rcahsation comes about

m him through love.

Indeed it is as love of his environment that we
may envisage the irresistible urge, which, throughout

the sensitive penods, mutes the child to things It is

not love in the sense that is commonly understood,

as an emouonal feeling, but a love of the intelligence

which sees and assmulates and builds itself through
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loving Yes, the inner guide that leads children to

observe what is about them could be described m
Dante’s phrase, as “ mtelhgence of love

”

It IS mdeed a form of love that gives them the

faculty of observmg m such an mtense and meticulous

manner the things m their environment that we, grown

cold, pass by unseemg Is it not a characteristic of

love, that sensibihty that enables a child to see what

others do not see ? That collects details that others

do not perceive, and appreciates special quahties, which

are, as it were, hidden, and which only love can dis-

cover? It is because the child’s mtelhgence assimi-

lates by lovmg, and not just mdifferently, that he can

see the mvisible This active, ardent, meticulous,

constant absorption in love is characteristic of children

To the adult it appears as hvehness and joy, as

mtensity of life , these are recogmsed as mfant charac-

teristics But there has been no recogmtion of the

love behmd them, that is to say, the spintual energy,

the moral beauty that accompames creation

The child’s love is still pure of contrasts He
loves because he takes, because nature orders him
to do so And what he takes he absorbs to make it

a part of his own life, so as to create his own bemg
In the child’s environment the adult is a special

object of love From him the child receives material

thmgs and help, and from him the child takes, with

mtense love, what is necessary for his self-makmg
The adult is the venerable bemg from whose hps, as

from a spiritual fountam, the words issue that will

enable the child to build his own- speech, and which
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Will serve him as a guide. For the child the words of

a grown-up are supernatural stimuli, brmgmg an im-

pression of projectiles of the spint It is he, the

grown-up, who by his actions shows the child, who
has come from nothmg, how men move To imitate

him IS to enter into life The child is enveloped and

fascmated by his words, which assume the force of

suggestion
; hence the child is sensitive to the grown-

up to such a degree that his own personahty may
vamsh and the grown-up Uve and work m him instead

The mcident of the child who had put the dirty shoes

on the bed-cover shows an obedience earned to the

point of suggestion What the grown-up teUs him
remains engraved m his mmd, like words incised by a
chisel on stone. The word “ music uttered by the

mother who had received the parcel, is another m-
stance Therefore the adult should count and measure
all his words before the child, for the child is hungry
to take from him, he is an accumulator for love

The child is disposed to obey the adult, m the very
roots of his spint Only when the adult asks him to
deny the commands of the inner impulse urgmg him
to creation by unalterable rules and laws, does it be-
come impossible for the child to obey It is then
as if someone were to tell him, when he is teethmg,
to stop and to let no more teeth appear. The naughU-
nesses and disobediences of the child are the expres-
sion of a \Ttal conflict between his creative urge and
his lo\e for the grown-up who does not understand
him. \\hen instead of obedience the grown-up en-
counters temper, he should always aitnbute u to this
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conflict, and to the defence of a vital act necessary to

the child’s growth ,

We must mdeed reahse that the child wants to obey

us and loves us The child loves the grown-up beyond

anythmg, but people speak only of the grown-up’s

love for the child This is said not only of parents

but of teachers, “ Teachers love children !
” It is said

also that the child must be taught to love, to love his

mother, his father, his teacher, to love aU men, to love

animals, flowers, everything

Who then will teach him ? Who wfll be his master

m the art of love? Those who put down all his

symptoms to naughtmess and who think of defendmg

themselves and then possessions agamst him It is

clear that such cannot teach him to love, for they

have no longer the sensitivity that we have called

“ mtelhgence of love
”

It IS, on the contrary, the child who loves the

adult, who wants him near, to be always with him,

and whose dehght hes m callmg his attention to him-

self, “ Look at me, stay with me ”

When the child goes to bed m the evemng he calls

the loved person and begs him not to go away When
we go m to dinner the tmy child that still feeds at

his mother’s breast would like to come with us, to

stay near to watch us, not to eat The adult passes

by this mystical love without perceivmg it But the

httle one who so loves us will grow up, will vamsh

And who will ever love us as he does ? Who else

will ever summon us on gomg to bed, saymg “Stay

with me, as long as I hve ” When the child is
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grown, he will say an indifferent “ Good night. Good-

bye ” Who then will be eager just to watch us while

we eat, though he eats nothing? We defend our-

selves against this love that will pass away, and we
shall never find anything to equal it We in our tur-

moil say, “ I haven’t time, I can’t, I have a lot to do,
”

and we thmk m our hearts, “The child must be taught

better, or he will make us his slaves ” What we want
is to be free from him to do what we ourselves like

domg, so as not to ^ve up our convenience

It IS temble naughtiness m the child if he goes to

wake up his father and mother of a morning, when
they are stiff asleep Nurse, where social conditions

allow, must prevent this more than anything Nurse
IS the guardian of the parents’ morning sleep

And yet, what is it but love that urges the child

to go to his parents as soon as he wakes And where
he can, he gets out of bed early, like every other pure
creature, when the sun appears The child goes to

find his parents who are still asleep, as if to say, “ learn
to live holily

, it is hght, it is mommg ’’ But he does
not go to them as a teacher, he only runs to see those
he loves Perhaps the rooms are still dark, curtained
so that the mommg hght shall not disturb the sleep-
ers Perhaps the child goes siumblmg, his heart beat-
ing for fear of the darkness, but he overcomes every-
thmg, he comes softly and touches them His father
and mother scold him * “ Didn’t I tell you not to
wake me up m the morning ?

”

But I didn’t wake you, ” says the child “ I only
touched you, I only wanted to give you a kiss

”
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It IS as though he said, “ I didn’t want to wake you

physically, I only wanted to waken your spmt ”

Indeed the child’s love has a great significance

where we are concerned His father and mother sleep

all their hves, they have a tendency to sleep over every-

thmg, and it is necessary that a new creature should

shr them and sustam them with a fresh and hvmg
energy that they have long lost It is necessary that

a creature who hves differently should come to tell

them every mormng, “ There is another life, that you
have forgotten Leam to hve better

”

To hve better To feel the touch of love

Man would degenerate without the child to help

him to rise If the adult does not waken httle by
httle, a hard crust will form round him, and render

him insensible This makes us think of the words of

the Last Judgment, when Chnst will say to the lost,

to those who have not made use of the means of im-
provement they have encountered m life “ Depart
from me, you cursed I was a stranger and you
took me not m , naked and you covered me not , sick

and m prison and you did not visit me ”

The answer “ Lord, when did we see thee hun-
gry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick or m
prison and did not mmister to thee ?

”

“Amen I say to you, as long as you did it not to

one of these least, neither did you do it to me ”

In the vivid descnphon of the Gospel, it would
seem that we must help the Christ hidden m every
poor man, m every pnsoner, m every sufferer But
if we paraphrased the marvellous scene and apphed
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It to the child, vre should find that Christ gees to help

ail men in the form of the child.

“I lo\ed jrOu, I came to v.aken yon in the morning,

and >ou dro\e me away.”
“ Lord, when did >ou e\er come into our house in.

the mommg to waken us? And when did we diiNe

you away ?
”

'‘The child that wns bom of you, who came to

summon you, was I. The child who begged you not
to leave him was I

”

Foolish ones that we are • It was the ifessiah I

It was the Messiah, coming to waken us and to teach
us how to love. And we sav. only a child’s naughti-
ness and so we have lost our hearts
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THE NEW EDUCATION



ChapterI
THE TASK OF THE TEACHER

DISCOVERY OF THE TRUE CHILD

We must face the startling fact that the child has a

psychic hfe of which the dehcate manifestations pass

unperceived, and of which the adult may inadvertently

mar the pattern or hmder the development

The adult’s envuonment is not a hfe-givmg environ-

ment for the child. Rather it is an accumulaUon of

obstacles, leadmg him to a creation of defences, to

deformmg efforts at adaptation, or else leavmg him
the victim of suggestion It is the outward aspect he

thus presents that has been considered m the study

of child psychology , it is from this that his charac-

tepsbcs have been defined, as a basis for education

Child psychology is thus somethmg that must be

radically revised As we have seen, behmd every

surpnsmg response on the part of a child, hes an
emgma to be deciphered

, every form of naughtmess
is the outward expression of some deep-seated cause,

which cannot be mterpreted as the superficial, defen-

sive clash with an unsuitable environment, but as ex-

pressmg a higher, essential characteristic seekmg mani-
festation It IS as though a storm were hmdenng the

child’s soul from commg forth from its secret hidmg
place, to show itself m the outer world

It IS plam that all the mcidents that mask the
hidden soul m its contmual endeavours to actuahse
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Its life, all the fits of temper, struggles, deviations,

give no idea of a personality They are merely a sum

of characteristics. But there must be a personaUty

behmd them if the child, the spintual embrj'o, is fol-

lovang a constructive pattern m his psychic develop-

ment There is a hidden man, a hidden child, a

buned hvmg being, who must be liberated Here is

the first urgent task of education . hberation m this

sense means knowledge, or mdeed a discover}’ of the

unknown

If there is an essential difference between what

psycho-analysis has discovered and this psychology of

the unknown child, it consists primarily in this • that

what hes secret m the subconsciousness of the adult

IS something repressed by the individual himself The
mdividual himself must help to disentangle the tangled

skem formed by complex and resisting adaptations,

by the symbols and camouflage orgamsed durmg a

life-time. Whereas the secret of the child is barely

hidden by his environmenL It is on the environment

that we must set to work to enable the child to mani-
fest himself freely

,
the child is at a penod of creation

and expansion, and it is enough to open the door. In-

deed that which he is creating, which from not-bemg
is passmg into existence, and from potentiality to

actuality, at the moment when it comes forth from
notiimg cannot be complicated, and where it is a ques-
tion of an expansive energ}'^ there can be no difficulty

m Its manifcstauon Thus by preparmg a free envi-

ronment, an environment suited to this moment of
life, natural manifestation of the cliild's psyche and
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hence the revelation of his secret should come about

spontaneously

Without this pnnciple efforts at education can only

go further and further into an mextncable maze
* * *

Here is the aim of the new education ;
first of all

to discover the child and effect his hberation In

this, we may say, hes the first problem of existence

simply to exist There will be a further chapter,

covering the whole period of a child’s development to

adult state, which deals with the problem of the help

that can be offered him In both these chapters,

however, the environment is fimdamental , it must

facihtate the expansion of the bemg m process of

development by a reduction of obstacles to a mmi-
mum, and must allow free scope for a child’s energies,

by offermg the necessary means for the activities to

which they give nse Now the adult himself is part

of the child’s environment
, the adult must adjust him-

self to the child’s needs, if he is not to be a hmdrance

to him and if he is not to substitute himself for the

child m the activities essential to growth and develop-

ment

SPIRITUAL PREPARATION

The teacher must not imagme that he can prepare

himself for his office merely by study, by becoming a

man of culture He must before all else cultivate m
himself certam aptitudes of a moral order

The crucial pomt of the whole question is the

manner m which he considers the child, and this can-
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not depend on external factors as though it demanded

merely a theoretical knowledge of child nature or of

modes of teachmg and correction

Here what we wish to emphasize is the fact that

the teacher must prepare himself inwardly. He must

examme himself methodically m order to discover

certam defimte defects that may become obstacles m
his treatment of the child To discover defects that

have become part and parcel of his consciousness

requires help and mstruction just as we need another

to observe and tell us what hes at the back of our eye

In thi<; sense the teacher needs to be “initiated
”

mto his or her inner preparation He is too preoccu-

pied with bad tendencies m the child, how to correct

his undesirable actions, or the danger to his soul left

by the residues of ongmal sin

Instead be should begin by seekmg out his own

defects, and such tendencies m himself as are not

good First let him remove the beam that is in his

own eye, then shall he see more clearly to remoie the

mote that is m the child’s This inner preparation is

somethmg specific ; it is not the same as a general

seekmg for perfection as m the case of members of

religious communities It is not necessary to become
“ perfect, ” free from every weakness, in order to

become a teacher Indeed it is possible for those

conunually concerned with the perfection of then

inner life to remain imconscious of the defects that

preient them from understanding the chilcL That is

why It IS necessary to learn, to be guided, to be train-

ed to become teachers of httle children
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We have m ourselves tendencies that are not good

and which flourish like weeds m a field (Ongmal

sm ) These tendencies are many , they fall mto seven

groups, known of old as the Seven Deadly Sms

All deadly sm tends to separate us from the child,

for the child, compared to us, is not only purer but

has mystenous quahhes, which we adults as a rule

cannot perceive, but m which we must beheve with

faith, for Jesus spoke of them so clearly and msistently

that all the Evangelists recorded His words “ Un-

less ye be converted and become as httle children, ye

shall not enter mto the Kmgdom of Heaven ”

That which the teacher must seek is to be able to

see the child as Jesus saw him It is with this endea-

vour, thus defined and delnmted, that we wish to deal

The true teacher is the man who nds himself of the

inner obstacles which make the child mcomprehen-

sible to him
, he is not simply the man who is ever

stnvmg to become better Our instruction to teachers

consists m showmg them what inner dispositions they

need to correct, just as a doctor might pomt out the

particular and defimte disease that is weakenmg or

threatenmg a physical organ

Here, then, is some positive help

The sm that arises withm us and prevents us from

understandmg the child is Anger

But smce no deadly sm acts alone, but always m
combmahon or company with another (just as Adam
at once jomed Eve when sm made its first appear-

ance), so Anger summons and combines with a sm
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of more noble appearance and hence more diabohcal,

Pnde.

The evil tendencies which we have classified as the

Seven Deadly Sms, may be corrected m two ways

One is mtenor the individual once he is clearly

aware of his defects seeks of his own will, with every

effort, to fight against them and rid himself of them,

by the help of the Grace of God
The other is a sociarcorrective and is found in the

external environment It can be defined as a resist-

ance opposed by external forms to the outer mani-

festations of our evil tendencies, thus impendmg their

development

This counteractive effort of external forms has

much mfluence It is, one might say, the chief remm-
der of the existence of ourselves of moral defect, and

m many cases it is this external remmder that leads

us to reflect upon ourselves, and thence to work vigor-

ously and earnestly for our inward purification

Let us consider the Seven Deadly Sms Our Pride

is rmtigated by other people’s opimon of us
; our

Avance by the circumstances m which we hve ; Anger
by the reaction of the strong ; Sloth by the necessity

of working for a living , Lust by the customs of socie-

ty , Greed- by the limited possibfiities of obtammg
more than we need , Envy by the necessity of conserv-

mg an appearance of digmty. Assuredly all this may
be supplemented by the will of the individual to com-
bat lus defects But these external factors arc a con-

tinual and very salutary' warning

9
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The social check, in short, forms a good founda-

tion for the support of our moral eqmhbnum
We do not, however, feel the same punty when

our actions are moulded by the resistance of society

as when they are performed m obedience to God
On the contrary, while the necessity of a voluntary

correction of recogmsed errors meets m our soul with

docile acceptance, we adapt ourselves less easily to

the humihatmg situation of acceptmg the control of

others We even feel more humihated by such enforc-

ed comphance than by the error itself When it is

necessary to hold ourselves m check, when we cannot

do otherwise, an mstmct prompts us to uphold our
worldly digmty by makmg it appear that we chose the

mevitable ourselves The htde deceit of saymg “I
don’t like it,” of somethmg beyond our reach is one
of the commonest moral pretences

We meet the resistance by a small fiction, but this

means that we are oSenng battle, not entermg upon a

way of perfection

The result is that, as m all warfare, organisation

soon becomes plainly desirable
, mdividual tendencies

find refuge m collective tendencies

Persons with the same defect are led mstmctively
to seek its triumph through union They build, as

It were, fortifications agamst the hosts that oppose
their capital vices

No one for mstance will dare to say that an eqmt-
able distnbution of wealth would displease the rich

because they are graspmg and slothful But it will

be said that such a distnbution of wealth is beneficial
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to all, and is a necessity of social progress, and then

we shall find even many nch men declarmg that they

are resigned to it for the common good. We have an

mstmctive tendency to mask our sms by protestations

of lofty and necessary duties, just as in the war a stop

of ground dug with trenches or filled with death-deal-

mg devices was camouflaged as a flowery meadow.

The weaker the external forces that oppose our

defects the more time and ease we have to build the

screens to camouflage our defences.

By pausmg on these reflections, we come to reahse

that we are more attached to our vices than we think

;

we come to see how easy it is for the devil to creep in,

teachmg us to hide subconsciously even from our-

selves

In this we are defending, not our life, but our

deadly sins It is a mask we are only too ready to

put on, callmg it “necessity,” “duty,” “the common
good ”, and so on , and from all this we find it daily

harder to free ourselves

Now the teacher, or m general anyone wishmg to

educate children, must purge himself of that state of

error that puts him m a position of falsity towards
the child The prevalent defect must be clearly defin-

ed , and here we are speakmg not of one sm, but of a
compost of two mortal sms closely alhed—pride and
anger

Anger is truly the essential sm
,
pride follows to

lend It a pleasmg camouflage. Pnde cloaks the per-

sonality of the grown-up m a senes of robes which
make it look pleasmg and even entitled to respect
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Now, anger is one of those sms that are held m
check by the strong and determmed resistance of

others Anger is a manifestation which a man finds

It hard to accept from others Hence it is kept pn-

soner when confronted by strength The man who

speedily finds himself m the humihatmg position of

bemg forced to retreat becomes ashamed of his anger

We therefore find a real outlet m meetmg persons

imable to defend themselves or to understand, such

as children who beheve everythmg they are told.

Children not only soon forget our offences, but feel

guilty of all which we accuse them They are like the

holy disciple of SL Francis, who burst mto tears

thinking himself a hypocnte, because a pnest told him

so

We would have the teacher here reflect upon the

very senous effect of such conditions on the child’s

life It IS only the child’s reason that fails to realise

the mjustice , his spint feels it and becomes oppressed

or ever deformed Childish reactions then appear, as

expressions of an unconscious defence Timidity,

lymg, capnce, frequent tears without apparent cause,

sleeplessness, every form of exaggerated fear—obscure

thmgs like these represent unconscious defensive

states m the httle child, whose mtelhgence is not yet

able to grasp his real relation to the grown-up ,

But anger does not always mean physical violence

The crude, primitive impulse usually understood

by this word may lead to complex manifestations

The man of greater psychological matunty masks and
comphcates his mner states of sm
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In fact, anger m its simple form comes out only as

a reaction to open resistance by the child But m
the presence of more obscure expressions of the child

soul, anger and pnde fuse together in a complex whole

which assumes that precise, qmet, and respectable

shape known as tyranny

Here we have an oppression that is not disputed,

placmg the tyrannous mdmdual m an impregnable

fortress of recogmsed authonty The adult is m the

nght sunply because he is adult To question this

would be like attackmg an estabhshed and sacred

form of sovereignty The tyrant m pmmtive societies

used to be considered as a delegate of God But for

the child the grown-up is God Himself The thmg is

beyond dispute Indeed, the only being who could

dispute It would be the child, and he remams silent

He adapts himself to everythmg, beheves everythmg,

forgives ever3dhmg When cuffed, he does not reta-

hate, and he wilhngly asks the angry grown-up to

pardon hun, forgetting even to ask wherem he has
offended

Yet the child does occasionally act m self-defence,

but his defence is hardly ever a direct and mtentional
reply to the action of the adult It is either a vital

defence of his psychic mtegnty, or else an unconscious
reaction of the oppressed spmt

Only as the child grows older does he begm to direct
his reactions against the tyranny itself , but then the
adult finds justificatory reasons wherewith to entrench
himself still more firmly behmd his camouflage, and
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succeeds sometimes m convmcmg even the child that

such tyranny is for his good

“Respect” is on one side only , the weak respectmg

the strong

It IS thought legitimate for the adult to “offend” the

child He can judge the child, or speak ill of him,

and does it openly, even so as to hurt his feelmgs

The child’s needs are directed or suppressed by the

adult at wiU A protest from the child is considered

as insubordmation that it would be dangerous to

tolerate

This is a form of government on a primitive model,

when the subjects have only to pay their taxes without

question There have been peoples who beheved that

every good was secured to them by the beneficence of

their sovereign, and m the same way the populace of

children thmks that it owes all to the adult Or rather,

it IS the adult who beheves this His camouflage of

creator is organised He in his pnde beheves that

he creates m the child all that he is It is the adult

who makes the child mtelhgent, good, and religious ,

provides him, that is, with the means he will need for

commumcation with his environment, with men, and
with God This is a fatigiung tasL The tyrant’s

self-abnegation completes his tyranny Where is the

tyrant who ever confessed to saenfiemg his subjects ?

The preparation our method demands of the teacher

is that he should examine himself, and purge himself

of his sms of tyranny , he must tear down that ancient

complex of pnde and anger that unconsaously encrusts

his heart , stnp himself of pnde and anger and become
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humble , this first of all , then re-clothe himself m
chanty These are the mental dispositions he has to

acquire This is the central pomt of balance without

which it IS impossible to proceed This is his “trainmg,”

its starting pomt, and its goal

We do not mean that he must approve all the child’s

acts or refrain from judgmg him, or that nothmg has

to be done to develop his mtelhgence or feehngs

Quite the contrary
,

it must not be forgotten that the

aim is to educate, to become a real teacher to the child

But first comes an act of humihty, the rootmg-out

of a prejudice embedded m our hearts
,

just as the

pnest before gomg up to the altar must recite his

Confiteor

So, and not otherwise

We do not hold that the child should be demed such
help as education can give him, but that there must
be a radical change m our own inner state, which pre-

vents us as adults from understandmg him

Chapter n
‘ OUR OWN METHOD

HOW IT ORIGINATED

Our own method of education is characterised by
the central importance that we attribute to the question
of environment Another innovation that has aroused
much mterest and controversy has been the role of the
teacher—the passive teacher who holds his own acti-

vities and authority in abeyance, lest they should be
an obstacle preventing the child from acting for him-
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self, and who is glad when he sees the child so acting,

making progress on his own, and seeks no credit for

iL He apphes to himself the words of St John the

Baptist ‘lie must mcrease but I must decrease”

Another characteristic prmciple is respect for the child’s

personahty, earned to a degree unattamed m any other

educational method

These three essential pomts were developed m spe-

cial schools, which were called m the begmmng Case

del Bambini, hterally children’s homes, for we wished

to mamtam the idea of a family Those who have

followed this educational movement know that it has

always aroused much discussion, especially m view of

the reversed roles of adult and child the teacher who
does so httle actual teachmg, with the child the centre

of activity, leammg by himself, left free m his choice

of occupation and m his movements This, when it

was not considered an utopia, was held to be an exag-

geration Whereas our conception of a matenal en-

vironment m which everythmg should be m proportion

to the size of a child, has been well received The
clear, hght rooms, with httle low wmdows, wreathed

m flowers, with small pieces of furniture of every shape

just like the furmture of a mcely furnished home, httle

tables, httle armchairs, pretty curtains, low cupboards

within reach of the children’s hands, where they can

put thmgs and from which they can take what they

want, all this seemed a real, practical improvement m
a child’s life I beheve that the greater number of

Case del Bambini mamtam this external entenon as

of prime importance
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To-day, after long research and experiment, we feel

a need to return to the question, and especially to ex-

plain how our method ongmated
It would be a great mistake to believe that by observ-

ing children we were led to frame such a bold idea as

that of the existence of a hidden nature in the child,

and that such an mtmtion in ats turn gave nse to the

idea of a special school and a special method of educa-

tion It is impossible to observe somethmg that is

not known, and it is not possible for anyone all at once,

by a vague mtmtion, to imagme that a child may have
two natures and to say, “Now I will try to prove it by
experiment” Anything new must emerge, so to speak,
by Its own energies

, it must spnng forth and strike

the mmd, evoked by what we call chance Often there

IS no one more mcredulous than the person to whom
this happens

, he re3ects the new fact just like everyone
else The novelty must present itself agam and again

before it is finally seen, recogmsed and eagerly received

Then indeed the eagerness with which he who per-

ceives It welcomes the new fight, cherishes it, enthuses
over it and dedicates his life to it may make others
beheve that it was his creation Whereas he has merely
reached a point where he could recognise it, and has
done like the man in the Bible, who, when he had
found one pearl of great pnee, went his way and sold
all that he had and bought it Our difficulty hes in
perceivmg *, m convmcing ourselves of somethmg new,
for the gates of our apprehension are closed against
novelty. Our mind is like an anstocratic diawmg-
room, which is closed to people without credentials ;
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-o gam admittance it is necessary to be mtroduced by

iomteone already knoivn—we proceed from the known

:o the unknown Whereas what is new must break

3own the closed doors, or else creep m at a moment
of relaxation when the door has been left ajar Then

iie novelty produces amazement, revolution Volta

nust have gazed mcredulously at the twitching legs

af the dead, skinned frog None the less he noted

the fact, and isolated electncity Sometimes the most

trivial fact may open illimitable horizons, for man is

by nature a seeker, an explorer , but without the dis-

covery of the mitial trivial facts, no advance is possible

In physics and medicme we have ngorous ideas as

to what constitutes a new phenomenon A new phe-

nomenon IS an mitial discovery of facts previously un-

known and therefore unsuspected, that is to say, that

were as if they did not exist A fact is always objec-

tive and therefore cannot depend on an mtuition

When It IS a case of provmg the existence of a new
fact. It must be proved that it exists of itself, that is,

it must be isolated Then comes a second phase, the

study of circumstances m which the new phenomenon
shows Itself, so that we may reproduce it and thus

perpetuate it Only when this fundamental problem

has been solved is it possible to study the phenomenon ,

it IS then that research begins, and, findmg new thmgs

on the new path, mvestigators may make genume dis-

covenes This is another matter , it is clear that no

one can search for somethmg he does not know exists

Research must be an anti-chamber
, it imphes an

appantion There is a form of studies exclusively
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concerned with reproducing, maintaining and gammg

mastery over a phenomenon, so that it shall not vamsh

like a vision, but become a reahty, a manageable

possession, and hence a teal value

Now the iBrst Casa dei Bambini was not a place

arranged for a deterramed experiment, or for scientific

research It provides an exampUe of an imtial dis-

covery which had ah. the features of an "unknown”

presenting itself before it had been recognised, of a

trivial fact able to open dhmitable horizons

Something I wrote long ago, which I have dis-

covered m a heap of old papers, may be of documen-
tary interest in this respect

“who are you

“It was January 6th (1906), when the first school

was opened for small, normal children of between

three and six years of age I cannot say on my
methods, for these did not yet exist But m the school

that was opened my method was shortly to come into

being On that day there was nothmg to be seen but

about fifty wretchedly poor children, rough and shy

in manner, many of them crying, almost all the children

of illiterate parents, who had been entrusted to my care

“The mitial plan was to gather together the small

children of the workmen hving in a workers’ tenement,
so that they should not be left to play on the stairs

and dirty the walls or create disorder With this end
in view a room had been provided for them in the

tenement I had been asked to take charge of this

institution, which ‘might have a future’.
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I’ll believe it next tune ’ Thus for a long time I

remamed mcredulous, and at the same time deeply

stirred and trepidant How many times did I not re-

prove the children’s teacher when she told me what

the children had done of themselves ? ‘The only thing

that unpresses me is truth,’ I would reply severely

And I remember that the teacher answered, without

takmg ofEence, and often fhoved to tears ‘You are

nght When I see such things I think it must be the

holy angels who are mspinng these children’

“One day, m great emotion, I took my heart m
my two hands as though to encourage it to rise to

the heights of faith, and I stood respectfully before

the children, saymg to myself ‘Who are you then?

Have I perhaps met with the children who were held

m Christ’s arras and to whom divme words were

spoken? I will follow you, to enter with you
mto the Kmgdom of Heaven’

“And holdmg m my hand the torch of faith, I went

on my way”

THE FIRST CHILDREN

It was thus that chance led me to them They
were tearful, frightened children, so shy that it was
impossible to get them to speak

,
their faces were

expressionless, with bewildered eyes as though they

had never seen anythmg m their hves They were

mdeed poor, abandoned children, who had grown up
m dark, tumble-dovm cottages, with nothmg to stimu-

late their mmds, and without care Everyone could

see they suffered from malnutrition , it was not neces-
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saiy to be a doctor to recognise that they were m
urgent need of food, open air hfe and sunh^t They
v/ere closed flowers, but without the freshness of buds,

souls concealed beneath a hermetic shell

It would be interestmg to know the origmal

circumstances that enabled these children to undergo
such an extraordmary transformation, or rather, that

brought about the appearance of new children, whose
souls revealed themselves with such radiance as to

spread a hght through the whole world

These circumstances must have been singularly

favourable to enable the “hberation of the soul of

the child”. All repressive obstacles must have been
eUminated. But who could have told m what such

obstacles consisted? And what were the favourable,

or indeed necessary circumstances, that enabled a
buned soul to come forth and flower ? Many would
have seemed the exact opposite to what was required
for such a lofty goal

Let us begin with the family circumstances of these
children They came from the lowest strata of
society, for their fathers were not workmen m regular
employment, but casual workers who sought for tem-
porary work from day to day, and who therefore
could not look after their children Nearly all were
flhterate.

Smce it was not possible to find a proper mistress
for a post that offered no future prospects, the first

idea was that the porter’s daughter should be em-
ployed more or less as a guardian *, later a better
e ucated girl was engaged, who, though she had once
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paper, which according to her would serve as rewards

for the best behaved children Indeed, I often saw

one or other of them wearmg one of these harmless

decorations on his breast She had also taken upon

herself to teach them all to make a mihtaiy salute,

though most of the children were httle girls and the

eldest were only five But this seemed to give her

satisfaction, and I found the whole thmg as unimport-

ant as It was silly

Thus our life of peace and isolation started, and

for a long tune no one knew of our existence

WHAT THEY SHOWED ME

I should hke to summanse just the prmcipal events

of this penod, though to do so is to speak of such

infinitesimal thmgs that they would belong better to

those children’s stones that begm “Once upon a tune
’’ than to a solemn treatise My own actions

m the matter were so simple, so truly puerile, that

no one would wish to take them senously from a

scientific pomt of view None the less a methodical

descnpbon would mean a volume of psychological

observations, or better, of discovenes

"Repetition of the Exercise”

The first phenomenon that awoke my attention

was that of a httle girl of about three who was prac-

nsmg shppmg our senes of sohd cyhnders m and out

of the block (they go m and out of the holes like the

corks of bottles, but they are cyhnders of graduated

size and each one has its own speaal place) I was
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surprised to see so small a child repeating an exercise

over and over again with the keenest interest She

showed no progress in speed or skill ;
it was a kind

of perpetual motion My habit of measuring thmgs

led me to begm to count the number of times she re-

peated the exercise Then I thought I would see

how far the strange concentration she showed could

withstand disturbance, and I told the teacher to make

the other children smg and move about. They did

so, but the httle girl did not stop her work for an

mstant. Then I gently picked up the armchair in

which she sat, with her m it, and put it on a httle

table. She had clutched her cyhnders to her, and

putting them on her knees, continued her task. From
the time when I had begun to count, she had repeated

the exercise forty-two times. She stopped, as diough

commg out of a dream, and smiled as if she were very

happy Her eyes shone, and she looked about her

It seemed that she had not even noticed out various

manoeuvers, which had not succeeded in disturbmg

her And now, for no visible reason, her task was

finished. What was finished, and why
Here was a first peep mto the unexplored depths of

the child mind. Here was a very small child, at an

age when attention flits from one thing to another and

cannot be held down Yet she had been absorbed m
a concentration such that her ego had withdrawn itself

from reach of any external stimulus That concen-

tration was accompanied by a rhythmic movement of

the hands, evoked by an accurately made, scientifically

graduated object
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Sumlar facts occurred on vanous occasions Ac
every tune the children emerged as if rested, full «

life, with the look of those who have expenenced son

great ]oy

Though such instances of a concentration reachu

msensibihty to the outer world were not usual,

noticed a peculiar behaviour that was common to a]

and practically the rule m all they did—the speci

characteristic of child work, which I later calle

“repetition of the exercise”

Watchmg those dirty httle hands at work I thougl

one day that I would teach the children somethmg r

ally useful, how to wash their hands I noticed th

the children, once their hands were clean, went c

washmg them They came out of school and wei

to wash them hands Some of the mothers told n
that m the morning their children had run out of tl

house, and had been found at the washing tank

washmg their hands They were proud to show ever

one them clean hands, so much so that they were oni

mistaken for beggars They repeated the performanc

agam and agam without havmg any longer an extern

aim m domg so It was by an inner need that th«

went on washing hands that were already clean Tl

same thmg happened on many other occasions
, tl

more accurately an exercise was taught m all its detail

the more it seemed to become a stimulus to an enc

less repetition of the same exercise

Their feeling for Order
\

Another detail came to light for the first tune as ti
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result of a very simple incident The children used

the apparatus made for them, but it was the teacher

who distributed it and put it back in its place She

told me that when she was doing this the children

got up and came to stand around her. She sent them

to their seats, but they always came back. This hap-

pened many times, and she had concluded that they

were faemg disobedient. When I watched them, I

understood that what they wanted was themselves to

put the various objects back, and I left them free to

do so Thus, a kind of new life began for them ; to

put thmgs tidy, to tidy up any disorder that might

have arisen, became an enthrallmg occupation If

a glass of water fell from a child’s hands, others ran

to pick up the pieces and dry the floor. One day

the teacher dropped a box contaimng eighty tablets of

vanous graduated colours. I remember her confusion,

for it was difficult to recognise so many shades of

colour, so as to know where each belonged But at

once the children ran to her, and to our amazement

quickly put all the tablets in their places, correctly

graduated, showing a wonderful sensibflity to the

colours, such as we did not possess

“Free Choice"

One day the teacher came to school a httle late.

She had forgotten to lock the cupboard, and she found

that many children had opened the door and were

standing round it. Some were taking things from it

and carrying ' them away. The teacher decided that

this revealed a thieving instmct Children who stole
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and showed a lack of respect for their school and their

teacher, must, she said, be treated with seventy and

would have to be taught the difference between nght

and wrong I, on the contrary, felt I should mterpret

the imcident as unplymg that the children now knew
the vanous objects and were able to choose among
them. This, m fact, was the case A hvely and m-
terestmg form of activity now began The children had
their special preferences and chose their own occupa-

tions To enable them to do so, we later inaugurated

low, pretty cupboards, m which the apparatus was
placed at the disposition of the children, who could

choose what corresponded to theur mner needs Thus
the Principal of free choice accompamed that of repe-

tition of the exercise

They never chose the Toys

Though the school contamed some really wonder-

ful toys, the children never chose them This surprised

me so much that I myself mtervened, to show them

how to use such toys, teachmg them how to handle the

doll’s crockery, hghtmg the firem the tmy doll’s kitchen,

settmg a pretty doll beside it The children showed
mterest for a tune, but then went away, and they never

made such toys the objects of their spontaneous choice

And so I understood that m a child’s life play is per-

haps somethmg mfenor, to which he has recourse for

want of somethmg better, but that there were loftier

thmgs which, m the child’s mmd, seemed to take prece-

dence over useless amusements The same might be

said of ourselves , to play chess or bndge is pleasant
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enough for our leisure momentSj but it would no longer

be so if we were forced to do nothing else all through,

our life. When there is a lofty and urgent task to be

done, bndge is forgotten, and the child has always lofty,

and indeed urgent, tasks before him. Every passmg
minute is precious to him, representing the passage for

a shghtly mfenor state of bemg to a hi^er one The
child IS continually growmg, and all that has to do with
the means of his development fascinates him and makes
him forget idle occupations The prmciple of free
choice made it possible to observe the tendencies and
psychic needs of the children. One of the first inter-
estmg results was the discovery that the children did
not choose all the scientific material that had been pre-
pared, but only some of iL They chose more or less
the same thmgs

, others came second Others mstead
remamed forsaken and became covered with dust I
used to put aU before them, I saw that the teacher did
the same, explaimng their use, but some of them the
c dren never chose spontaneously I then understood

everything must beme^ured besides bemg m order, and that interest^d concentration sprmg precisely from the absenceof confusion or superfluity
aosence
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tom of the people ; its face was fat and pink, and it did

not cry. The silence of the httle creature struck me,

and 1 wanted the chfldren to share my feehng “See,”

I said, “it isn’t making a sound”. And, jokmg, I

added, “Look how still it keeps its feet. None of

you could keep as still as that.” (I was pointing out

how the baby’s feet were bound m swaddhng bands)

To my amazement I saw an extraordinary tension in

the children who watched me ; all held their feet

motionless together. It seemed as though they were

hanging'on my lips, and felt deeply all I was saymg
“Then its breatiung”, I went on, “how soft it is.

None of you could breathe as it does, vathout making
a sound ” The children, surprised and motion-

less, held their breath In that moment there was an

extraordmary silence ; the tick of the clock, which

generally could not be heard, became perceptible It

seemed as if the baby had brought with it an atmos-

phere of silence such as does not exist m ordmary life.

This was because no one was makmg the smallest

movement And from this came the wish to hsten to

the silence, and hence to reproduce it The children

ah sought to do so, eagerly, if eagerness did not imply
an impulsiveness that must find outward expression
Here instead was the expression of a correspondence
bom of deep-seated desire At once the chddren sat
stiU, controlling even their breathing, and so they re-

tttamed, with the serene, mtense look of those engaged
m meditation little by httle m that impressive sdence
httle noises were heard, a drop of water falling m the
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distance, the far-off twitter of a bird. This incident

was the ongm of our silence exercise

One day I had the idea of usmg silence to test the

children’s keenness of hearing, so I thought of calling

them by name, m a low whisper, from a certam

distance, as is the custom m certam medical tests

The child called was to come up to me, walkmg so as

not to make a sound With forty children this exercise

m patient waitmg deman^d a patience that I thought

impossible, so I brought with me some sweets# as a re-

ward for each child who came to me But the children

refused the sweets They seemed to say, “Don’t spoil

our lovely experience, we are still filled with dehght
of the spirit, don’t distract us ” And so I realised that

children were sensible not only to silence but to a
voice callmg imperceptibly m silence They came up
slowly, walkmg on hp-toe, takmg care not to knock
mto thmgs, and their footsteps could scarcely be heard.

Later it became clear to me that every exercise m
movement that is susceptible of control by error, as

m this case by noises m a silence, helps to guide

children to perfect their powers , and thus the repeti-

tion of the exercise may lead to an external trammg
m action, so dehcate that it would be impossible to

obtam It by external teachmg Our children learned

to move among thmgs without knockmg mto them,
to run hghtly without makmg a noise, and so became
alert and agde And they rejoiced m the perfection

of their achievements What mterested them was to

discover themselves, their capacities, and to gam
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practice in a mysterious world like that of e\oI\ing

Me

They refused Sy^eets

It needed a long time for us to convince oursehes

that the children’s refusal of sweets and its intrinsic

reason—^sweets, whether given as prizes or othenvise.

and which represented urmecessary and irregular food

This seemed to me so extraordmary that I wished to

repeat the test agam and agam, for everyone knows
that children are always greedy for sweets I took

sweets to school, but the children refused them or

put them in their overall pockets. Thmkmg that since

they were poor they wanted to take the sweets home
to their fanuhes, I told them, “These sweets ‘are for

you, and here are others for you to take home ” They
took them, but they put them aU in their overall

pockets, and did not eat them. Yet they appreciated

them as gifts, for once, when one of these children

was iU in bed and the mistress came to see him, he
was so grateful that he opened a little box and took
out a big sweet which had been given him at school,

and offered it to her. That sweet had remamed by
him to tempt him for weeks, but he had not touched
it Was it a feeling like that of the monks who flee

from ease and from such outward thmgs as are useless

to the true good of life, once they have risen on the

ladder of spmtual life ? It is certain tliat this pheno-
menon was so general among the children that in

later schools not a few visitors came on purpose to

verify it, and wrote about it in many books. Here
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was a spontaneous and natural psychological fact

Of course, no one thought of teaching penance and

abolishing sweets, no one could have had such an

extraordinary and fantasDc idea as to assert “Children

should not play or eat sweets” When fantasy gets

to work it does not do so on things of this kind

Cunous anecdotes were told m the matter, hke that

which went round the world, about an important

personage who distnbuted biscmts which happened

to be of geometncal shapes, and how the children,

mstead of eatmg them, looked at them with mterest,

saymg “That’s a circle ' That’s a rectangle
!”

There is another pretty story of a httle child of poor

parents who was watchmg his mother cookmg She

picked up an intact piece of butter and the child said

“It’s a rectangle” She cut o5 a comer and he said,

“Now you’ve taken a triangle,” addmg, “And it

leaves a trapezium” And he never uttered the usual

plea “Give me some bread and butter”

Their Sense of Dignity

1 can tell of other mcidents that pomted to cunous
charactenstics One day I thought of givmg a rather

humorous lesson on how you blow your nose After

havmg imitated vanous ways of usmg a handkerchief

for this purpose, I ended by showmg how it can be

done discreetly, so as to make as httle noise as possi-

ble, shppmg out the handkerchief so that the action

remams more or less hidden. The children hstened

and watched with the keenest attenuon, and did not
laugh, and I wondered to myself what could be the
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reason But hardly had I finished than there came

a burst of applause, like when m the theatre a great

actress evokes an ovation repressed with difficulty

Then indeed I was utterly amazed I had never heard

It said that such small children could turn mto an

applaudmg audience, or that small hands could ex-

press themselves with so much vigour It occurred

to me that perhaps I had touched on a sensitive spot

m the social hfe of this httle world The question I

had treated was one that children associate with a

kind of contmual humiliation, a permanent derision

,

they are always bemg scolded about blowing their

noses. Everyone shouts at them, everyone msults

them, and m the end, especially m schools, handker-

chiefs are pinned visibly to their overalls, so that they

shall not lose them The handkerchief then is like

a stigma and badge of infamy. No one had ever

taught them without attacking them directly how they

ought to blow their noses We should put ourselves

in their place, or better, we should understand that

children are sensitive to all the dension that is shower-
ed upon them, and which leaves them with a sense
of huimliafion Such a lesson as mine did them jus-

tice, redeemed them, enabled them to raise themselves
ui social hfe. That was how I had to mterpret it,

for afterwards, through long expenence, I discovered
that children have a profound feeling of personal
dignity and that their souls may remam wounded,
idcerated, oppressed, in a way the adult can never
have imagined.

That day did not end so When I was going away
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the children began to shout “Thank you I Thank

you for the lesson” And when I went out they came

behmd me mto the street, m a silent procession along

the pavement, till I told them “When you go back,

run on Up-toe and take care not to knock mto the cor-

ner of the wall” They turned round and disappear-

ed through the gates as though on wmgs I had m-

deed touched these poor httle children m their social

digmty

One day an important visit was announced from

someone who wished to remam alone with the children

to observe them I urged the teacher “For this

occasion, let everythmg happen spontaneously ” And
tummg to the duldren, I told them “To-morrow

you will have a visitor How I would like hun to

think, ‘these children are the best m the world’
”

Later, I asked how the visit had gone off “It was

a great success,” the teacher told me “The children

prepared a chair and said to the visitor, ‘Won’t you

sit down ?’ And others said, ‘Good mommg’ Then

when he went away, all crowded to look out of the

wmdow, shoutmg ‘Thank you for your visit, good-bye’

“But why all these compliments and preparations ?”

I asked “I told you to do nothing out of the usual,

and to let everythmg happen naturally”

“But I didn’t say a word to them,” she rephed.

“It was they themselves ” And she added, “Even

I couldn’t beheve my eyes, and I said to myself that

It must be the angels inspinng them ” She went on
to tell me that the children had done their work well.
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each takmg a different task, and going on with it so

quietly that the visitor was really moved.

For a long time I remamed doubtful and mere-

dulous, tormenting the teacher to make sure that there

were no preparations or rehearsals But at last I

understood. The children had their own sense of

digmty, their own amour propre, and they knew how
to orgamse then school work and how to receive visits

with gratitude and cordial pleasure. They paid honour
to their visitors, they were proud to show the best

they could do Had I not said to them, “I should

like it to be thought that these children are the best

in the world” ? But it was certainly not through my
exhortation that they acted as ffiey did. It was
enough to say, “You are to have a visitor,” just as

one announces a visitor m a drawmg-room, and there

was that httle world alert and responsible, full of dig-

mty and courtesy, to do the rest

I understood then something very simple and yet

almost supematuraL The children had no shyness.

No obstacles had been set between their souls and
their surroundings, they had expanded fully and
naturally, like lotus flowers opening their white petals

to the full to the rays of the sun, and sending forth

a delicate fragrance. They had nothmg to hide, no-
thing to shut away, nothing to fear. That was all.

Their ease was the result, we may say, of an imme-
diate and perfect adaptation to their environment
Alert active minds were at work in the world, finding

themselves always at ease, sendmg forth a spiritual

light and warmth that melted the oppressive toils
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round the souls of those adults who came mto contact

with them These children welcomed all with love

It was thus that unportant people began to pay them
visits to receive new, refre^mg impressions, and the

children became the centre of an mtense soaal life

It was curious to see how even ordinary visitors began
to show feehngs quite other than what was usual with

them Ladies, for example, would put on their most
elegant clothes and jewelry, as if to call on some one
they wished to honour, and they rejoiced m the admi-
ration of the children, so fresh and naive, and devoid
of envy

, they were happy to hear how the httle ones

expressed their comphtaents

The children stroked the fine stuffs and the soft

perfumed hands of such ladies Once a httle boy
went up to a lady m deep mournmg and leant his

head against her, then he took her hand and held it

between his own She said afterwards with much
emotion that no one had given her such comfort as

that child

Spontaneous Discipline

In spite of this ease and freedom of manner, the

children as a whole gave an impression of extraordi-

nary disciphne They worked quietly, each one m-
tent on his own task

, they went about walkmg quiet-

ly, to get fresh work or to put back what they had
been domg They went out of the room, gave a
glance at the courtyard, and came back. They ful-

filled the wishes expressed by their teacher with an
amazmg rapidity She told me, “They are so ready
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to do what I say that I begin to feel a sense of respon-

sibihty for every word I utter ” Indeed if she wanted

to ask them to do the silence exercise, the words were

not out of her mouth before the children all sat motion-

less, “We shall now keep sil . In spite of this

apparent dependence, they knew how to act on their

own, arrangmg their own time and their day They

took their own material, put the school tidy, and if

' the teacher came late, or went out leavmg them alone,

everything went just as well this mdeed was the

chief attraction for those who observed them— order

and discjphne combmed with spontaneity

Whence came this perfect disciplme, so apparent

even when it showed itself m deep silence, this obe-

dience that made them so ready to do what they were

told? The qmet m class when the children were at

work was complete and movmg No one had en-

forced it, and what is more, no one could have obtam-

ed it by external means Had these children may be

found the orbit of their cycle, hke stars that circle

unwearymg and which without departmg from their

order shme through etermty? Of these the Bible

speaks, in words that could be apphed to such chil-

dren, “And the stars have given hght m their watches
and rejoiced they were fullness they have shmed forth

to hmi that made them ” A natur^ disciplme of this

kmd seems to transcend its immediate environment,

and to show itself as part of a umversal disciplme ruhng
the world. It is of such discipline that the prophet
speaks as of something men have lost “Young men
have seen the hght and dwelt upon the earth, but the

11
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way of discipline they have not known” One has the

impression that this natural disciphne must provide the

foundation for all other forms of disciphne deterrmned
—^hke that of social life, for instance—by outward and

immediate considerations One of the thmgs, mdeed,

which aroused the greatest mterest and gave greatest

food for thought, seenung as it did to hold somethmg
mystenous, was precisely this fact of order and disci-

phne so closely muted as to result m freedom

One day a lady, the daughter of our Prune Minister,

wished to accompany the Argentme Ambassador on a

visit to the Casa dei Bambini The Ambassador had
deaded to give no wammg of his visit, so that he might

see the spontaneity of which he had been told. But,

when he amved, he learned that the day was a hohday
and that the school was closed In the courtyard were

some of the children, who at once came up to him ‘Tt

doesn’t matter if it is a hohday”, said one, qmte

naturally, “for we are all at home, and the porter has

the key ” They began to run about, callmg them com-
rades by name, and, havmg got the door open, all sat

down to work Thus their marvellous spontaneity was
proved beyond all question

“I’ve Written I I’ve Written!”

The children’s mothers were aware of such acts It

can be imagmed how amazed were the famihes m the

tenement when they saw the- visitors who came mto
the courtyard to see their children—the Queen of Italy,

the ^mg hunself, and a number of exalted personages

they had never expected to see even from a distance
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But It was uot of this that they used to talk to me
They came instead to confide mtimate family details.

“These httle ones of three and four,” they told me,

“say tlnngs to us that would offend us frbm anyone

else They say, for instance , ‘You’ve got dirty hands,

you ought to wash them You ought to wash the spots

on your dress ’ When v'e hear this from them, we
aren’t offended. They tell us of thmgs ]ust like m
dreams ” The fact was that all these workmg people

were becommg cleaner and tidier Broken saucepans

began to disappear from the window sills Little by
httle the wmdows became clean and geramums appear-

ed on the sills round the courtyard But the most im-

pressive fact was that often some poor woman would
put on the school wmdow sill, which was on the ground
floor, some favourite dish she had cooked and which she

wished to offer the mistress as a sign of gratitude, with-

out lettmg her know who had given it. Once two or
three mothers came to me m a deputation, asking me
to teach their children how to read and wnte They
themselves were ilhterate. And as I made objections,

feelmg tliat such an undertakmg was out of my scope,
they begged me insistently.

It was then that the most surprismg thmgs of all

happened All I taught the children of four and five

Mas some of the letters of the alphabet, which I made
the mistress cut out of cardboard. I also had some
cut out of shmy paper, so that the children could
touch them with their finger-tips, feelmg out the shapes
as for wnting ; these I arranged on a board, puttmg
together the letters of similar shape so that the move-
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ment of the little hands should be uniform The mis-

tress hked the idea, and was content to remam at this

common and primitive begmnmg
I could 'not understand why the children were so

keen they made processions carrymg the letters aloft

like banners with shouts of ]oy Why? One day I

surprised a child who was waUang by himself repeat-

mg “To make sofia you want S, O, F, I, A” and he

repeated the sounds makmg up the word. He was

engaged m a study, analysmg the words he had m his

nund and huntmg for the sounds of which they were

composed

With the profound mterest of one who has made a

discovery, he had understood that each of these sounds

corresponded to a letter of the alphabet Indeed, what

IS alphabetical wntmg, if not the correspondence of

a Sign with a sound ? Language m itself is spoken

language , wntten language is nothmg else than a really

literal translation All the progress of alphabetical

wntmg sprmgs from this pomt of contact from which

the two languages can evolve m paralieL In the

begmnmg the one, the written language, falls from the

other drop by drop, and these wdl later form a dis-

tmct stream words and discourse

Here is a real secret, a key which, once discovered,

brmgs a tivo-fold gam It allows the hand to master

a vital, almost unconscious labour, such as spoken

language, and to create another language reflectmg it

m every detaiL Head and hand are both the gamers

The hand gives a fresh impetus, and the drops become
a waterfall The whole language comes to have its
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Avntten counterpart For it is a stream, a waterfall,

and yet made up of bttle drops of sound

Once an alphabet has been formed, written language

should denve from it logically, as a natural consequ-

ence For this the hand must have the abihty to trace

signs Alphabetical signs which are mere symbols

making no attempt at representation are, therefore,

very easy to draw But on aU these things I had never

reflected when the greatest event of all took place in

the Casa dei Bambini.

One day a child began to write He was so asto-

mshed that he shouted aloud, “I’ve wntten ! I’ve

written ” Other children rushed up to him, full of m-
terest, startmg at the words that their play-fellow had

traced on the ground with a piece of white chalk “I

too 1 I too shouted the others, and ran o5. They

ran to find a means of wnting ; some crowded round

the blackboard, others stretched themselves on the

ground, and thus written language began to develop as

an explosion This tireless activity was truly like a

torrent They wrote everywhere—on doors, walls,

and even at home on loaves of bread They were
about four years old The power of wntmg appeared
as an unexpected event. The teacher would tell me,
for instance, “This child began to write yesterday at

j p ra

We felt as though we were in the presence of a
miracle But when we gave books to the children (and
many people who had heard of what had happened
brought us some very fine picture books), these books
were coldly received, as thmgs with pretty pictures but
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distracting from the enthralling and wholly absorbing

task of wnting Perhaps those children had never

seen books, but for a long tune we tned m vain to

make them take an mterest m them It was not even

possible to make them understand what readmg meant.

So we put the books away, till a more propitious time

They did not even read what was wntten by hand It

was rare for one of them to bother to read what another

had wntten , mdeed, they seemed mcapable of readmg

the words Many children turned round to look at

me with astonishment when I read aloud the words

they had wntten, as though they asked, “How do you

know ?”

Reading came Later

It was about six months later that they began to

understand what readmg meant, and they did so only

through associatmg it with wntmg Their eyes fol-

lowed my hands as it traced the signs on paper, and

they grasped the idea that thus I was expressing ray

thoughts as if 1 were speakmg Barely had this idea

become clear than they seized the pieces of paper on

which I had wntten, to carry them o0 to a comer and

try to read them, and they read them mentally, without

pronouncmg a sound One knew that they had under-

stood from the smile that suddenly appeared on the

small face for a moment earlier contracted by effort,

or from a httle jump that seemed evoked by a hidden

sprmg Then they would set to work For each

sentence I had wntten was an order, such as I might

have made by word of mouth “Open the wmdow,”
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“Come close to me”, etc That was how they began

to read Soon they were able to read long sentences,

ordenng complicated actions. But it seemed that

wntten language was understood by children merely

as another way of expressing themselves, another form

of spoken language meant in the same way to be trans-

mitted directly from one person to another

Indeed now when visitors came, many children who
had earher exceeded m vocal greetmg were silent

They got up and went to wnte on the blackboard, “Sit

down, thank you for the visit,” etc. Once they were

told of a terrible disaster m Sicily, where an earthquake

had utterly destroyed the city of Messma, leavmg

hundreds of thousands of victims. A child about five

years old got up and went to \vnte on the blackboard.

He began thus . “I am sorry. .” We watched

him, expecting he would say he was sorry about the

disaster Instead he wrote “ I am sorry that I am
httle” It seemed a strangely egotisbcal reflection.

But he went on . “If I was big I should go to help”

He had made a httle composibon, reveahng at the

same time his generous heart He was the son of a
woman who kept him by selling herbs m a basket m
the street

Later on, something equally surprismg happened
While we were preparmg matenals for teaching the

prmted alphabet, m order to give the books another

try, the children began to read all the prmted matter

in the school Some of this was really difficult to

decipher, such as a calendar on which words were
printed m gothic lettering At the same time their
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parents came to tell us that in the street the children

would stop to read shop-signs, so that it was impossible

to go out for walks with them It was plam that the

children were mterested not m readmg the words, but

m puzzhng out the alphabetical signs Here was

another form of wntmg which they wished to learn,

and they could do so precisely by elucidatmg the sense

of the words Their mmds were workmg m the same

way as that of the adult who pores over a pre-histonc

inscription, till the sense he gathers from it proves to

him that he has correctly deciphered the signs he did

not know The children’s sudden, passionate mterest

m anythmg m pnnt sprang from such a motive

If we had been m too much of a hurry to explam

the prmted characters, we should have quenched their

mterest and eagerness to puzzle out the unfamihar An
untimely insistence on their readmg words from books

would have been the reverse of helpful , by presentmg

an unimportant finahty it would have diminished the

energy of those dynamic mmds
And so the books femamed for a further penod

shut up m the cupboards It was only later that the

children came mto relationship with books It began

ivith a really thnllmg event A child came to school

full of excitement hidmg m his hand a crumpled piece

of paper, and confided to a fnend, “Guess what’s m
this piece of paper” “There’s nothing

,
it’s a tom bit

of paper” “No, there’s a story ” A story in it ?

This at once drew an mterested crowd The child

had picked up the paper from a rubbish heap And
he began to read, to read the story Then at last they
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grasped the significance of books, and after this, the

books went hke hot cakes But many of the children,

when they found an mterestmg story, tore out the page

and earned it away

Those books ! The discovery of their value was

truly staggermg The habitual peaceful order of the

school was overthrown, and it was necessary to con-

trol those eager httle hands that destroyed out of pure

love Even before they could read the books and

learn to respect them, the children, with some help,

had learned to spell, and they wrote so well that they

could be compared to children m Class III of the ele-

mentary schools

"New Children"

Durmg the tune they had been at school, nothmg had

been done to improve the physical conditions of the

children But now no one would have recognised m
their rosy faces and their alert looks the imderfed

anaemic children who had seemed m urgent need of

medical care, food, and tomes. They were as healthy

as if they had completed an open air and sun cure

Indeed, if depressive psychological causes can have an
influence on the metabolism so as to lower vitahty, the

contrary can come about, that is, stimulating psycho-

logical causes can mcrease the activity of the metabo-
hsm and of all physical fxmetions Of this we had
here a proof To-day this would not create any sur-

prise, but m those days it aroused amazement
AU this made people talk of “miracles”, and so elo-

quently did the press speak of them that the news of
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the wonderful children spread in a tnce all over the

world Books were written on those children
,
they

inspured novehsts who, in giving exact descnptions of

what they had seen, seemed to be depictmg an unknown

world People spoke of the discovery of the human
soul, they spoke of miracles, they quoted child conver-

sions The latest English book deahng with them is

called New Children From distant countries, and

especially from Amenca, many people came to verify

the surpnsmg facts Our children might well have

repeated the bibhcal words that are read m church on

January 6th, the feast of the Magi, the day of the

openmg of the school “Lift up thme eyes round

about and see all these are gathered togeier they

are come to thee the multitude from beyond the sea

shall be converted to thee”

Chapter m
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

I

the principles established

This brief account of mcidents and impressions will

have thrown httle hght on the question of “method”

By what method were such results obtamed ?

Here is the pomt
One cannot see the method

, one sees the child

One sees the child soul, freed from obstacles, acting in

accordance with its true nature The childish quahties

of which we catch glimpses are simply a part of life,

like the colours of birds or the scent of flowers ,
they
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are not at all the results of any “method of education”.

But It is evident that these natural facts can be mflu-

enced by an education seekmg to protect them, culti-

vate them, and assist their development Even on

flowers, with their natural colours and scents, man can

exercise an influence by cultivation , he can ensure the

appearance of certain characters, and he can cause the

primary characters presented by nature to develop in

strength and beauty Now the phenomena presented

m a Casa dei Bambini are natural psychological charac-

teristics, They are not apparent like the natural facts

of vegetable hfe, for psychic life is so fluid that its

charactcnstics may completely disappear m an un-

favourable environment, to be replaced by equivalents

Therefore, before proceedmg to educative develop-

ment, it is necessary to establish the conditions of an

environment that will favour the bloommg of the nor-

mal, hidden characteristics To this end it is enough

to remove obstacles

,

this is the first step and the foun-

dation of education It is thus a question not merely

of developing existmg characteristics, but first of dis-

covenng then: nature , only afterwards does it become
possible to foster normal development

If we study the first series of conditions, produced
by chance, and which led to a bloommg of normal
characteristics, we may note a few of especial impor-
tance. One is the provision of a pleasant environment,

where the children felt no constraint Those children

who had come from wretched hovels must have found
their new envnonment very pleasant mdeed—the clean,

white room, the new little tables, the new Uttle chairs
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and armchairs, made on purpose for them, and the

httle lawns of the sunny courtyard

Another condition was the negative role of the

adult—ilhterate parents, a workmg-class mistress with-

out the ambitions or prejudices of a real school teacher

Here was a situation that might be considered as one

of “mteUectual calm” It has always been recognised

that a teacher must be calm, but the calm demanded

was one of character and nerves Here was a deeper

cahn , a state of emptmess or better of freedom from

mental lumber, producmg an inner translucency, a

freedom from mteUectual attachment Such a state

approaches the mteUectual punty that St Francis of

Assisi felt, and which was confused with ignorance,

whereas it was a mental state predisposmg to that

illuminative state open to divme enh^tenment Sinu-

lar to this is the spiritual humility which prepares us to

understand the child, and which should, therefore, be

the most essential part of a teacher’s preparation

Another notable circumstance was the provision of

smtable and aUurmg scientific matenal for &e children,

perfected with a view to education of the senses, with

such thmgs as the lacmg frames, which aUowed an

analysis and refinement of movements AU these

were such as to awaken concentrated attention This

could never have come about if someone like a teacher

teachmg by word of mouth had caUed forth then ener-

gies from the outside

So far we have a smtable environment, humdity m
the teacher, and saentific matenal Here are the three

external features of the method
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Let US now seek to discover some of the manifes-

tations on the part of the children

The most pertment, which seemed hke a magic

touch opemng the gates to an expansion of normal

characteristics, is a consistent activity concentrated on

a smgle work, an exercise on some external object,

when the movements of the hands are guided by the

mmd And here we find the unfoldmg of charac-

tenstics which plainly come from an mner impulse,

like the “repetition of the exercise” and “free choice

of objects” It IS then that the true child appears,

aglow With joy, mdefatigable because his activity is

like the psychic metabolism to which life and hence

development is attached From now on it is his own
choice that guides him He responds eagerly to cer-

tam tests, hke that of silence *, he dehghts m certam
lessons which open a way of justice and digmty before

hmi He avidly assimilates the means that enable him
to develop his imnd Whereas he turns from other

thmgs, such as prizes, sweets, and toys Moreover he
shows us that order and disciphne are vital needs and
vital expression where he is concerned And all the

while he IS a real child, fresh, smcere, gay, hvely, shout-
mg when his enthusiasm overflows, applaudmg, run-

greeting loudly, thankmg with effusion, calling

and runmng after one in sign of gratitude He approa-
ches all, admires everythmg, adapts himself to every-
thing

Let us choose out, then, the thmgs that he has
chosen, and let us take into account his spontaneous
manifestations m order to make a kmd of list And
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at the same tune let us note the thmgs he has rejected,

hstmg them, to avoid wastog tune, as thmgs abolished

The first hst shows us Individual work Repetition

of the exercise Free choice Control by error

Analysis of movements Silence exercises Good

manners m social contacts Order m the environ-

ment Meticulous personal cleanhness Sense edu-

cation Wntmg isolated from readmg Wntmg prior

to readmg Readmg without books Discipline m
free activity

And then the second hst Abohhon of rewards and

punishments Abohhon of A B C Abohtion of col-

lective lessons Abohtion of Programmes and ex-

ammations Abohtion of toys and Greedmess Aboh-

tion of a special high desk for the teacher

Undoubtedly, m this double hst we find the outhne

of an educational method In short, practical and

positive, or rather experimental gmdmg hnes have

been provided by the child himself for the construction

of a method of education, m which his choice gmdes

its shapmg and his vital eagerness acts as control of

error

It IS mdeed marvellous to realise that m the sub-

sequent bmldmg up of a real method of education,

worked out by the expenences of a long penod these

early prmciples that came from nothmg have remamed
mtacL It makes one think of the embryo of a verte-

brate, m which a hne appears that is known as the

primitive hne it is a real design without substance,

which will later become the vertebral column We
may carry the comparison further In the vertebrate
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we see the whole divided into three parts—head, thora-

cic section, abdominal section , then a nnmber of points

that httle by httle follow an ordered evolution and end

by sohdifying—the vertebrae Thus m the primary

outhne of our educational method there is a whole, a

basic hne on which three essential factors stand out

—

the environment, the teacher, and the apparatus, with

a number of special features that evolve little by htUe,

like the vertebrae

It would be mterestmg to follow this elaboration

step by step, the first work in human society guided

by the child, showing the evolution of those prmciples

that presented themselves at first as unsuspected re-

velations. Evolution IS the best term to mdicate the

successive developments of this smgular method, for

new detafis were produced by life as it evolved at the

expense of its environment This environment, how-
ever, is a special one, for it too, through the work of

the adult, is an active and vital response to the new
patterns revealed by the evolution of child life

The extraordmanly rapid spread of attempts to

apply this method to schools for children of every

social condition and even of every race, has widened
our expenence, enablmg us to note beyond all question

the existence of constant features, of imiversal tenden-
cies, and thus, we may say, of iiatiiral laws which should
form the first bases of education.

The schools that followed the first Casa dei Bambini
are especially mteresfang through the fact they were
inspired by the same pnnciple of awaiting the children’s
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spontaneous manifestations, before an external

paration of definite methods had been estabhshed

llESSmA ORPHANS

An impressive and mdeed celebrated example

obtamed m one of the first Casa dei Bambini

founded m Rome The circumstances were still

unusual than m the case of the first school, be

here were orphans who had survived one of the
\

est catastrophes, the Messma earthquake, sixty

children discovered among the rums No one

either their names or their social status This te

shock had reduced them to uniformity, they

numbed, sdent, absent-mmded It was har

make them eat, hard to get them to sleep At
they could be heard screammg and crymg

A dehghtful envuromnent was prepared for

and the Queen of Italy made them her personal

cem Little pieces of furniture were made,

coloured and of every kmd, httle cupboards, 1

curtains, httle round tables, very low and bn
pamted, higher rectangular tables, httle upnght <

and armchairs The dinner service was parhci

attractive The plates were tmy, so were the ut

and napkins, and even cakes of soap and towels

all m proportion to small hands that would take

to grow to full size On everythmg there wi

ornament, a sign of refinement There were
]

pictures on the walls and vases of flowers eveiyv

The place chosen was a convent of Franciscan

with big gardens and wide paths They grew flo\
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there were ponds of gold-fish and dove-cots In this

settmg the nuns, in their light-coloured habits, majes-

tic m their long veils, moved m calm and silence

They taught the children good manners, with in-

creasing insistence on detail Many came from the

aristocracy, and these put into practice the most meti-

culous usages of the society life they had left, search-

ing m memory and early habits for any details they

could recall, for the chil^en seemed insatiable They

learned to behave at table like prmces, and they also

learned to wait at table like the best waiters The
dinner that no longer attracted them as food attracted

them through a spmt of exactitude, as an exercise m
controlled movements, through uplifting facts of

knowledge, and httle by httle the children also re-

gained the hearty appetites natural to then age, to-

gether with tranquil sleep The change in them was
really impressive. You saw them runnmg and jump-

mg, as they carried thin^ into the garden, moving all

the furmture of a room to put it in a httle square un-

der the trees, ivithout breakmg anything or knocking

mto anythmg, their faces alert and joyous It was
here that the term “conversion” was first apphed
“These children seem to me as if they had expenenced
conversion", said a lady who was one of the most
distmguished Italian authoresses of the time, "there

is no conversion more miraculous than that which
vanquishes melancholy and depression, and bangs an
entry to a higher plane of life" This idea, which gave
a spiritual form to the mexpUcable and impressive phe-
nomena that none could fail to recognise, stirred many

17
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unds, and the term remained m vogue for a long

ime m spite of its paradoxical sense For the idea

if conversion seems contrary to the state of innocence

of childhood. But here was a spmtual change, by

which they were hberated from sorrow and abandon-

ment and reborn to joy Sadness and sm are both

conditions that mdicate a remoteness from the fount

of vital energies, and under this aspect to be able to

rediscover such vital energies is to be converted

Then sadness and sm disappear like the night, and the

day dawns m joy and purification Indeed the two

dungs are imphed among the gifts of the Holy Ghost
He IS called “highest Comforter”, “sweet refreshment,”

“rest m labour”, “comfort m weepmg” He purges

what IS u^y, waters what is dry, heals what is woun-
ded, bends what is ngid, straightens the crooked, and

gives health and perpetual joy There is nothing m
man without His aid, nothmg without Him that is

not harmful.

Truly, this was what was happening to onr chUdten.

There was a resurrection from sadness to joy, with the

disappearance of many faults that are usually consi-

dered mcomgjble, but there was something more

—

the disappearance also of characteristics that are

usually looked upon as ments. Here mdeed the

children brought a dazzling enhghtenmenL Nihtl

est innoxmm^ Everythmg m man is mistaken and

^From the Whitsun Sequence, variously attributed to King
Robert of France, Stephen Langton and Pope Innocent IH

Consolator opttme,
Dulas hospes antmae,
Dulce rtfrigerium
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everything must be made new. And for this remak-

mg there is only one way—a return to the sole source

of creative energies. Without this complex demons-

tration m the children who came to our schools from

the most abnormal conditions of life it would not have

been possible to distinguish good and evil in the

characters of children, for previously the adult had

made up his own mind that the child was good m so

far as he adapted himself to the adult’s conditions of

life, and vice versa. Through these opposmg judg-

ments the natural characteristics of the child had re-

mamed buned. The real child had disappeared ; he
was an unknown in the adult world

; good and evil

kept him buned alike.

WELL-TO-DO CHILDREN

Another class of children who live in abnormal

social conditions is that of the children of the rich.

One would imagine they would be much easier to

educate than the very poor children of the first school,

or the orphans from the Messina earthquake. In

In Jabore requies.

In aestu tempenes.
In jletu solatiun.

Sine tuo numme,
Nthtl est in Homme,
Nihtl est innoxium

La\a quod est sordidum,
Riga puod est aridum,
Sana quod est saucium,

Fleets quod est rigidum,
Fove quod est fngldum,
Rege quod est devium

TRANSLATOa's NOTE
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what, indeed, could their conversion consist ? Rich

children are pnvzleged children, surrounded by every

care society can provide But to clear up this pre-

judice I will quote a few pages from an old book of

mine, m which teachers who worked in our schools in

Europe and Amenca give a smcere account of their

first impressions and the difficulties they encountered,

making one think of the words of St. Francis when he

extols humble thmg “Draw near. Sister Grasshop-

per
, it IS in the smallest creatures that the goodness

of the Creator is best revealed
”

Beauty m his environment, a wealth of flowers, do

not attract the nch child The garden paths do not

allure him The correspondence between child and

apparatus is not reached. The teacher is disonented

by the fact that the children do not flmg themselves, as

she will have hoped, on the objects she presents,

choosing among them as their preferences duect In

schools for poor children this nearly always happens

from the very first But nch children, already satia-

ted with objects of every kmd and with magnificent

toys, rarely feel an attraction to the stimuh presented

to them

An Amencan teacher. Miss G , wrote from Wash-
ington “The children snatched the apparatus from

each other , if I tned to show somethmg to one child,

the others dropped what they were domg and noisily,

without any purpose, gathered round me When I

had finished explainmg an apparatus, all crowded
round it and fought for it The children showed no
mterest m the apparatus They passed from one
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thiDg to another without persisting m any. There

was a child so incapable of keeping still that he could

not sit down long enough to pass his fingers over one

of the small objects we give to the children. In many

cases the movements of the children held no purpose.

They ran round the room without any end m mind

In movmg they took no care to respect things ,
they

ran mto the table, upset the chairs, and walked on the

apparatus Sometimes they began to work at some-

thing in one place, then ran somewhere else, picked up

another object, only to leave it”

Mile D. wrote from Pans * “I must confess that

ray experiences were really discouraging The chil-

dren could not concentrate on any work for more
than a mmute They had no perseverance, and no
miUative Often they just copied one another like a

flock of lambs. When a child picked up an object,

all the others wanted to imitate. Sometimes they

rolled on the ground and upset the chairs”

From a school for nch children in Rome comes the

following laconic description . “The chief concern

is disciplme The children are disonented in their

work, and refractory to guidance”

Here now are some descnphons of the advent of

disciplme. Miss G gave the followmg account of her

expenences m Washmgton “In a few days that

nebulous mass of whirlmg particles (the disorderly

children) began to assume a defimte shape The
children seemed to begm to find their own orientation ;

they began to take an origmal mterest in many objects

that they had begun by despising as silly toys, and as
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a result of this new interest they began to act as inde-

pendent individuals, very highly individualised It

then came about that an object absorbmg the whole

attention of one child had not the smallest attraction

for another , the children divided from each other m
their manifestations of attention.

The battle is really won only when the child dis-

covers somethmg, some particular object, which

arouses in him a deep and spontaneous interest Some-

tunes this enthusiasm is bom suddenly, with strange

rapidity I had once tned m vam to mterest a child

showmg him every piece of apparatus, without atous-

mg a spark of attention Then, by chance, I showed

him two red and blue tablets, calling his attention to

the difference of colour He took thegn at once with

a kmd of hunger and learned five colours m one lesson

In the following days he took all the pieces of appara-

tus which he had at first scorned, and httle by httle

became mterested m alL

“A child who had at first very shght power of con-

centration found a way out of this state of chaos

through becommg mterested m one of the most com-
pheated pieces of apparatus, the so-called lengths He
played with them contmuously for a week on end,

and learned to count and to do simple additions Then
he began to work backwards, the sunpler objects, the

cyhnders, the metal insets, and came to take mterest

m every part of the system.

“No sooner do the children find the objects that

mterest them than disorder disappears m a flash and
the wanderings of then mmds are at an end”
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The same teacher descnbes an awakenmg of per-

sonality. “There were two sisters, one of three and

the other of five. The child of three did not exist

as an mdividuahty at all, for she copied her elder sister

exactly in everything. K her sister had a blue pencil,

the httie one would not rest content till she had a

blue one too, if her sister ate bread and butter and
she had something different, she would insist on bread

and butter and so on. This little girl showed no in-

terest in anythmg in the school but simply imitated

her elder sister m everything she did One day the

little one became interested m the pmk bricks She
built her tower, and her interest became very keen
She repeated the exercise many times and completely

forgot her sister. The elder sister was so surprised

that she called her and said : ‘How is it Fm doing a
circle and you’re buildmg the tower ?’ From that day
forth the httie one showed a personahty of her own
and began to develop on her own She was no longer

just the mirror of her sister”

Mile D. speaks of a little girl of four who was
absolutely incapable of carrymg a glass of water,

even though it were only half full, without spiUmg it,

so much so that she avoided attemptmg it m the
knowledge that she could not do it. She developed
an mterest in an exercise of another kind with one of
the apparatus, and after that she began to carry glasses

of water with the greatest of ease And since some
of her school-fellows were paintmg m water-colour.
It became a craze with her to carry water to all, with-
out spil ling a drop. Another really curious fact was
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reported by an Australian teacher. Miss B She ha(

in her school a httle girl who had not yet develope<

the power of speech, and who uttered only inarhcu

late sounds, so that her parents had had her medicall

examined to find out if she were abnonnaL Thi
little gill one day took an mterest m the sohd cyhn
ders, spending a long tune workmg with them, pulhnj

the httle wooden pegs out of their holes and puttm,

them m again. And after she had repeated her tasl

a great many times with the keenest mterest, she ran
to the teacher saymg, “Come and look 1”

Miss B tells of the children’s joy m their work
“The children showed the pnde we feel when we have
produced something really new by ourselves They
danced about and threw their arms round my neck
when they had learned to do somethmg very simple,

and they told me ‘I’ve done it all myself You did-

n’t thmk that I could do this, did you ? And to-day

I’ve done it better than yesterday’
”

Mile D says “After the Chnstmas hohdays,
there was a great change m the class It seemed that

order established itself without any mtervention of

mme The children seemed too busy with then work
for the disorderly actions they had engaged in before
They went by themselves to the cupboard to choose
the objects that had earher seemed bonng to them, and
they took them one after another, without showmg
any sign of tiredness An atmosphere of work spread
through the class The chddren who till then had
taken up objects only through the whun of moment,
felt now, as it were, the need for a kmd of rule, for
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a personal, inner rule , they concentrated their efforts

on accurate and methodical tasks, feehng a real sat-

isfaction m overcoming difficulties. This accurate

work produced an immediate result on their characters.

They became their own masters”

The example that most struck Mile. D. was that

of a httle boy of four and a half, who had an extremely

vivid imagmation, so much so that when he was given

an object he did not observe its shape but personified

It, and at the same time personified himself, talking

continually, imaginmg himself someone else, and it

was impossible to make him fix his attention on the

objects themselves. While his mind was thus dis-

tracted he was mcapable of any precise action, such

as doing up even one button. All at once somethmg
marvellous began to work in him “I saw,” she says,

“with amazement how a remarkable change came over

him He took one of the exercises as his favourite

occupation, and afterwards passed on to all the others.

And thus he became calm
”

TRUE NORMALITY

These old, authentic descriptions by teachers who
opened schools before a sure method had been estab-
lished, could be repeated almost ad infiiutum, always
the same Similar incidents and similar difficulties,

though in a lesser degree, are to be found with nearly
all /wppy children who have mtelligent and lovmg
famihes to look after them. There are spmtual diffi-

culties bound up with what we call prospenty, and
which explam how the famous words of the &rmon
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on the Mount find an echo in every heart “Blessed

are the poor m spint, blessed are they that weep”
,

But all are called, all are able to respond, over-

coming their particular difficulties Hence the phe-

nomenon that was called “conversion” is proper to

childhood It imphes a swift, sometimes instantane-

ous change, brou^t about always by the same cause

It would not be possible to quote a smgle example

of conversion that did not mvolve the concentration

of activity on an mterestmg task And the conver-

sions that thus come about are of widely differing

kmds Children of exated fantasy become calm, de-

pressed children rise up, and all advance together, on

the same road of work and disaplme, contmuing a

progress which evolves of itself, moved by some inner

energy that, havmg found a way of egress, can dis-

play Itself m outward act

There is an explosive character m facts that arise

suddenly, as sure heralds of a development that will

foUow after It is the same as when one day, of a

sudden, a tooth appears, just as of a sudden the baby

utters his first word, or takes his first step When
the first tooth has appeared, the whole set of teeth

wdl follow , after the first word, speech develops, after

the first step, the art of walking Is permanently

acquired Thus development had been arrested, or

rather, had been turned mto a wrong direction, m all

children, m children of every soaal condition. The
spread of our schools over the world, among every

race, will prove this child conversion to be a general

fact, common to all mankind It will be possible to
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niate a meticulous study of an lonumerabie quantity

ot characteristics that fade away, to be replaced al-

ways by the same structure of life Thus at the ongm
of life, in the small baby, errors are constantly being

made, deforming the natural psycholo^cal type of

man, and leading to an infinity of deviations.

The singular fact that we note m child conversions

IS a psychological cure, a return to normal conditions.

The child who seems miraculous in his precocious

intelhgence, the hero who overcomes himself and his

own gnef, findmg strength to live and new serenity,

the nch child who prefers disciplmed work to fnvoh-
hes of life, are normal children And that which was
ii^IIed conversion when it imphed only the emergence
of a surprising fact, must, after the finding of wide
Mpenence, be reckoned a normalisation. There was
a bdden nature in man, a nature buried and, there-

fore, unknown, which none the less is sunply his true
nature, the nature ^ven by creation, health

This interpretation does not cancel the features of

inversion
; perhaps even the adult can be summoned

back to what he should be, but this is so difi&cult that
such a change could not be considered a mere return
to human nature Whereas in the child the normal
psychic characteristics can easily emerge, and then all
toe conditions that were deviations from the norm
tosappear together, just as with restored health all the
symptoms of illness vanish. If we observe children
m toe tight of this understanding, we should very
often be able to recognise spontaneous emergences of
normality even where toe conditions of environment
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are unfavourable And, though dnven under be-

cause unrecognised and unassisted, they return, as

vital energies that make a place for themselves m the

midst of obstacles, seekmg to prevail It might be

said that the normal energies of the child teach us

a lesson of forgiveness, as m the words of Christ,

“Thou shalt not forgive seven times, but seventy times

seven” Thus the deeper nature of the child returns

to the surface not seven times but seventy times seven,

however it be repressed by the adult It is, therefore,

not a transitory episode of infant life that engulfs the

characteristics of normahty, but a struggle due to con--

tmuous repression

Chapter IV

PSYCHIC DEVIATIONS

THEIR SINGLE CAUSE

Observing the features that disappear with normal-

isation, we find to our surprise that these embrace

nearly the whole of what are considered as character-

istics of childhood. Not only unddmess, disobedi-

ence, lazmess, greedmess, selfishness, quarrelling,

naughtmess, but also the so-called creative unagma-
tion, dehght m stones, affectionate attachment to

persons, submissiveness, play, etc Even the fea-

tures that have been scientifically studied as proper

to childhood, such as imitation, cunosity, mconstancy,

mstabihty of attention disappearr And this means
that the nature of the child, as hitherto known, is a
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mere semblance maskmg an original and normal na-

ture Here is a fact the more stnkmg in that it is

umversal, but it is nothmg new From earliest anti-

quity it has been recognised that there are two natures

m man—man as he was created, and man as fallen,

the fall bemg attnbuted to an ongmal error affectmg

all mankind : ongmal sin. It has also been recog-

nised that this sm m itself is tnvial, out of all propor-

tion to the immensity of its consequences, but imply-

mg a forsakmg of the creative spmt, of the laws laid

down m creation After it man becomes like a dnf-

tmg ship, dnven by chance, with no defence against

the obstacles of his environment or against the illusions

of his mmd Hence he is lost This conception, a

synthesis of the philosophy of life, finds a smgular and

illuminating counterpart m the life of the child A
very trivial thing leads to deviation, somethmg hidden

and tenuous that creeps m under the guise of love and

help, but which at bottom comes from a blmdness in

the adult soul, a veiled and unconscious egotism, that

IS really a diabolical power workmg against the child.

But the child is continually reborn, fresh and un-

spoiled, beanug in himself intact the pattern which
should determine the development of the man.

If normalisation comes about through a determined

and smgle fact, viz., the concentration on some acti-

vity of movement, which brings the child mto relation

with external reah^, we must suppose that a smgle

_ fact lies at tljie source of all deviations, viz., : that the

child has been prevented from fuIfiUmg the ongmal
pattern of his development, through some action affec-
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ting his enviroimient at the formative age, when his

potential energies should evolve through a process of

incarnation

If we axe thus able to reduce a host of consequen-

ces to a single, clear and sunple cause, it proves that

the fact from which they denve must belong to a pn-

mary penod of life, when man is stiD a spintual em-

bryo , then this smgle, imperceptible cause may lead

to distortion of the whole bemg

FUGUES

As a gmde m mterpretmg the characteristics resul-

tmg from deviation, we may, therefore, take the idea

of incarnation—of a psychic energy that must achieve

mcamabon through movement, thus welding the

actmg personahty mto umty If this unity cannot be

achiev^ throu^ the substitution of the adult for

the child or through a want of mobves of activity m
his environment, two things happen psyduc energy

and movement must develop separately, and a “divi-

ded man” results Smce m nature nothing creates itself

and nothmg destroys itself, and this is especially true

m the case of energies, these energies, smce they have

to work outside the scope assigned to them by nature,

become deviated. They are deviated above all be-

cause they have lost their object and work m empti-

ness, vagueness and chaos The mmd that should

have bvult itself up through experiences of movement,

flees mto fantasy Such fugitive mmds began by

seekmg and not findmg, they wished to attach them-

selves to thmgs and could not, and thus they wander
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among images and symbols. As for movement, these

lively children are never sdll, but their movements
are disordered, without purpose. They be^ an
action only to leave it unfinished, for their energy

passes through things without becoming attached to

any. The adult, even while he punishes the unregu-

lated and disturbing actions of such sturdy, restless

children, or while he bears them by exercise of pati-

ence, none the less admires and encourages their fan-

cies, interpreting them as imagmation, as the creative

fecundity of the child mind. It is well known that

many of Froebel’s games and pastimes are intended
to encourage the development of such symbblism He
helps the child to pretend that his blocks and bricks

variously assembled are horses or castles or kings’

thrones. Indeed the child’s tendency to symbolism
leads him to use any object as though it were an. elec-

tric switch illuminating the fantastic mirages of his

mmd. A stick is a horse, a chair a throne, a pencil
an aeroplane. That is why children are given toys,

which do not allow them to exercise any real activity,

but provide them with ideas and illusions. They are
merely imperfect and unproductive images of r^ty.
Toys, in fact, seem to present a useless environment
which cannot lead to any concentration of the spirit

Md which has no purpose ; they are for minds astray
in illusion. Toys immechately stir children to activity,
like an animating breath that brings to flame a glow-
ing coal hidden under ashes. But almost at once
the flame goes out and the toy is thrown away. And
yet toys are the only things that the adult has made
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for the child as an intelhgent being, in the endeavour

to provide him with matenal on which his activity

can be freely exercised The adult m fact leaves the

child free only m his games, or better, only with his

toys, m the conviction that these form a world m which

he will be happy This conviction has persisted, even

though the child soon tires of his toys and so often

breaks them, but here the adult has shown himself

generous and hberal, and the gift of toys becomes a

ntual It IS the only freedom that the adult world

has allowed to man m the venerable age of infancy,

at a time when he should be settmg the roots of a

higher hfe Such “divided” children are considered

very mtelhgent, especially at school, but undisciphn-

ed and untidy But m our specially prepared envi-

ronments we see them all at once fix themselves upon

some task, and then their excited fantasies and their

restless movements disappear together
, a calm, serene

child, attached to reahty, begins to work out his ele-

vation through work Normalisation has been

achieved His organs of movement have emerged

from chaos m the moment m which they were able

to attach themselves to their mward gmde , hence-

forth they will become the instruments of an mtelh-

gence himgry to know and to penetrate the reahty

of the outer world And thus wandermg cunosity is

transformed mto an effort to master knowledge
Psycho-analysis has recognised the abnormal side

of unagmation and play, and by a lummous mterpre-

tation has registered them among “psychological

fugues” A fugue is a ninnmg away, a taking refuge
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and often hiding away of an energy that is out of its

natural place ; or else it represents a subconscious de-

fence of the ego, which flies from discomfort or dan-

ger and hides itself behind a mask

"barriers"

In school, teachers notice that highly imagmative

children are not the ones that succeed m gaimng the

most profit from their studies, as might have been ex-

pected. Indeed they seem sometimes to gam no

profit at aU Yet no one suspects that there has been

a deviation of their mteUigence ; it is beUeved that a

great creative mteUigence cannot apply itself to prac-

tical things. Here is one of the plamest signs that

the deviated child has a diminished intelligence, for

he does not possess his mmd nor can he lead it towards

Its fuU development This happens not only where

the mmd has taken refuge in a world of lUusion, but also

m many other cases in which, on the contrary, mtelli-

gence has been more or less suppressed and quenched

m discouragement—where instead of fleemg without

it has withdrawn itself withm The average intelli-

gence level of ordinary children is low compared with

that of normalised children This comes about through

delations that might be compared, roughly, to dislo-

cated bones, out of place, and hence requmug most

dehcate care if there is to be a return to normahty.

Whereas the usual method is one of direct aggression,

both in intellectual teachmg and in correction of dis-

order. It is impossible to constram a deviated intelli-

gence to forced labour, without encountenng or rather

13
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provoking a defence that as a psychological phenome-
non IS most mteiestmg It is not the defence that is

by now well known to psychology m general, and which
shows Itself outwardly as disobedience or obstmacy.
It IS on the contrary a psychic defence wholly outside

the domam of the will, and it represents a subconscious

impediment to the reception, and hence to the compre-
hension, of ideas imposed from without It is nlcin to

the phenomenon to which psycho-analysts have given

the descnpnve name of inhibitions The teacher should
recognise these grave facts A kmd of curtam comes
down over the child’s mind, making him psychologi-
cally stiU more deaf and blmd It is as though the
subconscious mmd were to say “You speak, but I
am not hstenmg

,
you repeat thmgs, but I do not hear

you I cannot build up my world because I am build-
mg up a wall of defence so that you cannot come m

This slow, prolonged work of defence leads a child
to act as though he had lost his natural powers, and
here it is no longer a question of wilhngness or un-
wilhngness The teacher who has to do with pupils
m whom such bamers east will think them unmtelh-
gent, or naturally mcapable of understandmg certain
subjects, such as, for mstance, mathematics, or of
correctmg their spellmg mistakes If such psychic
bamers cover many subjects, or as sometimes happens,
all subjects, mtelhgent children may be confused with
defectives, and after remaimng m the same class for
several years may be defimtely relegated among the
backward children As a rule the psychic bamer is

not only an impenetrabihty
; but carries with it co-
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efficients that work at a distance Thus we find re-

pugnance to a special subject, then repugnance to

study in general, to the school, the teacher, the other

children There is no more room for love or cordia-

hty, tiU the child comes to be afraid of school, and

then he is wholly cut off

Nothmg IS more common than for mdividuals to

carry psychic resistances set up m infancy through-

out their fives. We find an example in the typical

repugnance to mathematics that many feel all their

fives. It is not only an mcapacity to understand, but

the mere name sets up an inner obstacle that brmgs

wearmess before activity can even begm The same
thmg happens with grammar. I once knew a very

mteUigent Italian girl who made spelfing mistakes that

were really mcrcdible in anyone of her age and cul-

ture All efforts to correct her were in vam, her mis-

takes seemed to mcrease, and even readmg the classics

did no good But one day to my amazement I saw
her wnte m correct and pure Italian I cannot treat

of her case here, but what is certam is that the form
of expression existed, but an occult force tyranmcally

held It under, sendmg forth mstead a shower of mis-
takes

It may be asked which of the two forms of devia-

tion, fugues or psychic bamers, is the most serious

In our norraafismg schools fugues like those we have
quoted affecting unagmation and play have been
easiest to cure. This may be illustrated by the fol-

lowing analogy If someone flees from a place be-
cause he has not found there the thmgs he needed or
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if a whole people flees m general exodus because a

country does not provide the necessary food, we can

always conceive of their being summoned back if con-

ditions of environment are changed. We can cry to

them “Come back. We will provide better condi-

tions for your lives You will be able to use your

energies m a pleasant environment”

In fact one of the dungs we have often noticed m
our schools is the rapidity of transformation m dis-

orderly and violent children, who seem m a flash to

come back from a distant world The change m them

IS not only the outwardly apparent transformation of

disorder mto work, but it hes deeper, and shows itself

as seremty and content The disappearance of then-

deviations comes about as a spontaneous event a

natural transformation, and yet had such deviation

not been rectified m childhood, it would have remain-

ed throughout life In fact, many adults who are con-

sidered nchly endowed with imagmahon have really

only vague feehngs towards their environment and

make contact only with sensory reahhes They are

those who are said to be temperamentally imagma-
tive

, they are untidy, and always ready to admire

hghts, the sky, colours, flowers, landscapes, music

,

they are sensible to thmgs of life as to a novel But
they do not love the fight they admire, they would be

mcapable of stoppmg to leam about it
, the stars that

inspire them could not hold their attention long

enough for them to acquire the smallest knowledge
of astronomy They have artistic tendencies, but

bnng forth no artistic productions, for they are m-
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capable of gaming any real techmcal proficiency As
a rule they do not know what to do with their hands

They cannot keep them still, nor use them

They touch thmgs nervously, and are hable to break

them They will distractedly tear to pieces the flower

they so much admired. They cannot create anythmg
beautiful, they cannot make then lives happy, they

do not know how to find the real poetry of the world

They are lost, if no one saves them, for they mistake

their orgamc weakness and incapacity for a higher

state Now the ongm of this state, which predis-

poses them to real psychological diseases, lay at the

roots of then life, at the age when confusion was easi-

est and when a barred road led to deviations at first

imperceptible

Psychic inhibitions, on the other hand, are far

harder to overcome, even in small children They
form an inner wall that shuts m the spmt, hiding it

to defend it from the world A secret drama is taking

place behind those manifold barriers, which are often
a defence against all that is beautiful outside and that

would be a source of nches and happiness Study the
secrets of science and mathematics, the fascmatmg re-
finements of an immortal tongue, music, all are hence-
forth the “enemy” from whom it is necessary to find
isolation This strange transformation of energy pro-
jects a darkness that covers and hides what should be
an object of love and life Studies were a weanness,
and led to an aversion to the world instead of to a
preparauon to take part in it

Bamers ! This suggestive word by association of
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ideas reminds us of all the defences man set up about

his body before a knowledge of physical hygiene showed

him a healthier mode of hvmg Men defended them-

selves from sun, air, water, surroundmg themselves

with bamers, buildmg walls through which no hght

could pass, keepmg them wmdows shut mght and day,

while they were too small to let through sufiBcient

am, covenng themselves with heavy clothmg, layer

upon layer, hke the wrappmgs of an omon, which

made the body reluctant to plunge itself mto water,

keeping the pores of them skm closed against the pun-

fymg am The physical envmonment of man was

bamcaded against hfe

From the social standpomt, too, we see phenomena

that remmd us of bamers Why do men isolate

themselves one from the other, and why does every

family group shut itself up with a feehng of isolation

and of repugnance towards other groups ? The
family does not isolate itself to find enjoyment m it-

self, but to separate itself from others These bam-
ers are not built to defend love The family bamers
are closed, insurmountable, more powerful than the

walls of the house So too are the bamers separat-

mg classes and nations National bamers are not

put up to separate off a umted and uniform group, so

that it shall be free and secure from danger Anxiety

for isolation and defence reinforces the bamers
between nation and nation, and hinders the circulation

of mdividuals and of them produce Why, if civffi-

sation comes about through exchange Are na-

tional bamers too a psychological phenomenon, due
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to some great suffering, the endurance of some ex-

treme violence'^ Pam has organised itself, and has

been so immense that ever stronger and thicker barri-

ers have cnppled the life of nations

THE DEPENDENT CHILD

There are certam submissive children whose psy-

chic energies are not strong enough to find a refuge

in flight, and who therefore, attach themselves to an

adult who tends to replace them activities by his own ,

such children become extremely dependent on the

adult The want of vital activity, though they are

unconscious of it, sets them whmmg. These are the

children who are always grumblmg
; they seem un-

happy and they are taken for creatures with very de-

hcate feelmgs and sensitive to affectioiL They are

always bored without knowing it, and they have re-

course to others, to grown-ups, because by themselves

they are unable to throw off the depression of bore-

dom They attach themselves to someone, as though
their vitahty depended on others They ask the

grown-up to help them, to play with them, to tell them
stones, smg to them, and beg him not to leave them
With such a chUd, tlic adult becomes a slave

,
a strange

reciprocity holds both down, but the impression they
give IS one of mutual understandmg and intense affec-

tion These arc the chddren who are askmg why,
with question after question, as though they hungered
for knowledge. But if you observe them carefullv

you perceive that they have not hstened to an answer
before they have put another question What appears
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as cunosjty to know is really a means of bmdmg the

person whom they need to sustam them They are

ready to renoimce their movements and obey every

inhibitmg command on the part of the adult, who

finds it very easy to substitute his own will for that

of the child, the child docilely givmg way m every-

thmg Thus there is a grave danger of the child’s

falling mto apathy, that apathy that is called idleness

and sloth The adult welcomes such a state of thmgs,

because it does not impede bis own activities, but it

is really the extreme Imut to which deviation can

reach What is sloth but a depression of the spin-

tual orgamsm 'f It corresponds to the faihng of phy-

sical strength m someone stncken with a grave illness,

it IS the depression of the vital and creative psycholo-

gical energies The Christian rehgion recognises

sloth among the seven deadly sms, that is, as brmgmg
danger of death to the soul The adult has driven

the child’s soul mto itself, he has breathed over it

his useless assistance, his substitution of his own acti-

vity, his suggestive power, and he has quenched it

And yet he perceives nothmg

POSSESSrVENESS

In the very tmy child and m the normalised child

there is an urge that leads them towards forces m
order to act with them This outward movement
towards their environment is not somethmg cold, but

a penetratmg love, a vital sign comparable to hunger

In a hungry person there is an urge to seek food It

IS not associated with logical reasomng He does
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not say “It is a long time since I last ate , without

eating I cannot maintam my strength or hve ,
it is

therefore necessary that I should look for nounshmg

substances and eat them” Hunger is a discomfort

that hnngs an irresistible urge towards food And
the child has a kmd of hunger that carries him to-

wards his surroundmgs, to seek for things that can

feed his spint, nounshmg himself by activity “As

children newly bom, let us love spintual milk ” In

this impulse, that is, m love of his environment, hes

the basic charactenstic of men It would not be cor-
N

rect to say that the child has a passion for his environ-

ment, for passion implies something impulsive and

transitory
, it imphes the urge to a “vital episode

”

The impetus provided by a child’s love of his en-

vironment leads him mstead to a constant activity, a

contmual fire, like the contmual bummg of the ele-

ments of the body in contact with oxygen, givmg the

gentle heat natural to the living body The active

child expresses himself as a creature that must hve

by the means he has, the means without which he can-

not fulfil himself.

If the child is demed this environment of psychic

life, everything m him is weakened, deviated and shut

away He becomes an unpenetrable, emgmatic being,

empty, incapable, naughty, bored, cut off from society.

Now if It IS rendered impossible for the child to

find the motives of activity that would develop lum,
he sees only “things,” and wants to possess them To
take, to possess, here is somethmg easy, where mte-
llectual life and love are useless Energy bursts forth
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m another direction “ I want, ” says the child, seeing

a gold watch on which he cannot tell the time

“No, me!” cnes another, ready to break it and there-

fore to render it useless, yet eager to possess it And
thus begm competition and destructive struggles

Almost all moral deviations are consequences of

this first step that decides between love and possession,

and which may set the child on one of two divergmg

paths, canymg him forward with the full force of hfe

The active part of the child projects itself outward

like the tentacles of an octopus, to crush and destroy

thmgs he passionately clasps Feehngs of ownership

make him vehemently attached to things and ready

to defend them as he would defend himself

Sturdier, active children defend their thmgs even

by fightmg against other children who feel a like

desire to possess them They are contmually quar-

relhng, because they want the same thing or because

they want somethmg another has Here is the ongm
of reactions anything but lovmg, of an explosion of

feehngs anythmg but fraternal, leadmg to struggle and

war about somethmg of no importance whatever

But it IS not reaUy of no importance, but very grave

There has been a displacement, an obscuration of

somethmg that should have existed, an energy has

been deviated It is thus an inner evil and not the

thmg m itself that causes possessiveness

As everyone knows, attempts are made to give a

land of moral trainmg by means of exhortations, m
order that the child should not become thus attached

to external thmgs The foundation of such teachmg
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IS respect of the property of others. But when the

child has reached this point, he has already crossed

the bridge by which man has separated himself from

the grandeur of his inner life, and tliat is why he

turns with desire to outward things The germ has

filtered into the child soul so deeply that such charac-

teristics are 3udged proper to human nature

Even children of submissive character turn their

interest to outward material things of no value Such

children, however, have a difierent way of “possess-

ing” which is not quarrelsome and as a rule does not

lead them to competitive struggles They tend rather

to accumulate and hide thmgs, so that people beheve

them natural collectors. But it is very different from

coUectmg and classifymg thmgs under the gmdance

of a certam knowledge We are speakmg mstead of

children who accumulate the most varied and unre-

lated objects, which in themselves offer no attraction

Pathology recognises cases of an empty and illogical

collecting that is a sign of madness, that is, dictated

by a psychological anomaly, and this to be found not

only m mentally diseased men, but also m debnquent
children whose pockets are often crammed with use-

less and ill-assorted objects There is a likeness be-
tween this and the coUectmg instmct of children of

weak, submissive character, which is generaUy looked
upon as quite normal If someone takes away the
things they have accumulated, such children seek to
defend themselves as far as they are able. Adler, as
psychologist, has given an mterestmg mterpretation of
such symptoms He compares them to avarice, to
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the phenomenon to be found m the adult of which

the germ can be recogmsed m infancy It is the phe-

nomenon through which a man is attached to many
thmgs and does not want to give them up even if they

are of no use to him, a poisonous plant which has

grown up as a result of a fundamental lack of balance

Parents are pleased when then children defend

their property , m this they see human nature and re-

cogmse a link with social hfe Even the children whO’

hoard and accumulate are human figures comprehen-

sible m society

THE POWER CRAVING

Another characteristic deviation associated with

possession is the wish for power There is a power
mstmctive m one who is master of his environment

which leads him through love of that environment to

possess himself of the outer world But it is a devia-

tion when power, instead of bemg a fruit of conquest,

buildmg up human personahty, is directed to seizmg

and snatchmg at things

Now the deviated child is confronted by an adult

who IS for him a supremely powerful bemg with all

thmgs at his disposal The child understands that

his own power would be great mdeed if he could act

through the adult Thus he begms to exploit the

adult to obtain from him what he could never obtam
m his own sphere This process is perfectly under-

standable It shows Itself mevitably m all children,

so much so that it is considered one of the commonest
facts and one of those hardest to correct It provides
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the typical example of baby naughtiness, for it is lo-

gical and natural that a weak, mcapable, imprisoned

creature, once he has made the wonderful discovery

that he can persuade a ‘powerful, free bemg to pro-

cure advantages for him, should seek to obtain such

advantages. The child makes the tnal and begms to

want thmgs, and to want things over and above what
the adult considers logically nght for him. For his

wants are boundless The child is full of fancies, and
the adult seems to be an ommpotent bemg who can
fulfil the desues of his dreams in aU their dazzhng

splendour Such a feehng finds full realisation m
fairy stones, which, while they have often a profound

spintual significance, may often appear as romances
of the child soul In the latter form of fairy stones

children feel their obscure wishes exalted in attrac-

tive gmse Whoever asks the fairies can obtam
favours, nches far beyond any human power There
are good and bad fames, beauiful and ugly ones They
may appear m the guise of poor people or nch people

Some Uve in the woods, some in enchanted palaces

They seem mdeed the idealised projection of the child

who hves among adults There are old fames like

grandmothers and beautiful ones like mothers There
are fames clad in rags and fairies clad m gold, just as
there are poor mothers and nch mothers with wonderful
evemng dresses, and all spoil their children The adult,

be he wretched or proud, is always a powerful bemg
to the child, and thus m real life the child begins that
attempt at exploitation that must end in conflict In
the beginning such conflict is sweet, for the adult allows
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himself to be vanquished and gives way for the pleasure

of seemg his child happy and contented Yes, the adult

who will prevent the child from washing his own hands

wdl certainly try to satisfy his mama for possession

But the child, after a first victory, seeks a second, and

the more the grown-up gives m, the more the child

wants, till the illusion that the grown-up was made
to see his child satisfied ends m bitter disappomtment

Smce the matenal world has mexorable limits, whereas

imagmation may wander m infimty, the moment
comes when there is a real clash, a violent conflict

The child’s wilfulness becomes the adult’s punishment

Indeed, he at once recognises his fault and says, “I

have spoilt my child
”

Even the submissive child can vanquish the adult,

by his affectionate ways, his tears, his pleadmg, his

sad httle face, his attractive graces To hun, too, the

adult must give m, tdl he can give m no longer, and

then comes the unhappmess that no deviation from a

normal state can fail to bung The adult reflects and

at last realises that he has treated the child m such a

way as to develop his vices, then he tnes to turn back

and to correct him

But everyone knows that nothing will correct a

child’s wilfulness Neither exhortations nor punishments

wdl be any good
, it is as if you were to preach a,

long sermon to a man delirious with fever, telling him

that It would be much better for him to be well and
threatemng to beat him if he does not make his tem-

perature fall The fact is that the adult spoded his
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child not by giving way to him, but by preventing hun

from really hving, thus dnvmg him mto deviation

THE INFERIORITY COMPLEX

The adult then shows the child a contempt which

consciously he is far from feehng, for he beheves his

child to be beautiful and perfect and projects mto h im
his own pride and his own hope for the future But

there is a secret urge m him that is somethmg more

than the conviction that the child is “empty” or

“naughty” and therefore to be filled and amended by

himself; it is something more than mere contempt for

the child For, the weak creature with which he is con-

fronted is his own child. Where that child is concerned'

the adult is all-powerfuL He has even the nght to show
feehngs that he would be ashamed to show m the society

of other adults. Among his obscure tendencies are

avarice and a feehng of tyranny and absolutism And
thus m the home, camouflaged as paternal authority,

the slow, contmuous demoUhon of the child ego is

brought about. If, for example, a grown-up sees the

child moving a glass, he thinks and fears that the

glass will get broken At that moment avance makes
him look upon the glass as a treasure and m order to

save it he will stop the child from moving. Perhaps
the adult m question is a very rich man, who think<i

he will mcrease his wealth tenfold so that his son may-
be even richer than he But at that moment he feels,

that the glass is immensely precious, to be saved at any
cost On the other hand, he thmks: “Why should this

child put the glass m one way when I have put it in'
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another ? Am I not the authonty who can dispose of

things as he hkes ?” And yet this adult m his heart

would be content to make any sacrifice for his child

He dreams of seemg turn one day tnumphant, he would

hke him to become a famous, powerful man But

at that moment the tyrannical, authontanan tendency

surges up m him, fnttenng itself away m the mere

supervision of an object of no value In fact, if a

servant made the same movement, the father would

smile, and if a guest happened to break the glass he

would hasten to reassure him that it did not matter,

that the glass was of no value The child must thus

nobce with despamng constancy that he alone is

considered dangerous to things, and thus he alone is

thought mcapable of touchmg them, he is an mfenor

creature worth almost less than thmgs

There is another complexus of ideas to be con-

sidered m relation to the inner buildmg up of the child

He needs not only to touch thmgs and to work with
*

them, but to follow a sequence of actions to its com-
pletion, and this is of the greatest importance m the

mward buildmg-up of his personahty The adult no
longer consaously notes the sequence of his daily

actions, for he possesses them as somethmg that is part

of his very existence, as a mode of bemg When he gets

up m the mommg, he knows that he must do this and

that, and he does them as the most natural thmgs m
the world Sequence of action has become almost

automatic, and he no longer notices it any more than

he notices his breathmg or his heart-beats The child

on the contrary needs to lay this foundation But he
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can never make a plan of action to be carried out con-

secutively If he IS playmg, a grown-up comes to say

It IS tune to go for a walk, and dresses him and takes

him away Or else, when he is perfomung some httle

task, such as filling a bucket with stones, one of his

mother’s friends comes along, and his mother calls him

away from his work to show him to the new amval

In the child’s life grown-ups are continually mter-

venmg, powerful bemgs able to dispose of his hfe with-

out ever consultmg him, without considermg him,

showmg that his actions have no value , whereas m
his presence, an adult will not turn to another, not even

to a servant, to mterrupt what he is domg without

saying, “Will you be so kmd,” or “K you can ” The

child therefore feels that he is a creature different from

all others, with a special mfenonty that sets him below

all others Now, as we have said, a sequence of actions

resulting from an inwardly predetermmed plan is of

the very highest importance m the child’s development

One day the adult will explam to him that he must

be responsible for his own actions, but the first foun-

dation of such responsibihty hes m a complete pattern

of the connection between one action and another, and
m a judgment as to their significance But the chdd
feels only that all his actions are msigmficant The
adult, the father, who complains that he cannot arouse

that feelmg of responsibdity and mastery over his own
actions m his son, himself step by step broke down
the child’s conception of the continmty of the successive

actions of hfe, and his feelmg of his own digmty In
such cases, instead of feelmg a consciousness of his own

14
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dignity, the child bears within him an obscure con-

viction of infenonty and impotence To assume any

responsibihty imphes a conviction of bemg master of

one’s own actions and confidence m oneself There is

no discouragement like that which spnngs from the

conviction, “I can’t” If a paralysed child were told to

race with a very active one, he would not wish to

run at all , if a skdful giant were set to box with a small,

mexpert man, the latter would not wish to fight The
possibihty of effort is quenched before it has been tned,

leavmg behmd a feelmg of mcapacity before the test

has been made Now the adult is contmually quench-

mg the child’s sense of effort, when he humihates the

child’s sense of his own strength and convmces him of

mcapacity For, m fact, the adult does not content

himself with impedmg the child m his actions, but

teUs him “You can't do that, it is no use trying,” or

if It IS someone of rougher manners, it will be, “You
silly, why d’you want to do that, don’t you see you
can’t ?” And this mihtates not only against the child’s

work and his sequences of action, but against his very

personahty It implants m his soul the feelmg not only

that his actions have no value, but that his personahty

itself IS mept and mcapable Then comes discourage-

ment, lack of self-confidence For if we find that it is

someone stronger who prevents us from domg some-
thmg we had mtended, we can say to ourselves that

his place may by taken by someone weaker, and then

we can begm again. But if the adult convmces the

child that the mcapacity hes m himself, then a kmd of

cloud covers his mmd, brmgmg timidity, and a kmd
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of apathy, and a fear, which become constitutional.

All &ese feehngs together form the inner obstacle that

psycho-analysis descnbes as an “mfenonty complex
”

It IS an obstacle that may remain permanently as a

humihatmg sense of mcapacity and mfenonty to others,

and this prevents participation m the social tests that

arise at every step of life

This mfenonty complex leads to timidity, hesitancy

m decision, sudden withdrawals before any difBculty or

cnticism, with an outward expression of despair m the

ready tears that accompany such painful situations

Now the child’s normal nature reveals as one of

its most stnkmg charactenstics self-confidence and

surety of action While the httle boy at San Lorenzo

showed the disappomted visitors that though it was a

hohday the children could open the classroom and

work even in the absence of their teacher, he showed

a perfect and balanced strength of character, which

was not a presuming on his own strength but a know-
ledge and control of it The child knows what he is

undertabng and dommates the sequence of actions

necessary to its performance so that he is able to do it

with absolute simphcity without feelmg he has done
anythmg out of the ordmary In the same way a child

who was puttmg words together out of a movable
alphabet, showed no perturbation when the Queen of

Italy stopped m front of him and told him to write

"Viva VItalia!” He at once began to put the letters

back in their order, as calmly as if he had been alone

In homage to the Queen, he suspended what he was
domg, m order to do what she had asked of him
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But there was a special detail not to be overlooked

he had to put all the letters back in then order before

using them again for other words And, in fact, having

done so, he set to work to compose the words "Viva

rItaka'" Here was someone able to dominate his

emotions and his actions, a httle man four years old,

who could orient himself with perfect surety to meet

the mcidents that might arise m his environment

FEAR

Another form of deviation is fear, which is con-

sidered a natural characteristic of childhood When
people speak of a fearful child they refer to a fear

resultmg from some deep-seated disturbance, almost

mdependently of the conditions of his environment, and

which, like shyness, is a part of his character There

are submissive children who, one might say, are en-

veloped as with an anguished aura of fear Others, on

the contrary, who are sturdy and active and courageous

m danger, may reveal mysterious and lUogical fears

that cannot be overcome These states of mmd may
be mterpreted as resultmg from strong unpressions re-

ceived m the past, as, for instance, fear of crossmg a

road, fear that there are cats under the bed, fear at the

sight of a hen, that is to say, states similar to the pho-

bias psychiatry has studied in the adult AH forms of

fear exist m an especial manner m the children who are

“dependent on the adult,” and the adult, m order to

obtam obedience, profits by the nebulous state of con-

sciousness of the child to impress upon it artificially

fear of vague bemgs who workm darkness This is one
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of the most pernicious forms of the adult’s defence

against the child, it aggravates his natural fear of dark-

ness and peoples it with temfymg images.

Everythmg that brmgs the child mto contact with

reahty and allows him to gam expenence of the thmgs

of his environment, and hence an understandmg of

such thmgs, tends to hberate him from the disturbmg

state of fear In our normalismg schools the disap-

pearance of subconscious fears, or their failure to ap-

pear, IS one of the clearest results An important

Spanish writer wished to write of this phenomenon

which struck him as a fact worthy to be known by the

pubhc. He had three daughters who were already

big guls, and a fourth httle girl who attended one of

our schools If there was a thunderstorm durmg the

mght the youngest was the only one of the four who
was not afraid, and she would lead her elder sisters

through the house to their parents’ room, where they

used to take refuge on such occasions Her presence,

through her freedom from mystenous fears, was a real

comfort to the others And thus if, as sometimes

happened, the bigger girls were afraid at night, they

used to go to their httle sister m order to throw off

the impression

A “state of fear” is different from fear arising from
a normal instmct of self-preservation m the presence

of danger Now this kmd of normal fear is less fre-

quent among children than among grown-ups This

is not only because children have had less experience

than adults of outward dangers One might even say

that It is a prevaihng charactensbc of childhood to face
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danger, and that this is proportionately far more deve-

loped than in adults In fact, children repeatedly expose

themselves to danger, like the children m the streets

who hang on to moving tralfic or in the country climb

the highest trees or crawl down precipices They will

flmg themselves mto the sea or mto nvers, and often

learn to swim at their own nsL There is no countmg

the number of cases of child heroism when children

have saved or tned to save the hves of then playfellows

I will quote only the case of a fire m an mstitution

m Cahforma, m which one wmg was reserved for

blind children The bodies of normal children were

found, who, though hvmg m another part of the

buddmg, had run to lead the bhnd ones to safety In

child organisations like the Boy Scouts, or m bodies

of mobilised childhood hke the Bahlla, every day bnngs

some example of heroism

It may be asked whether normalisation develops

this heroic tendency to be found so frequently among
children In our expenence of normalisation we have

had no heroic episodes, unless we accept the expres-

sion of some noble desue, which is, however, a very

difierent thmg from a real heroic acbon (There was
the child of five who on heanng of the Messma earth-

quake wrote a sentence for the first time, “If I was big

I would go and help ”) But the real and ordmary
mcidents m the hves of our children are to be referred

to a “prudence" that allowed them to avoid dangers

and hence to take a middle course This has led to a

precoaous form of life , for example, they are early

able to handle knives at table or even in the kitchen

,
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to handle matches and to hght the fire or even fire-

works They can be left free near ponds or cisterns,

and can cross the road m town In short, they are able

to control their actions and at the same time control

their rasher impulses, thus attammg a serene and loftier

form of life. Normahsation therefore does not make

them run mto danger but develops a prudence that

allows them to go about m the midst of dangers,

knowmg them- and mastermg them

REPERCUSSIONS ON PHYSICAL LIFE

There are a large number of charactenstics which

psychic deviabons brmg m their tram, some of which

appear of a wholly different order, for they affect the

functiomng of the body To-day, thanks to psycho-

analysis, the psychological causes of many physical

disturbances form a chapter of medicme that has

received considerable study There are also defects

that seem essentially bodily of which the remote ongins

he m the domam of the mmd Some of these, such as

digestive disturbances, affect children especially

Sturdy, active children show tendencies to a kmd of

voracious hunger which it is hard to check by trammg
or diet Such children eat more than is necessary

through an irresistible urge that is often complacently

considered as a “good appeute,” though it leads to

digestive disturbances and toxic conditions which brmg
them continually mto the doctor’s hands.

Antiquity saw a vice of a moral order m the wdd
tendency of the body to absorb more food than it

needed, domg itself no good, or rather domg itself
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harm Such a tendeucy seems to reveal a suspension

of the normal sensibihty towards food, which should

not only urge to the quest of food, but also hnut its

consumpDon to what is necessary This is what we
find m the animals, the health of which is entrusted

to a guidmg instmct of preservation This mstmct

of preservation has two aspects, the one related to

the environment, the avoidance of dangers, the other

to the mdividual itself, and govemmg its consump-

tion of food In animals the prevaihng instmct not

only leads them to proper food but determmes its

quantity It is mdeed one of the most distmctive

characteristics of all animal species Whether they

eat much or htde, each species m a natural state

observes the measure nature has implanted m it m
the form of instmcL

Man, on the other hand, shows a gluttony which

not only leads him to a senseless accumulation of

excessive quantities of food but bnngs a tendency

to consume substances that are actually poisonous

We may say then that the appearance of psychic

deviation bnngs with it the loss of the protective

sensibihties that would guide man towarck health

Of this we find clear proof in the “deviated” child,

who at once shows a lack of balance m his feedmg
Food allures him from without by its appearance, it is

greeted only by the external sense of taste, but the

inner vital factor, the preservmg sensibdity, is enfeebled

or lost One of the most starthng demonstrations

m our normahsmg schools was the fact that the

children, as they recovered from psychic deviation and
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were restored to a normal state, lost all signs of greedi-

ness and ceased to show their former voracious hunger

What mterested them was the precise performance of

each action, so that they might eat with correct ges-

tures This restoration of vital sensibihty aroused an

almost mcredulous wonder in the early days when
people spoke of child conversions Certam scenes of

child life formed the subject of mmute descnption,

in order to convmce people that this phenomenon was

a real fact Tmy children, when the hour came for

a weU-deserved meal and they were faced by an ap-

pebsmg dish, spent their time adjustmg them napkms,

looking at the covers so as to remember the exact way
of holdmg and usmg each implement, or of helpmg

a smaller comrade, and sometimes they were so meti-

culous that the dish got cold before they ate it Other

children were sad because they had hoped to be chosen

to wait at table, and mstead there they were con-

demned to the easiest task of all, that of eatmg

A counter-proof of the correspondence between

psychological factors and food is to be found m an
opposite fact Submissive children have a strange and
often mvmcible reluctance to eat at all Many people
have expenenced this difficulty m feedmg certain

children These refuse to eat, to such an extent as to

create real difficulties m the family or in educational

institutions Such a phenomenon is the more stnkmg
when It occurs m msUtutions for poor, weak children,

whom one would expect to seize any favourable occa-
sion for eatmg them fill It may become so serious as
to produce a physical declme impervious to aU attempts
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at cure This refusal of food must not be confused

with dyspepsia, when the digestive organs are m a

genumely abnormal state, producmg lack of appetite

Here the child is prevented from eatmg by some

psychological cause In some cases it sprmgs from a

defensive impulse agamst attempts to feed him, or

when the child is forced to eat qmckly, that is, with the

rhythm of the adult The child has a rhythm of his

own, and this has now been recogmsed by child speci-

ahsts, who note that children do not eat all the food

they need at one go, but mterpose long pauses m their

slow eatmg This we find m babies before they are

weaned, which stop suckmg not because they have had

enough, but m order to rest, for their rhythm is not

only slow but mtermittent We can therefore recognise

a possible defensive impulse, like a burner, agamst the

violence by which the baby was forced to feed mde-

pendendy of the laws of its nature There are however

cases m which there can be no question of such defence

A child may seem almost constitutionally lackmg m
appetite He is mcurably pale, and no treatment, not

even open-air life, sunhght, or sea air can mend him
But m such cases we find that he is overshadowed by

some adult to whom he is extremely attached, and who
exercises a repressive influence Then only one thmg
can cure him—to send him away from such mfluence

to an environment where he will be psychologically free

and active, so that he will lose an attachment that is

deformmg his spint

In support of our thesis we may note that there

has always been a recogmtion of the relationship
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between psychological life and those physical pheno-

mena that are considered as most remote from mmd,
such as eatmg In Bible history, we find the case of

Esau, who through an impulse of greed, simrendered

his nghts as first-born, thus actmg against his own
interest, without mtelligence. Gluttony indeed is classed

among the vices that “darken the mmd ” It is mterest-

mg to see the precision with which St Thomas Aquinas

underhnes the connection between gluttony and mtel-

lectual conditions He mamtams that gluttony blunts

judgment and as a result weakens man’s cogmhon of

intelhgible reahties In the child, however, we find

the reverse process at work psychological disturbance

givmg rise to gluttony The Chnstian rehgion so

relates this vice to disturbances of a spuitual order that

it puts It among the seven deadly sins, that is among
those that lead to the death of the soul, to a way that

IS barred through a disturbance in some of the

mystenous laws that govern the umverse At the same

time, from another, wholly modem and scientific stand-

pomt, psycho-analysis mdirectly supports our theory of

a loss of the gmdmg mstmct or preservmg sensibihty

To this, however, psycho-analysis gives a different m-
terpretation, and speaks of the “death-instincL” That

IS to say, it recognises in man a natural tendency to

assist the mevitable advent of death, facilitating it and
hastemng it, and even runiimg to meet it by suicide

Man becomes attached to poisons hke alcohol, opium,

cocame, by an irresistible urge, that is, he attaches

himself to death and summons it, instead of attachmg

himself to life and salvation But does not aU this
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indicate precisely the loss of a vital mner sensibility,

which should work for the preservation of the indivi-

dual ? If such a tendency were due to the inevitabihty

of death, it should exist in all creatures We should

rather say that all psychic deviation sets man on the

road to death and makes him active m destroymg his

own hfe, and that this temble tendency shows itself

m a famt and almost imperceptible form m earhest

infancy

All illnesses may have a psychological co-efficient,

for psychological life and physical hfe are closely con-

nected, but abnormahty m feedmg opens the door to

all and summons aU Sometimes, however, the illness

is merely a semblance, with purely psychological causes,

as though It were an image and not a reahty Psycho-

analysis has thrown much hght on such cases m deal-

ing with orgamc neurosis Orgamc neuroses are not

simulated dlnesses, but present genuine symptoms,

fevensh temperatures, and functional disturbances that

sometunes appear senous And yet such illnesses are

not physical, for they are generated m the unconscious

by psychological factors able to dominate physiological

laws By illness the ego is able to escape from un-

pleasant situations and obligations The illness resists

ah treatment, and disappears only when the ego is freed

from the conditions it sought to escape I witnessed

cases of this kmd m a rehgious educational mstitution

for httle girls, which from the pomt of view of hygiene

left nothmg to be desued And yet there were sick

children m the infirmary, some of them with persistent

temperatures that it was not easy to cure These lU-
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nesses disappeared with the abohtion of the obhga-

tion of attendance at the first early morning Mass

Many illnesses and morbid states, like many moral

defects, may disappear when children are placed m
a free environment and allowed to engage m norma-

lismg activities. To-day, many child-speciahsts recog-

nise our schools as houses of health where they may
send children with functional diseases which have resist-

ed all ordinary attempts at cure Surprising cures have

been thus obtamed

LYING

Psychic deviation, though it may show an infimty

of particular characteristics, like the buds and branches

of a flounshmg tree, sprmgs always from the same

deep roots, and it is m deahng with these that the

smgle secret of normalisation hes Whereas m ordmary

psychology and m current methods of education such

particular consequences are considered as separate

defects, to be studied and dealt with separately as

though they were actually independent of each other.

One of the chief of such particular consequences

is lymg Lies are hke clothmg that hides the soul—

a

whole trousseau of many difierent garments, for there

are so many and such different kmds of hes, each with a

different significance There are normal hes and patho-

logical hes The old psychiatry dealt fuUy with the

irrepressible lymg associated ivith hystena, when the

he covers the whole soul and language becomes a
fabric of hes It was also psychiatry that drew atten-

tion to the hes told by children m children’s courts, and
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in general to the possible unconscious lying of children

called as witnesses It was startling to realise or dis-

cover that the child whose “innocent soul” was almost

a synonym of truth (truth speakmg through the mouth

of innocence) ,
might bear false witness m all smcenty

The attention of cmmnological psychologists was drawn

to these amazmg facts, and it was recognised that such

children were truly smcere, and that their hes were due

to a form of mental confusion, aggravated by the emo-

tion of the moment
This substitution of falsehood for truth, whether

as a permanent state or as an episodic event, is certainly

somethmg far removed from the normal fibs of a child

seekmg to hide himself by conscious self-defence But

m normal children and m ordmary daily life we also

find hes that have nothmg to do with defence The
he may be a real mvention, bom of a need to recount

somethmg fantastic, with the added piquant pleasure

of havmg it beheved as true by others, yet it is not told

m order to deceive or with any aim of personal

advantage It is then a genmne form of art, like that

of an actor who identifies himself with the character

he plays I will give an example One day some
children told me that their mother, when someone
important was commg to dinner, prepared some vege-

table jmces full of vitamins with her own hands, as an

advertisement for eatmg things raw She succeeded,

they said, m makmg such a dehcious natural hqueur
that her guest said he would use it and tell others of

It The story was so detailed and so mterestmg that I

asked their mother to teU me how she prepared her
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vitamm juices She replied that she had never evert

thought of making anythmg of the kind Here is an

example of something wholly created by a child’s

imagination, translated mto a full-fledged he and pro-

duced m society, with no other aim than the pure

pleasure of romancmg.

Lies of this kind are almost the opposite of others

which are told from lazmess, when the child will not

bother to think what was the truth Sometimes

however, a he may be the result of astute reasonmg I

once knew a httle boy of six who had been temporarily

sent to boardmg-school The teacher in charge of the

group of children m which he found him self was
particularly suited to her office and had a great admi-

ration for this particular child After a time the httle

boy complained to his mother of this teacher, givmg

a quantity of details against her He described her as

altogether too severe His mother went to the head-

mistress to make enquines, and received full proof that

the teacher in question had a real weakness for her son

and had always surrounded him with affectionate care

The mother then confronted him and asked h>m why
he had told such hes “They weren’t hes,” he said, “but

I couldn’t say it was the headmistress who was nasty
”

It did not seem as if he lacked the courage to accuse

the headmistress, but rather as if he felt the force of

convention Much could be said of the cunning of

which children are capable m adapting themselves to

their environment

Weak charactered, submissive children, on the

contrary, tell lies that are made up on the spur of the
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moment, as by a defensive reflex, without a mentally

elaborated content, and without the coloured clouds

of imagmative castles These are the naive, unorga-

nised, improvised and therefore easily recogmsable lies

against which parents and teachers wage war, forgettmg

that their significance is clearly and genumely a

defence against the attacks of the adult The charges

which the adult m such cases makes against the child

accusmg him of weakness and shameful mfenority and

denouncmg the imworthmess of such hes, are a simple

recogmtion that such hes reveal an infenor bemg
Fibbmg IS one of the psychological phenomena

which m mfancy are still m process of formation but

which organise themselves with time and come to form

so important a part of human social life as to be m-
dxspensable, decent and even aesthetic, like clothes for

the body

In our normahsmg schools the child’s soul sheds

its camouflage and reveals its natural smcenty None
the less, fibbmg is not one of the deviations that vanish

as if by a muracle It requires a reconstruction rather

than a conversion Clanty of ideas, umon with reahty,

freedom of spmt and an active mterest m lofty objects,

form an envnonment propitious to the reconstruction

of a smcere soul

But if we analyse soaal life, we find that it is per-

meated by lymg as by an atmosphere that could not

be dissipated without convulsmg society In fact, many
of our children who went on to ordinary secondary

schools were judged impertment or insubordmate simply

because they were much more smcere than others, and
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had not developed certain necessary forms of adapta-

tion This their teachers did not recognise Disaphne

and social relations were indeed orgamsed on hes, and

an unfamihar smcenty seemed to upset the moral con-

struction established as the basis of education

One of the most bnlhant contributions of psycho-

analysis to the story of the human soul is its mter-

pretation of camouflage as unconscious adaptabon

It IS the adult’s forms of camouflage and not the child’s

fibs that represent the terrible garment that comes to

form part of life, to be compared to the pelt or plumage

of the animal kmgdom, that is, to a protective clothmg

that covers, embelhshes and defends the vital machmeiy
at work beneath it Camouflage is the he of feehng,

a he that man builds m himself m order to hve, or

better, m order to survive, m a world with v/hich his

pure and natural feelings would be m conflict And
smce it is not possible to live in a state of perpetual

conflict, the soul must adapt itself One of the most
singular of such forms of camouflage is the attitude

of the adult to the child The adult sacrifices the child’s

needs to his own, but he does not hve m a state—^which

would be mtolerable—of recogmsmg that he does so
So he persuades himself that he is exercismg a natural

right and is actmg for the child’s future good When
the httle one defends itself, the soul of the adult is not
awakened to the true state of things, but all that the
child does m defence of his life is called disobedience,
or bad tendencies. Little by httle the voice of truth and
justice, famt as it was, chsappears, and its place is

taken by brilliant, sohd, permanent forms of camou-

15
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flage which appear as duty, right, authonty, prudence,

etc “The heart hardens, it turns to ice and shines

hke something transparent All that falls against it is

broken My heart has become a stone, I stake it

and it IS my hand that is wounded.”^ It is by a beauti-

ful metaphor that m the depths of Dante’s Inferno,

where, all love is extinguished, and only hatred remains,

there is ice Love and hate are two diflermg states of

the soul, hke the hqmd and sohd states of water Yes,

such camouflage is the he of the spirit, which helps

man to adapt himself to the organised deviations of

society, and which httle by httle hardens what was once

love mto forms of hate

This IS the fearful he that hides m the secret

depths of the subconscious soul

1 Da Francesca a Beatrice, by Victona Ocampo
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Chapter I

HOMO LABORANS

The Instinct to Work

Before these revelations of true child nature, the

laws governing the building up of psychological Me
had remained absolutely unknown The study of the

sensitive penods as directmg the formation of man may

become one of the sciences of the greatest practical use

to mankmd.

The foundation of development and growth hes

m progressive and ever more mtimate relations between

the mdividual and his environment, for the develop-

ment of mdividuahty, and of what is called the free-

dom of the child, can be nothmg else than his pro-

gressive mdependence of the adult, reahsed by means

of a smtable environment m which he can find the

necessary means of evolvmg his functions This is as

clear and simple as the fact that m weanmg a baby we
prepare baby food from cereals, fruit jmces and vegeta-

bles, that IS to say, by usmg the products of the outer

world m place of the mother’s milk

The absurd mistake m envisagmg the freedom of

the chdd m education has lam m imaging his hypo-

thetical mdependence of the adult without correspond-

mg preparation of the environment This preparation

of the environment is part of the science of education,

]ust as the preparation of baby food is part of the

science of health Now the preparation of the psychic
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environment, in its essential prmciples, as a basis of a

new education, has been outlmed by the child himself

clearly enough for it to become a practical reahty

Among the revelations the child has brought us

there is one of fundamental importance, the pheno-

menon of normahsation through work Thousands

and thousands of experiments among children of every

race enable us to state that this phenomenon is the

most certam datum verified m psychology or education

It IS certam that the child’s aptitude for work repre-

sents a vital mstmct, for without work his personahty

cannot organise itself, and deviates from the normal

hues of its construction Man builds himself through

workmg Nothmg can take the place of work, neither

physical well-being nor affection, and, on the other

hand, deviations cannot be corrected by either punish-

ment or example Man builds himself through working,

workmg with his hands, but usmg his hands as the

mstruments of his ego, the organ of his individual

mmd and will, which makes its own experiments face

to face with its environment The child’s mstmct
confirms the act that work is an inherent tendency m
human nature, it is the characteristic mstmct of the

human race

How then could it ever have come to pass that

work, which should represent the supreme satisfac-

tion, the centre of health and regeneration, as it does

for the child, should be rejected by the adult man?
However could it have been thought that work was
a product of harsh necessities created by his environ-

ment Perhaps because work m human society rests
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on mistaken foundations It develops from deviated

man, deviated through possession, power, apathy,

attachment, so that the deep-seated mstmct remains

hidden as a suppressed charactenstic Then work

depends only on external circumstances, or on struggles

between deviated men. It becomes forced labour,

givmg nse to potent psychic bamers, and thus becomes

hard and repellent

But when through exceptional curcumstances work

IS the result of an inner, mstmctive impulse, then even

m the adult it assumes a wholly different character

Such work is fascmatmg, irresistible, and it raises man
above deviations and attachments Such is the work
of the mventor or discoverer, the heroic efforts of the

explorer, or the compositions of the artist, that is to say,

the work of men gifted with such an extraordmary

power as to enable them to rediscover the mstmct of

their species m the patterns of their own mdividuahty

This mstmct is then a fountam that bursts through the

hard outer crust and rises, through a profound urge,

to fall, as refreshmg rain, on arid humamty It is

through this urge that the true progress of civilisation

takes place

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN CHILD AND ADULT

The conflict between adult and child is the startmg

pomt for consequences that will widen and widen

almost to infimty m the life of man, like the npples

that spread out further and further if you drop a stone

on the clear surface of qmet waters Such consequences

are vibrations that spread out m a circle on every side
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This IS precisely what medicine and psycho-analy-

sis have discovered in gomg back to the ongmal causes

o&physicai and mental diseases Psycho-analysts must

travel a long road m their search for the primary

ongins of mental diseases, like the explorers, who,

seeking the sources of the Nile, had far to go, meetmg

temfymg cataracts on their journey, till they reached

the calm waters of the great lakes Those sciences that

have sought to sound the ongms of weakness, mcapa-

city, resistance and distortion in the human soul, have

had to go far beyond immediate causes, far deeper than

conscious and comprehensible causes, till they reached

the quiet waters, the body and soul of the infant child.

But if we want to take the contrary path and are

mterested in the new history of humamty as it is wntten

m the secrecy of the formation of its elements, then we
can start from the calm lakes of first infancy, and follow

the tumultuous nver of life as it spnngs forth and flows

down from the mountains, in and out of obstacles,

deviatmg and twistmg m its difficult journey, leapmg

down abysses, able to do anythmg but remam still,

anythmg but cease to augment the turbulent mass of

Its waters

If the most visible ills aflffictmg adult man, physical

disease and nervous and mental disease, can really be

traced to childhood, it is the life of the child that can
show us the details, the first signs and causes that will

accompany such evils step by step

There is, however, another act to be considered,

and that is that every great and visible evil is surround-

ed by an infimty of lesser evils The cases of death
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through disease are few compared to the cases in

which the same disease is cured And if illness is the

sign of a weakness that has not been able to resist its

assault, there must be many who are weak even if they

have not remained a prey to disease Abnormal condi-

tions predisposing to disease are also to be compared

to the waves that transmit the vibrations of the ether

to infimty That is why anyone exammmg water to

know if it IS pure and fit for drinking does not take it

all but exammes a small quantity of it only If that

portion IS mfected, he concludes that all the water

IS infected Thus if there are deaths from disease or

men lost m madness, we must say that there is error in

the whole of mankmd
This IS no new idea In the days of Moses it was

recognised that there was an error at the very ongms
of mankind, an ongmal sm mdicatmg that all mankmd
was infected and lost Ongmal sm seems an illogical

and unjust conception because it envisages the possible

condemnation of the innumerable innocents destmed

to make up humanity, but we may observe a parallel

fact, for we find innocent children condemned to bear

the fatal consequences of a mistaken development

The causes of which we treat he m the conflict that

exists at the base of human hfe, a conflict big with

consequences and which has never been explored The
adult and the child, made to love one another and to

hve together, find themselvcsr m conflict through an

mcomprehension that corrodes the roots of life, and

which takes place m impenetrable secrecy

The quesuons bearmg on this conflict are manifold
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and some, v/hich are clear and tangible, alfect out-

ward social relations The advjlt has a mission to ful-

fil which has been so complicated and mtensified that

he finds it ever harder to suspend it as he must do if

he IS to follow the child, adapting himself to the

child’s rhythm and the psychological needs of his

growtli But on the other hand, the mcreasmg com-
plexity and speed of the adult’s environment becomes
more and more unsmted to the child We can ima-

gine a simple and peaceful state of primitive life m
which the little child finds a natural refuge He sees

the adult doing simple work m slow rhythm, he is

surrounded by domestic arumals and sees them living

round him He touches things and tries to work with-

out arousing any protest He sleeps when he is sleepy,

throwing himself down m the shade of a tree But
httle by httle civihsation closes the social world to the

child Everythmg is over-regulated, too narrow, too
encumbered, too fast^. Not only is the quick rhy-
thm of the busy adult an obstacle to him, but the
machine comes along, carrymg away hke an impe-
tuous wmd every httle vestige of the world m which
the child could take refuge. Then he cannot hve
acuvely Care of him imphes savmg his hfe from
the dangers that muluply about him in the outer

1 Theur poor little sloivncss is so distmcUvcly their own
and must needs be psychologically so proper to their years, somuch a natural condition of the age of their brain, that of all
childishnesses it is the one that the world should have the
mtcUigence to understand, the patience to attend upon, and
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world Thus he becomes a refugee, a helpless crea-

ture, a slave No one thmks of the need of creating

a special environment for his life, no one thinks that

he too needs to be active and to work It is neces-

sary to reahse that there are two social questions be-

cause there are two forms of hfe, and hence two needs

to consider—the social question of the adult and the

social question of the child In each sphere there is

essential work to be done , the work of the adult and

the work of the child are both essential for the hfe of

humanity

THE adult's task

It IS the adult’s task to build an environment

super-imposed on nature, a outward work callmg

for activity and mtelhgent effort
, it is what we call

productive work, and is by its nature social, collective

and orgamsed To attam the end of his work m society,

man must necessarily order it, regulate it by norms that

are the laws of society They impose a collective dis-

ciphne to which men voluntarily submit, for they

themselves have recogmsed such laws as essential if

social life is to be orderly and fruitful But besides the

laws which, representmg local and temporal necessities,

differ from one human group to another and from age

to age, there are other basic laws of which the roots he

m human nature itself, and which concern work m
itself , such laws are common to all men and all ages

One of these, the law of division of labour, umversal

m apphcation among all hvmg creatures, is necessary

m order that men’s production should be differentiated
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Another natural law concerns instead the individual

worker, and is the law of least effort by which man
seeks to produce the most he can, workmg as httle as

he can This law is of very great importance not

because of the existence of the wish to work as httle

as possible but because, by following it, production is

increased with less expenditure of energy This is a

pnnciple of such practical utihty that it apphes also

to the machme taking the place of human labour or

completmg it

These are the social and natural '"good laws” of

adaptation m work.

But not everything proceeds m accordance with

these “good laws,” for the matenal with which man
works and produces wealth is limited, and m the com-
petitive struggle that ensues the apphcation of such laws

degenerates

Then evil human habits come to the fore, and
seizure of others’ labours takes the place of division

of labour In place of the law of least effort the prin-

ciple of makmg others work creeps in . “Let them
work so that I may profit by their labour while I rest”
Such degenerations combme with the “good laws” and
estabhsh the social form of adult labour, under a
camouflage of the nght of property

The child who is essentially a natural bemg lives

with the adult as far as his material existence is con-
cerned. But he remams permanently ahen to the social

labour of the adult ; his activity caimot be used in

social production We must mdeed hold this principle

present to our consciousness that the child has no possi-
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bility of sharing m the social labour of the adult K
we take as symbol of manual work that of the smith

stnkmg with the sledge on the anvd, the child cannot

make such an effort If we take as symbol of intellec-

tual work that of the scientist as he handles his instru-

ments m some difficult piece of research, the child can-

not make the smallest contribution in this field Or
if we thmk of a legislator meditatmg on the best laws,

his place can never be taken by the child

The child is thus essentially ahen to this society

of men and might express his position m the words

of the Gospel, “My Kmgdom is not of this world ”

He is a bemg outside the organisation created by men,
outside the artificial world the adult has superimposed

on nature In the world into which he is bom the child

is an extra-social being par excellence We call a man
extra-social who cannot adapt himself to society, who
cannot take an active part m its productive labours

nor m the rules of its organisation, and who is thus a

disturber of the estabhshed order The fact is that the

child is an extra-social bemg who is perpetually dis-

turbmg the adult, even m the house of his parents His
mcapacity for adaptation is aggravated by the fact

that he is acbve and cannot renounce his activity

Hence a need to make war on him, he must be taught

not to mterfere, not to disturb, till he is reduced to

passivity Or else he must be relegated to hvmg m a
place apart, which, if it is not the pnson assigned to

extra-social adults, is somethmg correspondmg, be its

name nursery or school Here are places to which the
child IS relegated till he can hve m the adult world
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Without disturbing it Then he may be admitted to

society But at first he is subject to the adult hke a

person with no civil nghts, or mdeed without even civil

e:^istcnce, a thing of naught The adult is his master ,

the child must remam at his orders, from which there

is no appeal, and which are therefore considered as

a prion just The htde child comes into the family

out of nothmgness, and the grown-up to him is big

and powerful as a god, who alone can give him what

IS necessary for his life The adult is his creator, his

providence, his master, the dispenser of .punishments
,

no one can be so utterly and wholly dependent on

another as the child is on the adult

THE child's task

But the child too is a worker and a producer K
he cannot take part m the adult’s work, he has his

own, a great, important, difficult work mdeed—the

work of produemg man K from the new-born baby,

helpless, unconscious, dumb, unable to raise itself,

comes forth the individual adult with perfected form,

with a mind enriched with aU the acquisitions of his

psychic life, radiant with the hght of the spirit, this is

the child’s domg It is the child who builds up the man,
the child alone The adult cannot take his place m this

work
,
the exclusion of the adult from the child’s

“world” and “work” is still more evident and more
absolute than the exclusion of the child from the work
producing the social order superimposed on nature m
which the adult reigns. The child’s work belongs to

another order and has a wholly different force from
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the work of the adult Indeed one might say that the

one IS opposed to the other The child’s work is done

unconsciously, m abandonment to a mystenous spmtual

energy, actively engaged m creatiom It is mdeed a

creative work, it is perhaps the very spectacle of the

creation of man, as symbohcally outhned m the Bible

A divme spmt breathed mto man, of whom the

Scnptures say only that he was “created ” But as to

how he was created, how that hvmg creature received

the attnbutes of mtelhgence and power over all created

thmgs, though he himself had come from nothmg,

we may see and admire m all its details m the chdd,

m every child This wonderful spectacle is under

our eyes every day What was done was done so

that It should reproduce itself m every human creature

as m every hvmg bemg There we find the hvmg
source of immortahty, m which nothmg penshes and

everylhmg is renewed We may repeat at every mo-
ment before the clear evidence of reahty that the child

is father to the man All the powers of the adult come
from the possibdity possessed by his “child-father”

to attam the full realisation of the secret pattern that

was his What, however, puts the child m the position

of a real worker is that he does not fulfil the pattern

of the man-to-be-made only through meditation and

rest No, his work is made up of activity, he creates by
contmual exercise And we must clearly understand

that he too uses his outer environment for his work,

the same envuxmment that the adult uses and

transforms It is through exercise that the child

grows , his constructive activity is a real work
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which overflows matenally into his outer enviroument

The child in his experiments exercises himself and

moves , he thus learns to co-ordmate his movements

and absorbs from the outer world the emotions that

give concreteness to his mtelhgence He is laboriously

acquirmg a language, through miraculous acts of atten-

tion and through imtial efforts possible to him alone

He strives irrepressibly to stand on his feet He runs,

he seeks And in so domg he is foUowmg a programme
and a time-table hke the most dfligent scholar m the

world, with the unshakable constancy of the stars

m their mvisible courses Every year it \vill be possible

to measure his stature and he wiU have reached the

Imut assigned to him We know that the child of

five will have reached a certam level of mtelhgence
and the child of eight another Seemg him when
he IS ten, we can say how tall he is and what he can
do, for the child will not disobey the programme
drawn up for him by nature Thus, through mde-
fatigable activity, made up of efforts, experiments, con-
quests and gnefs, through harsh trials and wearisome
struggles, he, step by step, fulfils his difficult and
glonous task, addmg always a new form of perfection
The adult mdeed perfects the environment, but the
child perfects bemg itself His efforts are like those
of a man walkmg without rest till he has reached
his goal Thus the perfection of the adult man depends
on the child

We, as adults, are dependent on him We are the
sons and dependents of the child m the sphere of
his work, as he IS our son and dependent m the
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sphere of our work One is dependent in one sphere,

the other in another The adult is master m one

sphere, but the child is master m his own sphere

And thus the one depends on the other , they are both

kmgs, but each with his own kmgdom
This IS the fundamental framework for harmony

among mankind

THE TWO TASKS COMPARED

Smce the child’s work is made up of actions per-

formed on real objects m the outer world, it may
become the subject of posiDve study m order to

ascertain its laws and the ways m which it proceeds,

and to compare it with the adult’s work. Both adult

and child exercise an immediate action on their en-

vironments, an action that is conscious and willed, and

it IS when it is willed that it may properly be considered

as work But besides this they each have an end to be

achieved, which is not durectly known and willed

There is no vital existence, not even among the plants,

that does not imply life at the expense of environment

Or rather, life is an energy of the outer world, contmu-
ally recomposmg an envuronment that would otherwise

dismtegrate and thus constantly renewmg it, holdmg
creaDon m bemg For example, the immediate work
of the coral msects is to absorb carbonate of chalk from
the sea water and to make of it a protective covenng,

whereas theur end m respect of them environment is

to create new contments And smce this end is remote
from them immediate work, we may explore all there

is to explore m the coral reef by scientific research.
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but we shall not find a new contment The same more

or less holds good for all livmg beings and especially

for man
But every mfant bemg that is engaged in creating

an adult being has a non-proximate end that is none

the less visible and certam Studymg the child, or

infant life m general, from every side, we may come
to know and discover everythmg about it, from the

atoms of Its material existence to the smallest details

of all Its functions, but one thing we shall not find

—

the adult-to-be

Now the two ends remote from immediate action

both imply work that utilises the environment
Sometimes nature m her more simple creatures

presents examples that give glimpses into some of her

secrets Among insects, for instance, we may quote
two forms of genuine productive work The one is

silk, the shimng thread of which men spm their most
precious stuffs, the other is the spider’s web, the frail,

dirty thread men hasten to destroy Now silk is the

work of an infant creature, the spider’s web that of an
adult Indubitably we have to do with two different

workers When therefore we speak of the child’s work
and compare it with that of the adult, we speak of two
different kmds of activity with different ends, but both
equally real

Now what we need to know is the character of the
child s work. When a little child works he does not
do so to attain an outward end The ami of his work
is the workmg, and when in his repetition of an ex-
ercise he brings it to an end, this end is independent
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of external factors In respect of mdmdual character-

istics, the end of the work is not even an effect of wean-

ness, for it is characteristic of the child to come forth

from his labour with new vigour and full of energy

Let us say, then, that his work is the satisfaction of an

inner need, a phenomenon of psychic maturation The

outer aim considered as a whole—that is, the object

on which he exercises his activity, the use of that object

and the end he has m view—reduces itself to a smgle

means of inner activity This activity is not bound up
with the object as thou^ this were a mechanical

reagent detemmung a mechamcal activity, but the

mmd must play its parts The repetition of the act

spnngs from a knowledge accurately acquired both

though execution and through the aims to be achieved

And all this constitutes the necessary complex motive

for a formative exercise The child feels the need to

repeat this exercise not m order to perfect his perfor-

mance but m order to build up his own inner bemg,

and the time taken, the number of repetitions required,

the occult law inherent m the spintual embryo is one

of the child’s secrets

This shows one of the differences between the

natural laws of adult work and those of the child’s

work. The child does not follow the law of the least

effort, but a law directly contrary He wastes an im-

mense amount of energy over an insubstantial end, and

he wastes not only dnvmg energy but mtensive energy

m the exact execution of every detail The outward
action and the object are therefore a means of ever

transitory importance Such a relationship between the
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resources of the environment and the perfecting of

inner hfe is particularly stnkmg, smce for the adult

this very idea must inform his spiritual life The man

who finds himself on a sublimated plane is not attached

to outward things, but merely uses them for the mo-

ment in a perfect manner sudi as suffices for his inner

perfecting Whereas the man on an ordinary plane,

that IS, on his own plane, is so attached to thmgs, to

outward ends, that he is ready to sacrifice himself to

them and to lose his soul and his health for their sake.

Another differential feature, clear and mdisputable,

between the adult’s work and the child’s work is

that the child’s work penmts of no exploitation of

others, and no abbreviation. He must carry out the

work for his development alone and he must carry it

out m Its entirety No one can take over his task and

grow for him To become a man of twenty he must
take twenty years. It is indeed precisely the charac-

teristic of growmg childhood to follow just a pro-
gramme and time-table imerringly, and unsparmgly.

Nature is a severe task-mistress who puruffies the-

smallest disobedience by what we call arrested develop-

ment, or functional deviation ; m short, by illness or
abnormahty It is mteresting for us to pause a moment
to consider the child as nature’s scholar, obeying per-

fectly a natural energy which gmdes him and sets him
a task which he will carry out with even more loyalty

than that demanded of kmghts of the Middle Ages by
their knightly honour. The child wiU grow m stature

and psychological capacity, as the programme laid

down by nature has ordained. As to how he does so,.
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how he sets about his inner building, that is a secret

he will not reveal—like the dihgent scholar who keeps

silence on what he does Only m special circumstances

will revelations be made , we might say that the child

as nature’s scholar must from time to tune pass exami-

nations, that its, make exceptional efforts which will lead

him to achieve the vanous stages of his progress Such

are the sensitive penods through which all infant crea-

tures pass, from the insect to man
Durmg these penods there are sensibihties charac-

teristic of the particular stage of growth and which

later disappear, and by this word sensibihty we imply

also a special active capacity—a power of actmg which

IS likewise transient and characteristic of a particular

stage, and which therefore must seem miraculous to

those who no longer possess iL Indeed we may say

that every acquisition made by a bemg m evolution is

rendered possible by a sensitive penod, just as the

scholar passes examinations not only m every subject

but m order to go from one grade to another m the

same subject

GROWTH THROUGH ACTIVITY

The sensitive penods of creatures m process of

evolution are one of the greatest wonders of nature

There are instincts found only dunng the penods of

infancy, and represent an inner guidance leadmg to

the attainment of specific characteristics Growth is

thus not something vague like a progressive accumu-
lation of material or an inherent hereditary necessity

It is a process meticulously guided by transient instincts
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which give an acute sensibihty and an impulse towards

specific forms of activity, and these often differ very

plainly from the activities of the individual m the adult

state We may say mdeed that the profound difference

between the two states hes m this . m reaching his full

stature and his full physical development, the adult has

at the same time actuahsed the instincts of his species,

which will lead him to act m a stable manner on the

outer world. Whereas the infant creature more often

than not lacks the final instincts of his kmd, and has

instead a quantity of vanable and successive instincts

which will lead him to acquire the characteristics of the

adult state

Such sensibiUties, the effect of the transient gmdmg
instincts of growth, enable us to understand the mces-
sant activity of nature. In the same way as pene~
trating more deeply below the outer aspect of the

body we find organs and tissues functionmg withm,
which provide a detailed explanation of the existence

of a hvmg body, with phenomena of a psychological

order we may explore beneath the surface and find the

different activities on which growth depends. The
sensitive penods m the child sometimes endow him with
truly amazmg powers. We may note for mstance the
extraordmary keenness of a child’s senses, the keenness
of his eye to colours and dimensions, which guide his
attention to gamer the smallest details of his environ-
ment. Wonderful too is the sensitive period of order of
respect of external objects and their place in the envi-
ronment It IS through this sensibility that the child is

able to onent himself, which would be impossible had
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not nature implanted such an aptitude in the infant

being

The child has a different motive pnnciple from

the adult The adult acts m a whiil of external motives

which demand cold effort, sacrifice and wearisome

labour And if the adult is to be equal to his task, the

child he was must have worked well, to make of him

a strong man
He has lost his early sensibility, and nature will

now find him a poor pupd who deserves to fail in her

ngorous examinations He caimot imitate the child

The child is driven forward fay dehcate sensifaihties

aglow with mtellectual love, which urge him mdefaU-

gably towards the outer world and make him gamer

impressions of thmgs as a spintual milk on which he

must feed to noundi his inner life That is why the

child’s psychic manifestations are at once impulses of

enthusiasm and efforts of meticulous, constant patience

The child does not grow weary with work, but m-
creases his strength He grows through work and that

IS why work maeases his energies He never asks to

be reheved of his labours, but on the contrary he asks

to be allowed to perform them and to perform them
alone The task of growth is his life, he must truly

either work or die

The adult who is unaware of this secret cannot

understand the child’s work And, m fact, he has

never understood it That is why he has always pre-

vented him from workmg, supposmg that what the

child most neededm order to grow was rest The adult

has done everythmg for the child, for he has been gui-
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ded only by his own natural laws of labour, the least

effort and the saving of tune Quicker and more skilful

than the child, he has dressed and undressed him
,

washed him, fed him, earned him about in his arms or

in a perambulator, and arranged his envuonment with-

out allowmg the child to help

When the child has been allowed a httle room “ in

the world andm time, ” he proclaims as the first sign of

his eager defence, “ Me * Me want to do it '
”

In the special envuonment prepared for him m our

schools, the children themselves found a sentence that

expressed this mner need “Help me to do it by
myself ' ” How eloquent is this paradoxical request

!

The adult must help the child, but help him m such a
way that he may act for himself and perform ins real

work m the world This sentence desenbes not only

the child’s need but what he requues from his environ-

ment * he must be surrounded by a hvmg environment,
not a dead one He wants not an envuonment to be
mastered and enjoyed but an environment that will help
him to establish his functions Plainly, the envuon-
ment must be a hvmg one, duected by a higher mtelh-
gence, arranged by an adult who is prepared for his mis-
sion. It IS in this that our conception differs both from
that of the world m which the adult does everything for
the child and from that of a passive envuonment in
which the adult abandons the child to himself
The spuitual embryo, like the physical embryo,

needs a hvmg environment m which to develop
This means that it is not enough to set the child

among objects m proportion to his size and strength

,
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the adult who is to help him must have learned how to

do so If the adult, throu^ a fatal misunderstandmg,

instead of helping the child to do ttungs for himself

substitutes himself for the child, then that adult becomes

the bhndest and most potent obstacle to the develop-

ment of the child’s psychic hfe In this misunder-

standmg, m the excessive competition between adult

work and child work, hes the first great drama of the

struggle between man and his work, and perhaps the

ongm of all the dramas and struggles of mankind

Such factors at once so dehcate and so far-reachmg

remind us of the tissues of the physical embryo,

which must be sheltered, enclosed m a protective

environment, so that the pattern of the form they con-

tam shall not be spoiled There is no doubt that for

the child, the spiritual embryo of man, we must con-

struct a protective and hvmg environment Now it wdl

not be enough to put withm the child’s reach certam

means of activity of proportionate size and destmed

for his use for the exercise of his construcbve energies

Nor will It be enough to give a few counsels to mothers

or to the adults m general who are fondest of the child

and closest to him What is needed is somethmg on a

far vaster scale For the child shows not only desires

to be satisfied but a whole life to be evolved, of which
the adult has remamed unconscious, and which needs

most dehcate care It is no exaggeration to say that

man who up till now has built orfy a world jor the

adult must set to work to build up a world for the child.

The treatment of the child is so complex and so deh-

cate that it needs somethmg more thW an awakemng
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m the mother, or the trammg of new types of nurses

and teachers.

The response to the child’s needs must be a mental

renewal of education, which will be the centre of many

collateral sciences, till the crowmng result is achieved,

a new philosophy of life

GUIDING INSTINCTS

In nature too, we find two forms of life, adult life

and mfant life, different and often contrary. Adult

life is charactensed by struggle, the struggle of adapta-

tion to the environment as described by Lamarck, or

the struggle of competition and natural selection des-

cnbed by Darwm—a struggle not only for the survival

of the species but also for selection m sexual competi-

tion.

What happens among fully grown animals might be

compared with the happemngs m the social life

of men Here, too, we find the effort of self-preserva-

tion and defence against enemies , here too, struggles

and labours to achieve adaptation to the environment

,

and here, too, love and sexual conquest In

struggles and labours to achieve adaptation to the envi-

ronment ; and here, too, love and sexual conquest In

such struggle and competition Darwm saw the workmgs
of evolution, and the explanation of the survival of

physical forms, just as materialistic historians have at-

tributed the histoncal evolution of mankmd to struggle

and compeution among men
But whereas m explauung human history we have

no other data than the doings of the adult, it is not
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SO m nature On the contrary, the real key to the

life that persists and establishes itself in nature, reveal-

ing the innumerable and marvellous vanety of crea-

tures, hes m the chapter set apart for infancy All

creatures are weak before they grow strong enough to

struggle, and all begm at a stage where there can be no

question of adaptation of their organs, for these organs

do not yet exist No hvmg creature begins as an adult

There is thus a hidden part of life with other forms,

other resources, other motive impulses, than those ap-

parent in the mterplay between the strong individual

and his envrromnent This chapter, the chapter of

childhood in nature, holds the real key to life, for what

happens to the adult can explam only the hazards of

survival

Biological mvestigations of the infant hfe of crea-

tures have thrown hght on the most marvellous and

complex aspect of nature, reveahng staggermg reahhes,

sublime possibihties, which fiU all hvmg nature with

poetry and almost with rehgion. In this field biology

has followed and brought to hght the creative and con-

servative aspects of the speaes, showmg the existence

of mstmcts that act as inner gmdes to hvmg creatures,

and which, to distmguish them from the mass of im-

pulsive mstmcts connected with unmediate reactions

between a creature and its environment, may be termed

“guidmg mstmcts
”

In biology aU existmg mstmcts have always been

grouped mto two fundamental classes, accordmg to

then: ends, viz, mstmcts for the preservation of the

mdividual and mstmcts for the preservation of the spe-
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aes Both cases offer aspects of struggle, connected

with transient episodes, and as it were, with encounters
' between the individual and its environment ; and at

the sametime in both cases there are instincts that

show themselves as constant vital gmdes, with an
eminently conservative function. For instance, among
the instincts for the preservation of the mdividual, the

aspect of episodic struggle is represented by the instinct

of defence against unfavourable or threatenmg causes.

Among the instincts for the preservation of species
there is the episodic instinct aroused by encounters with
other creatures in the form either of sexual union or
sexual conflict These episodic details, as the more
noticeable and violent were the first to be recognised
and studied by biolo^ts But later on more study was
devoted to the instincts for the preservation of the indi-
vidual and the species m then conservative and
comtant aspect These are the guidmg instincts, with
which IS bound up the very existence of life in its great
cosmic function. Such instincts are not so much reac-
tions to the environment as dehcate inner sensibilities
mriiysic to life. ]ust as pure thought is an entirely in-toe quaUty of the mmd. We might contmue theTOmpamon mid look on them as divme thoughts work-

tune (the inSauaisj, and through etermty (the species).
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SO m nature On the contrary, the real key to the

life that persists and establishes itself in nature, reveal-

ing the innumerable and marvellous vanety of crea-

tures, hes m the chapter set apart for infancy All

creatures are weak before they grow strong enough to

struggle, and all begm at a stage where there can be no

question of adaptation of their organs, for these organs

do not yet exist No hvmg creature begins as an adult

There is thus a hidden part of life with other forms,

other resources, other motive impulses, than those ap-

parent m the mterplay between the strong individual

and his environment This chapter, the chapter of

childhood in nature, holds the real key to hfe, for what

happens to the adult can explam only the hazards of

survival

Biological mveshgations of the infant life of crea-

tures have thrown hght on the most marvellous and

complex aspect of nature, reveahng staggenng reahties,

sublime possibihhes, which fill aU hvmg nature with

poetry and almost with rehgion. In this field biology

has followed and brought to hght the creative and con-

servative aspects of the species, showmg the existence

of mstmcts that act as inner guides to hvmg creatures,

and which, to distinguish them from the mass of im-

pulsive instincts cormected with immediate reactions

between a creature and its environment, may be termed
“gmdmg mstmcts ”

In biology all existing instincts have always been

grouped mto two fundamental classes, accordmg to

their ends, viz, instincts for the preservation of the

mdividual and instincts for the preservation of the spe-
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cies. Both cases oSer aspects of struggle, connected

with transient episodes, and as it were, with encounters

between the individual and its environment , and at

the sametune m both cases there are mstmcts that

show themselves as constant vital gmdes, with an

emmently conservative function For instance, among
the instincts for the preservation of the mdividual, the

aspect of episodic struggle is represented by the instinct

of defence against unfavourable or threatenmg causes

Among the mstmcts for the preservation of species

there is the episodic mstmct aroused by encounters with

other creatmes m the form either of sexual umon or

sexual conflict These episodic details, as the more

noticeable and violent, were the first to be recognised

and studied by biologists But later on more study was

devoted to the mstmcts for the preservation of the mdi-

vidual and the species m their conservative and

constant aspect These are the guidmg mstmcts, with

which is bound up the very existence of life m its great

cosmic function Such instmcts are not so much reac-

tions to the environment as dehcate inner sensibilities,

intrinsic to life, ]ust as pure thought is an entirely m-
tnnsic quahty of the mmd We might continue the

comparison and look on them as divme thoughts work-

mg m the inmost centres of hvmg creatures, leadmg
them subsequently to action on the outer world m rea-

lisation of the divme plan The guidmg instmcts

therefore have not the impulsive character of episodic

struggles, but those of an mtelhgence, a wisdom leadmg
creatures on their journey through time (the mdm-
duals), and through etermty (the species)
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The guiding instincts are especially wonderful when
they are directed to guiding and protecting infant life

at Its beginnings, when a creature is still hardly in exist-

ence or uninature, but is none the less on the road

towards full development At such a stage it has not

acquired its racial charactensUcs, it has neither strength

nor resistance nor the biological weapons of struggle,

nor hope of a final victory as the sure prize of survival

Here the guiding instinct acts as at once a form of

maternity and a form of education, and both are deep

hid, like the secret of creation from nothing Such
guidance carries a helpless creature to safety when it

has m Itself neither material nor strength to save itself

One of these guidmg mstmcts concerns motherhood,

the wonderful instinct described by Fabre and by
modem biologists as the key to the survival of creatures

The other concerns the development of the mdividual,

and has been dealt vwth by the Dutch biologist, De
Vnes, m his study of the sensitive penods
The maternal instinct is not coiined to the mother,

though she, as direct procreatnx of the species, has the

larger share m this task of protection It is to be found
m both parents, and sometimes pervades a whole social

group of creatures A profounder study of what is

known as the maternal instinct leads us to recognise

It as a mysterious energy, which is not necessarily as-

sociated with hvmg creatures, but which exists as a
protection to the species even without material vehicle,

as m the words of the Book of Ecclesiasticus, ‘Trom
the beginnmg, and before the world, was I created

”

The term maternal instinct is thus a generic term
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for the guiding instinct of preservation of the species.

There are certain characteristics which dominate this

domam m all species ; the maternal instinct means a

sacrifice of aU other instmcts existing m the adult for

ensuring its survival The fiercest animal ivill show a

gentleness and tenderness at variance with its nature

,

the bird which flies so far m search of food or to flee

from danger, will remam still to watch over its nest,

findmg other means of defendmg itself from danger,

but never that of flight Instincts inherent m the spe-

cies suddenly change m character. Besides this, in

many species, a tendency to construction and work ap-

pears such as IS never found m the same creatures at

other times, for once arrived at adult state they adapt

themselves to nature as they find it. The new instinct

of protection of the species leads to a constructive

labour so as to prepare a dwellmg and shelter for the

new-born young In this every species and vanety

of creature obeys a special guidance. None takes

the first material it finds withm its reach, or adapts its

manner of buildmg to locahty. No, its instructions are

defimte and imvarymg The manner of buildmg the

nest, for instance, is one of the differential characteris-

tics of the different varieties of birds Among insects

we find stupendous examples of constructive work , the

hives of bees are palaces of a perfectly geometncal

architecture, which a whole society has combined to

build to house the new generation There are other

less stnkmg cases which are none the less extremely m-
terestmg, like spiders, which are exceptional m that they

build also for themselves, and know how to stretch such
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Wide and slender nets for their enemies All at once

the spider radically changes her work and, forgettmg

her own necessities, begins to make a tmy sack of new,

very fine, densely woven tissues, which are qmte water-

proof Often the sack has double walls, making it an

excellent shelter m the damp, cold places m which

certam vanehes of spiders hve There is thus real

wisdom m regard to the exigencies of the climate In-

side, m safety, the spider lays her eggs But what is

strange is that she has a passionate affection for her

sack In certam laboratory observations it has been

noticed that such spiders, with them grey, shmy bodies

m which no amount of searchmg will ever find a heart,

can die of gnef if their sack is tom and destroyed. In

fact. It has been discovered that the spider, where she

can, remams as attached to her work as if the sack were

an extension of her body She loves the sack, but she

has no feehng for the eggs, nor for the tmy hve spiders

that will come forth from them She seems mdeed

qmte unaware ot their existence Instinct has led thi

mother to work for the species as dmect object There

can thus be an instinct without object, actmg irresis-

tibly, representmg an obedience to an inner com-

mand to do what IS necessary, and brmgmg a love

for what has been commanded

There are butterflies which, them whole hves

through, suck the nectar of flowers without being'

aware of any other enticements or any other food.

But when the tune comes for them to lay them eggs,

they never lay them on flowers They are then other-

wise gmded , the food-seekmg mstmet proper to the
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individual changes, and they are led to seek another

environment, one that is suited to a new species need-

ing other food And yet these butterflies are unaware

of such food, just as they will never know the species

that IS to come They bear in themselves a com-

mand of nature, foreign to then own bemg The

cochmeal insect and others similar never lay their

eggs on the upper side of the leaves that will serve as

food to the tmy grubs, but on their under surfaces,

so that the grubs may be sheltered and hidden We
find like “mtelhgent reflection” among a large number

of msects, which also never eat the plants they choose

for their ofispnng They have therefore a theoretical

knowledge of how their children will feed, and they

even foresee the dangers of ram and sun

The adult creature with the mission of protectmg

the new creatures, thus changes its characteristics and

transforms its own nature, as though a time had come
m which the usual law governing its life stood still m
expectation of a great event m nature—^the miracle

of creation Then it does somethmg that is not hving

but, one might say, a rite to be performed m the

presence of this miracle

One of nature’s most resplendent miracles is mdeed
the power of the newly bom, with no experience at

all, to find their way about and protect themselves

m the outer world, guided by partial and transitory

instmcts which show themselves as Sensitive Periods.

Here the instinct is truly and literally a gmde leadmg
them gradually through successive difficulties and am-
matmg the new creatures with irresistible power It
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IS plain that nature has not surrendered the protec-

tion of the newely bom to the adult , she holds the

reins tight and keeps a vigilant watch on the obser-

vance of her precepts The adult must collaborate

within the limits set by the gmdmg instincts for the

protection of the species Often, as we see m fishes

and msects the two forms of gmdmg instinct, that m
the adult and that m the new creature, act separately

and mdependently, so that parents and children never

meet In higher animals, on the other hand, the two

instincts gradually converge m the meeting of parent

and offspnng, and harmomous collaboration ensues

It IS m the encounter of the maternal gmdmg instincts

with the sensitive penods of the newly bom that con-

scious love develops between parent and child. Or

else maternal relations may extend to the whole of an

organised society, which treats the new offspnng as a

whole, the hvmg, impersonal products of a race

This we find among social msects hke bees, ants, and

so forth

Love and sacrifice are not the cause of the pro-

tection of the speaes, but the effects of an animating

gmdmg instinct of which the roots stretch down to

the vast creative laboratory of life, from which every

species draws its forces of survival Affectionate

feelmg only renders the task imposed an easier one,

givmg to effort that especial dehght that is found m
perfect obedience to the order of nature

If we wished to embrace the whole adult world m
a smgle glance, we rmght say that from time to time

there is a breach of the laws proper to it, the laws
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that are most apparent m nature and which therefore

are believed to be absolute and unchangeable. And
lo ! these invincible laws are broken ; they stay their

workmg, as though to leave place* for something higher,

and they bow before factors in contradiction to them-

selves. That is to say, they remain suspended to fur-

ther new laws which appear in the infant life of the

species It is thus that hfe is maintamed ; it is

renewed by such suspension, which allows it to reach

mward towards etermty

Now we may ask, what is the part of man m these

laws of nature? Man, it is said, contains m himself

as m a supreme synthesis all the natural phenomena
of the beings beneath him ; he epitomises and trans-

cends them And what is more, by the pnvilege of

nund, he enhances them with the sparklmg splendour

of the nund, which is made up of imagmation, feeling

and art

How then are the two forms of life presented m
mankind and under what subhme aspects do they

reveal themselves ^ The fact is, the two lives are not
apparent Seek as we will through the world of men,
we must say that it embraces only a world of adults

of which the prevaihng features are struggle, efforts at

adaptation, and labour for outward conquests. The
events of the world of men all converge on conquest
and production, as though there were nothmg else to

be considered. Human effort clashes and is broken
m competition, like a tempered blade agamst a breast-

plate. If the adult considers the child, he does so
with the logic he brmgs to bear on his own life. He
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Can. the highest and most essential guiding mstmct

of hfe be totally absent m mankmd? Can mankind

be truly
,
helpless and bhnd before the most stagger-

mg phenomenon of umversal hfe, upon which the

existei^ce of the species depends ?

Man should feel somethmg of what other creatures

feel, for m nature everything is transformed but

nothing is lost, and the energies that govern the urn-

verse are especially mdestructible They persist even

when deviated from their proper object

Where does man the builder build especially for

his child ? The child should hve in a state of beauty,

m which man expresses his loftiest forms of art, an

art that is not contammated or detennmed by any

outward need, m which an impulse of generous love

notes how “As the pnmiuve lullaby is nothing but a patient

prophecy (the mother's), so was education, some two hundred
years ago, nothing but an unpaUent prophecy (the father’s)

of the full stature of body and mind’^ Thus John Evelyn’s
child “—^’that pretty person’ m Jeremy Taylor’s letter of
condolence—^^vas chiefly precious to him masmuch as he was,
too soon, a likeness of the man he never lived to be

“Evelyn and his contemporanes dropped the very word
child as soon as might be, if not sooner When a poor htUe
boy came to be eight years old they called him a youth
It IS difficult to imagme what childhood must have been when
nobody, looking on, saw any fun m it , when everythmg that
was proper to five years old was a defect

“They took their children senously, wthout rehef Evelyn
has nothmg to say about his httle ones that has a sign of a
smile m it Twice are children not his own mentioned in his
diary Once he goes to the weddmg of a maid of five years
old—a curious thmg, but not, evidently, an occasion of sensi-
bihty Another time he stands by, m a French hospital, while
a youth of less than mne years of age undergoes a fnghtful
surgical operation “with extraordmary patience.’ The use
I made of it was to give Almighty God hearty thanks that I
had not been subject to this deplorable infirmities ’ This is

what he says.’’ Translator's Note.
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stores up nches that cannot be utilised in the world

of production Are there places where man feels the

ne^ to suspend and forget his usual characteristics,

where he perceives that the essential thmg that mam-
tains hfe is somethmg other than struggle ? Where

he perceives as a truth nsing from the deep that to

oppress others is not the secret of survival or the im-

portant thing m hfe, but of purely mdividual concern ?

Where therefore a surrender of self seems truly life-

giving? Is there no place where the soul aspures to

break through the uron laws that hold it bound to the

world of outward thmgs? Is there no anxious quest

for a miracle, a need for a miracle to contmue life ?

And at the same time an aspiration towards some-

thmg beyond the furthest span of mdividual life,

stretchmg mto eternity ? It is by this road that salva-

tion hes In such places man feels the need to re-

nounce his laborious reasoning and is ready to beheve

the mcredible For all these are the feehngs that

should be aroused m man by facts analogous to those

that lead all hvmg creatures to a suspension of the

laws of their nature, to a holocaust of themselves, so

that hfe may be earned forward towards eternity

Yes, there are places where man no longer feels the

need for conquest, but the need of purification and

innocence, so that he yearns for simplicity and peace

In that innocent peace, man seeks a renewal of life,

as it were a resurrection from the weight of the world

Yes, there must be grandiose feehngs m man,
diverse from those of everyday hfe and opposed to

them
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“KNOW thyself”

This IS the divme voice that no one can still, and

which calls men with a loud voice, calling them to-

gether to gather round the Child

Chapter n

THE CHILD AS MASTER

“know thyself”

To trace the guidmg instmcts m man is one of the

most important subjects of research for the present

'day. We ourselves have started such investigation

and we have brought it from non-existence to a

beginning In this our chief contribution to the ques-

tion hes But It barely opens the new road of mves-
tigation, for our results till now have been more than

anythmg the provmg of the existence of such instmcts

and a first outhne of how they should be studied

Their study is only possible m the normahsed child,

who fives m freedom in an environment fitted to the

needs of his development. Then a new nature shows
Itself, with such clarity that its normal characters im-
pose themselves as mdisputable realities

Innumerable experiences have shown us a truth

that is equally revolutionary in two domams, that of

education and that of the social organisation of man-
kind. It is plam that the social organisation of men of
different nature from that commonly known, would
Itself be different, and it is education that may pomt
the way to a normalisation of the adult world also.

Such a social reform would not come about through
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theory or on the energies of a few organisers, but

throu^ the slow constant emergence of a new world

m the midst of the old—the world of the child and of

the adolescent From this world the revelations, the

natural guidance necessary to the normal hfe of society

would gradually evolve It is truly absurd to sup-

pose that theoretical reforms or mdividual energies

could remedy so colossal a void as that made m the

world by the repression and enslavement of the child.

No one can remedy the ever growmg evils of which

the first roots he in the fact that men are all abnormal

because their infancy could not develop along the

hnes traced by nature, who therefore suffered irreme-

diable deviation

The unknown ener^ that can help humamty is

that which hes hid m the Child,

To-day it is tune to revive the dictum “Know
thyself ” It IS the source of all the biological sciences

which have helped to better and save the physical hfe

of man through modem medicme and hygiene, mark-

mg what IS almost the level of a higher civilisation, a

civilisation characterised by physical hygiene

But m the domam of mmd man is still unknown to

himself The first researches when he sought to know
his physical self were earned out on the bodies of the

dead The first researches when he would know his

psychic self deal with the hvmg man as soon as he is

bom.
Without these basic considerations it would seem

that there is no way open to progress or mdeed, one

might almost say, to t^ survival of humamty m our
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Civilisation All the problems mvolved in social

questions must remam unsolved, like the problems

envisaged in modem scientific pedagogy For an

improvement m education can have only one basis,

the normalisation of the child Once this is obtained,

not only do pedagogic problems become soluble, but

mdeed they no longer present themselves And, what

is more, the results obtained are as unlooked for and

amazing as miracles

Maybe the same procedure is required for adult

humamty. And here there is only one true problem,

that implied by the words “Know thyself”—knowledge

of the underlymg laws that gmde the psychic develop-

ment of man But the child has already solved this

problem, and a practical path has been opened. Out-

side this, there is no sign of any salvation practically

possible For every good thing comes down upon
deviated men whp seek to possess it for themselves,

and seek to make of it a means to power. Then the

good thmg is destroyed even before it can be of ser-

vice, and thus becomes a danger to human life That

IS why every good thmg, all progress, all discovenes,

can mcrease the evil afflictmg the world, as we have

seen m the case of machme, which represents the most
tangible form of social progr^s for us aU Every dis-

covery that might mean elevation and progress can be

used for destruction, for war, or for self-enrichment

The progress of physics, chemistry and biology, the

perfecting of means of transport, have only magnified

the danger of destruction, wretchedness and the ap-

pearance of a cruel barbanty. We have therefore
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nothing to hope from the external world tdl the norma-

lisation of man is recogmsed as a basic achievement

of social life Only then will all external progress

be able to lead to welfare and a higher civilisation

We must therefore turn to the child as to the hght-

house of our future hfe Anyone wishmg to succeed

m some aim for the good of society, must necessarily

turn to the child, not only to save him from deviation,

but also to learn from him the practical secret of our

own life From this pomt of view the figure of the

child presents itself as potent and mysterious, an

object of meditation, for the child who holds m him-

self the secret of our nature becomes our Master

THE father’s mission

The child’s parents are not his makers but his

guardians They must protect and care for him
, m

the deepest sense, as a sacred mission that goes far

beyond the mterests and ideas of external life They

are for hun supernatural guardians, to be compared

to the guardian angles of mystical theology, who de-

pend directly and solely &om heaven, who have a

power supenor to that of any human authonty, and

who, muted to the child m a way of which he is im-

aware, cannot be separated from him For such a

mission parents must punfy the love nature has im-

planted m their hearts, and they must understand that

such love is the conscious part of a deeper guidance

which must not be contanunated by egotism or apathy

It IS for parents to visualise and embrace the social
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question facing us at the present day, the struggle to

establish the nghts of the child in the world.

Much has been said of recent years about the rights

of man, and especially about the nghts of the worker,

but now the time has come when we must speak of

the social rights of the child The social question of

the ri^ts of the worker has been the basis of soaal

transformations, for humanity hves by the work of

men, and hence this question was connected with the

material existence of humamty as a whole But if

the worker produces what man consumes, and is a

creator m external things, the child produces man-

kmd itself, and therefore his rights are still more potent

m calling for social transformation. It is plain that

human society should direct its wisest and most per-

fect care to die child, to receive from him greater

strength and greater values in the humamty of the

future

The /fact that it has instead neglected and indeed

forgotten the child, that it has, maybe, unconsciously

tormented and killed him, has failed to recognise his

value, his power, his essential nature, should be rea-

lised and this feehng should arouse the conscience of

humanity m a vehement manner.

THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

TiH yesterday, till the beginning of the present

century, society showed not the smallest concern for

the ctuld. It left him where he was bom, to the sole

care of his family. As his sole protection and defence,

there was the authonty of the father, which is more
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or less a relic ot that established by Roman Law over

two thousand years ago During so long a penod of

tune, civilisation evolved, changmg its laws m favour

and m the service of the adult, but it left the child

without any social defence To him were reserved

only the material, moral or mtellectual resources of

the family mto which he was bom And if m his

family there were no such resources, the child had to

develop m matenal, moral and mtellectual mdigence,

without society’s feeling the smallest responsibihty for

him Soaety up tUl now has never claimed that the

family should prepare itself m any way to receive and

fittmgly care for the children that might come to form

part of iL The State, so ngorous m demandmg
official documents and meticulous preparations, and

which so loves to regulate everything that bears

the smallest trace of social responsibihty, does not

trouble to ascertam the capacity of future fathers to

give adequate protection to then children or to guard

then development It has provided no place of ins-

truction or preparation for parents As far as the

State IS concerned, it is enough for anyone wishing to

found a family to go through the mamage ceremony

In view of all this, we may well declare that society

from earhest tunes has washed its hands off tho^
httle workers to whom nature has entrusted the task

of biuldmg up humanity In the midst of a contmual

progress m favour of the adult they have remamed as

bemgs not belongmg to human society, extra-social,

isolated, without aiiy means of commumcation that

would allow society to become aware of then condi-
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tion They mi^t be victims without society’s bemg

aware.

And, m truth, they were victuns

Victims indeed, as science recognised, when about

half a century ago medicme began to interest itself m
childhood At that time childhood was still more

abandoned than to-day, there were neither child

specialists nor children’s hospitals Statistics revealed

so high a mortality during the first year of life that it

caused a sensation Pepole began to reflect that though

many children were bom into famihes, few remained

alive. The death of small children seemed so natural

that famihes had accustomed themselves to it, com-

forting themselves with the thought that such httle

children went straight to heaven There had come to

be a special spiritual preparation teachmg resigned

submission to tins kmd of recrmtment of little angels,

whom, it was said, God wished to have near Hun
Such vast numbers of babies died through ignorance

or lack of proper care that the phenomenon was term-

ed the constant slaughter of innocents

The facts were made public and at once an exten-

sive propaganda was begun to awaken human consci-

ences to a new sense of responsibility It was not

enough for families to give life to their children, but

they must save that life And science showed how
this could be done . fathers and mothers must gam
new knowledge and receive the instaiction necessary

for a proper care of the health of their babies

But it was not only m fanuhes that children

suffered. Scientific investigations m the schools led
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to alarming revelations of torment And this was m
the last decade of the XIX Century—at a time when

medicme was discovenng and studymg mdustnal

diseases among workers, and showmg the first steps

to be taken for soaal hygiene in worL It was then

perceived that besides infectious diseases * resulting

from unhygiemc conditions, children too had their

“mdustnal” diseases—the result of then: work

Theu: work lay m the schools They were shut

up there, slaves, exposed to the enforced torments of

society The narrow chest that brought an acquired

predisposition to tuberculosis, came from long hours

spent bendmg over desks, leammg to read and wnte

The spinal column was curved through the same en-

forced position
,
eyes were short-sighted through the

prolonged effort of trymg to see without sufficient

light The whole body was poisoned, as it were

asphyxiated, through long penods spent m small,

closed spaces

Yet then: torment was not only physical , it exten-

ded to mental work Studies were forced studies, and

what with tedium and fear, the children’s mmds were

tired, their nervous systems exhausted They were

lazy, discouraged, melanchohc, viaous, with no faith

m themselves, with none of the lovely gaiety of chfld-

hood

Unhappy children ' Oppressed children !

Theur famflies realised nothmg of all this What
concerned them was that their children should pass

their examinations and learn their lessons as quickly

as possible, so as to save tune and money It was
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not learning in itself, the attainment of a loftier cul-

ture that concerned the famihes, but the response to

the summons of society, to the obhgation imposed, an

obhgation which they found burdensome and which

cost money What was therefore important was that

then: sons should acquire their passport mto the life

of society m the shortest tune possible

Enquiries and mvestigations then earned out among

school-children brought to hght other startimg facts

Many poor children when they came to school were

already tired out by them mommg’s labours Before

gomg to school some of them had walked miles to dis-

tribute milk, or had gone runnmg and shoutmg through

the streets, selhng newspapers, or had been workmg at

home They reached school hungry, sleepy, with the

sole wish to rest. These poor little victims then

received a larger share of punishments, for they could

not pay attention to their teacher and so did not under-

stand his explanations And the teacher, concerned

for his responsibihty and still more for his authority,

tned by punishments to awaken the mterests of these

worn out children and to drive them to obedience by
threats He would humihate them before all them

school-fellows, for incapacity or obstmacy Such
unfortunate children spent them hves exploited at

home and pumshed at school

The mjustice revealed by these first mvestigations

and enqmnes was such that it led to a genume social

reaction The schools and the relevant regulations

were speedily modified A new and important branch
of medicine was inaugurated, covermg School Health
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and exercising a protective and regeneratmg influence

on all the official schools of civilised countries Doctor

and teacher were henceforth assoaated for the good

of the pupils This v?ays, we may say, the first social

sanction against an ancient unconscious error in the

whole of humamty and it marked the first step to-

wards the social redemption of the child

If we look back to this imhal awakenmg and follow

the course of history, we shall find no sahent fact

reveahng a recogmtion of the rights of the child, or an
mtmtive awareness of his importance Christ alone

called them to Hun, pomtmg them out to adult man
as his gmdes to the Kmgdom of Heaven, and warmng
him of his bhndness But the adult contmued to

think only of converting the child, puttmg himself

before hun as example of perfection It seemed as

if this terable bhndness was mcurable Mystery of

the human soul ! This bhndness has remamed an
umversal phenomenon and is perhaps as old as man-
kmd

In fact m every educational ideal, m all pedagogy
up to our own time, the word education has been
almost always synonymous with the word punish-

ment The end was always to subject the child to

the adult, who subsfatuted himself for nature, and set

his reasonmg and his end m the place of the laws of

life Different nations have different ways of punish-

mg children. In pnvate schools the punishments m
use are often pomted out as they might pomt out

then coat of arms Some use humiliations, like tymg
placards to the children’s backs, puttmg dunces’ caps
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on their heads, or putting them in a real pillory so

that those who pass can laugh at them and mock

them. Often the punishments used are physical tor-

tures. Children are put to stand m a comer for

several hours, tired, bored by idleness, seemg nothing,

but condemned to hold their position by their own

will.

Other punishments are to make them kneel on

stone floors with bare knees, or whippmg, or pubhc

caning. A modem refinement of cmelty comes from

the theory of associatmg school and family m the

work of education—a prmciple which resolves itself

into organismg school and family m mOictmg punish-

ment and tormentmg the child The child who is

punished m school must consign his sentence to his

father, so that the father may jom with the teacher m
punishing him and scoldmg him. He is then forced

to take back to school a wntmg from his father, as

a proof that he has accused himself to his other exe-

cutioner, who associated himself, at least m prm-

ilt IS tempting to make one more quotaUon from Alice

MeyneU, Tout passe Is the fruit for the flower, or the flower

for the fruit, or the fruit for the seeds which it is formed to

shelter and contain ?

It seems as though our forefathers had answered these ques-
tions most arbitrarily as to the life of man.
“But impatience of the way and the wayfaring was to dis-

apjpcar from a later century—an age that has found all

thmgs to be on a journey and all thmgs complete in their
day because it is their day, and has its appomted end. It

IS the tardy convicuon of this, rather than a sentiment ready
made, that has caused the childhood of children to seem, at
last, something else than a defect.”—T/mr Pretty Person.

Translator’s Note.
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aple, with the persccuhon of his own son. Thus the

child IS condemned to cany hts own cross

There is no one to defend him Where is the tn-

bunal to whom the child can appeal, as condemned

cnmmals appeal? It does not exist Where is the

love m which the child knows that he will find refuge

and consolation ? It is not there School and family

are agreed m pumshmg him, for if this were not so

the punishment would be lessened and thus education

would be abased.

But the family does not need remmders from school

to punish Its children Investigations recently earned

out on the punishments m use m famihes (and one

such enquiry was earned out on the mitiative of the

educational msbtute attached to the League of

Nations), show that even m our own time there is

no country great or small m the world where children

are not pumshed m their famihes They are violent-

ly scolded, abused, beaten, slapped, kicked, dnven
out of sight, shut up m dark, fnghtemng rooms,

threatened with fantastic penis, or depnved of the

httle rehefs which are their refuge m their perpetual

slavery or the solace of torments imconsciously en-

dured, such as playmg with their friends or eating

sweets or fruiL And finally there is a family punish-

ment of fastmg inflicted usually m the evenmg, to go

to bed without supper, so t^t, aU mght throu^,

sleep IS disturbed by gnef and hunger

Although among educated families punishments

have rapidly diminished, they are still m use, and
rough manners, a harsh, severe and threatenmg voice,
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are usual forms of behaviour towards> a child It

seems natural that the adults should have the nght

to beat the child, that his mother may slap him

And yet arbitrary and pubhc corporal pumshment

has been abolished for the adult It would now lower

his digmty and be a social disgrace And yet what

greater baseness can be conceived than that of insult-

mg and persecutmg a child? It is evident that the

conscience of humamty hes buried m a deep sleep

The progress of civihsahon to-day does not depend

on mdividual progress, it does not sprmg from the

bummg flame of the human soul, it is the advance of

an msensible machme, dnven by an external force

The energy that moves it emanates from the outef

world, like an immense impersonal power coming
from society as a whole, and functiomng mexorably

Forwards ' Ever fonvards !

Society IS like a huge tram travelhng with a ver-

tigmous velocity towards a distant pomt, while the

mdmduals composmg it are hke travellers, asleep m
their compartments It is m that sleepmg conscience

that we find the mightiest obstacle to any vital aid or

savmg truth If this were not so the world would be
able to progress rapidly, there would not be the peri-

lous contrast between the ever greater speed of mate-
nal transport and the ever deeper-reaching ngidity of

the human spinL The first step, the most difficult

m any social movement towards a collective progress,

IS the task of awakenmg this sleepmg and insensible

humamty and of forcing it to listen to the voice that

calls it

IR
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To-day it is necessary that society as a whole should

become aware of the child and of his importance, and

that It should rapidly remedy the peril of the vast

void on which it rests It must fill that void by build-

mg the world for the child and recognismg his social

nghts The greatest crime that society is commit-

tmg IS that of wastmg the money it should spend for

its children, of dissipatmg it to destroy them and

Itself Society towards the child has acted hke a

guardian who dissipates the capital belongmg to his

ward The adult world spends and makes for itself

alone, whereas clearly a great part of its wealth should

be destmed for the child This truth is inherent m life

itself , the animals, the humblest msect, can teach it

to us For whom do the ants store up food? For

whom do the bees suck nectar? For whom do the

birds seek the food they carry to their nests ’ There

IS no example m nature of adults devourmg everythmg

themselves and leavmg their offspnng m want Yet

nothmg IS done for the human child , there is just the

bare endeavour to preserve his body m a state of vege-

tative life When wasteful society has urgent need of

money, it takes it from the schools and especially from

the mfant schools that shelter the seeds of human hfe

It takes it from where there are neither arms nor voices

to defend it And therefore this is humamty’s worst

crime and greatest error Society does not even per-

ceive that It destroys twice over when it uses its money
for mstruments of destruction

, it destroys by not en-

ablmg to hve and it destroys by bnngmg death And
the two are one and the same error, for it is precisely
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through failing to assure the development of life that

men have groivn up m an abnormal manner

Adults must now organise afresh and this tune not

for themselves but for their children They must raise

then: voices to clann a nght that they cannot see

through tlieir innate bhndness, but which, once seen,

IS mdisputable If society has been a faithless guar-

dian to the child, it must now make restitution of his

goods and give him justice

There is a mighty mission before all fathers They

alone can and must save their children, for they have

the power to organise socially, and hence to act m the

practice of associated hfe Then consciences must feel

the force of the mission entrusted to them by nature,

a mission which sets them above society, which enables

them to dominate all matenal circumstances, for m their

hands hes positively the future of humamty, life

If they Will not do so, they wiU act like Pontius

Pilate

Pilate m Palestme was all-powerful, for he had the

might of Rome behind him, the impenal power domi-

nating all other powers

Pilate could have saved Jesus He could have, but

he did not

The mob with their ancient prejudices, the laws in

force, custom, demanded the death of the innocent,

the Redeemer, and Pilate remamcd undecided and inert

“What can I do,” he must have thought, “if these

are the prevailing customs

And he washed his hands.
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He had the power to say “No, I will not !” But

he did not say it

Fathers to-day behave like Pilate, they abandon

their children to social custom, which is so powerful

as to seem a necessity

And thus the social tragedy of the child takes its

course Society abandons the child, without feeling

the smallest responsibdity, to the care of his family,

and the family, for its part, gives up the child to society

which shuts him m school, isolatmg hun from all

family control

Thus the child repeats the Passion of Christ dnven

from Herod to Pdate, tossed between the two powers,

who eachdeave Him to the responsibUity of the other

No voice is raised m the child’s defence, and yet

there is a voice that should have power to defend him,

the voice of the blood, the power of life, the human

authonty of his father

When the consciences of fathers awaken they wdl

not act like Pilate, who to defend the Messiah denied

His divimty, bound Him, scourged Him, and was the

first to humihate Him, saymg “Ecce homo

This act history judges not as a defence of Chnst,

but as the first episode of His Passion

ECCE HOMO

Yes, the child will pass through a passion, like the

Passion of Chnst

But the beginnmg of all hes m that Ecce Homo
Behold the man There is no God m him He is
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empty, and he has been hunuhated and beaten by the

higher authority that could defend hun

After that he is dragged away by the crowd, by

social authonty For the child the school has been a

place of more than natural woe Those big buildmgs

seem made for a host of grown-up people, and every-

thmg is proportionate to the adult, the wmdows, the

doors, the grey comdors, the bare, blank walls There

the child of many, many generations put on the black

uniform of mourmng which would last through the

whole period of childhood On the threshold his

family left him
, for that door was forbidden them

Here was the separation of the two domains and the

two responsibihhes And to the child, weepmg and

without hope, his heart shaken by fear, it was as if he

read on the door Dante’s mscnption over the gates of

Hell*

“Through me men go into the city of weeping.

Through me men pass to the people of the lost
”

It was a stem, threatemng voice that summoned
him to come m with other unknown compamons,
judged en masse as wicked creatures, who must be

pumshed. Agam Dante’s verse comes to mmd*
“Woe unto you, evil souls

”

Where will the child go ?

He wiU go where he is ordered, where he is sent

He has been judged He will go mto a class room,

and someone will do as Dante’s Minos, who, twistmg

his tail round his body, showed the lost soul to which
circle It was destmed But everywhere there is eternal

woe, with no escape.
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As Emerson says, the child is the eternal Messiah

contmually descendmg along fallen men, to lead them

to the Kmgdom of Heaven
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